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IIoLLvxi) City News.
VOL. XVIII.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, y - MICH.
L. MULDER, Publisher.
Terms of Subscription:
•1.50 per year if paid in advance ; $2.00
if paid at six months.
Rates of advertising made known
on application.
TJ UKTLEY, A., Practical Machinist Mill and
11 Engine Repairs a ap«
6h0‘,o',8"•
TJ UKTLEY, JAB., Architect, Builder and Con-
1 1 tractor. OflQce In New Mill and Factory on
River street.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
Attoreejs and J a slices.
TMEKEM A. 0. J., Attorney at Law. CoUectiocsU promptly attended to. Office, Van der
Veen's block. Eighth street.
I^AIRBANKS, I.. Ja'tloe of the Peace, Notary
-T Public and Pension Claim Agent, River St.
near Tenth.
TJOBT. J. C.. Attorney and Counsellor at Law.1 Office: Post’s Block, corner Eighth and
River streets.
Bakeries.
IkLOM, C., Jn., dealer In Bakers’ Goods, Con-
13 fectlonery, Foreign Fruits. Tobacco and
Cigars. Blom s new block, Eighth street.
pITY BAKERY, J. Pesslnk A Bro.. Proprietors,
\J Freeh Bread and Bakers' Goods, Confection-
ery, etc , Eighth street
Bank.
T TOLL AND CITY B \NK, foreign and domestic
i-L exchange bought and sold. Collections
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
Barbers.
TkAUMGARTEL, W., Tonsori el Parlors, Eighth
Re ded toX>Kr Hair dre88in8 l’romPtly
Boots and Shoes.
JJELDER, J. D., the dieapest place in the city
TTAN DUREN BROS., deale's In Boots and
v Shoes. A large assortment always on hand
Eighth street.
Clothing.
IJOBMAN, J. W„ Merchant Tailor, k<-eps the
13 largest stock of Cloths and Ready made
Clothing in the city. Eighth street.
T70RST. VS'., Tailor. Renovating and repairing
v clothing a specialty cheap and good. River
street
PHOENIX PLANING MILL. B. L. Soott, Pro-1 prietor, dealer in lumber, lath, shingles and
brick. River street
'THECAPPON A BEhTBCH LEATHER CO.,1 tanners of Hemlock Rian th ter Bole, Harness,
Grain, Calf and Kip. Office, Grand Rapids.
rPAKKEN & DE SPEEDER, Manufacturers of
X Carriages, Wagons, Cutters. Sleighs. Sole
owners of IXL Patent Wagon. Special attention
--------------- it
to Horseshoeing and Repairing. River street.
Ex-Sheriff Woltman is erecting a
flue residence on Twelfth street.
Read Drs. Brewer and Jenisou’s
business local in another column.
An excursion train will arrive in this
city from Lacrosse, Ind., and other
points to-morrow, Sunday.
The scholars of the Methodist Sun-
day school, and friends, picniced at
Macatawa Park Thursday.
\7 ^ RAALTE, B., dealer in Farm implements
v and machinery. Cor. River and Ninth Sts.
TlflLMS. P., Pump manufacturer, and dealer
* v in Agricultural implements of all kinds.
South River street.
Merchant Tailors.
j^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
Meat Markets.
T/- AN DER VEERE, WILLIAM, First Ward
Photographer.
I A FAYETTE, J., Photographer. The best
work and the lowest prices. Gallery, 2nd
door east of the City Hotel.
Physicians.
I/’ RKMERS, H., Pbyrician and Surgeon. Resl-
IV denoe on Twelfth street, corner of Market.
Office at the drug store of H. Kremers, Office
hours fromll a. m. to 19 m., and from C to Opm.
Vf ABBS, J . A.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
tit, Wal!h'» »tore. Residence, corier
of Eighth and Fish streets, in the house formerly
occupied by L Sprletsema. Office Hours: 9 to
10 a m., and 3 to 6 p. m.
Real Estate Agency.
\7AN WERT, T. R., Proprietor Holland Real
. * Estate Agency. Property of all kinds
'xjught, sold or exchanged.
Saloons.
Mr. Henry Kleyn^uII act as man-
ager of the Oj)era House during tlie
absence of Mr. Will Breyman.
The steamer Macatawa did a fine
business Thursday. The boat was
loaded to its full capacity every trip.
The summer normal school of this
city closed its session this week with
splendid results. It was pronounced
by a member of the State Board of
Education, who was present as a visitor,
one of the most numerously attended
of any held in our state this year.
List of letters remaitlag in the
Post Oflice at Holland, Mich., Aug. 15,
1889: John Egbert, Wm. Elwell, Miss
Jennie Pounce, O. Guiter, Mr. A. Kil-
gore, Mr. Frank Murphey, Charles
Pansier, Mr. Joseph Robertson.
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
The Coopersville fair will be held
this year on September 17 to 20 in-
clusive. Good premiums are offered.
--
Last Wednesday, August 14, was
the twenty-seventh anniversary of the
enlistment of Company I, 25th Mich.
Theological Student Harmeling re-
turned Tuesday from Dakota where he
lias been stopping the past three
months.
We have just received the premium
list of the Eleventh Annual Fair of
the Western Michigan Agricultural
and Industrial society, which will be
held in Grand Rapids, Sept. 23, 24, 2-5,
20 and 27, 1889. The list is in a con-
venient form, and is a neatly printed
pamphlet.
evangelist, Sam Jones. He is a hustler
from way back, and intends to use al
the energy and push of which he is
capable towards booming the interests
of this city. He will embark in the
real estate businfess.
Onion parties are fashionable in
Nebraska. Six girls stand in a row
while one bites a small chunk out of an
old onion, and a young man pays ten
cents for a guess as to which one it was.
If he guesses right he kisses the other
live, but if he doesn’t he Is only allow*
to kiss the one with the onionscented
breath. The amusement is said to be
highly popular with young folks, and
must he introduced here at once.
The rankest kind of a cheap jewelry
fakir struck the city last week Friday
evening. He succeeded in landing
several line suckers, who bought his
worthless trash at prices, which they
would “kick” strongly against if they






Is it not time that something
done towards improving Centennial rDe’ improvement or any street Is
Park? Id its present state it is an evV “ be'lelit t0 the 1,ropert5' holder on tlie
____ ^ 'W Street anil it inprantusu thn valna nf Ilia
The project of grading and graveling
Land and Thirteenth streets is a good
me. The improvement of any street is
Rev. John Broke, of Milwaukee,
will preach iu the First Reformed
church to-morrow, Sunday, morning
and afternoon.
Rev. E. P. Law, of Allegan, will
hold divine services in Grace Episcopal
Church to-morrow, Sunday, at 10:30 a.
m. and 7:30 p. m.
DROWN, P., dealer In liquors and okari of all
13 kinds. Eighth street near River.
Commission Merchant.
13BaCH, W. H., Commission Merchant, and
13 dealer In Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat Office in Brick
etow, corner Eighth and Fish streete.
Drags and Medicines.
pENTRAL DRUG STORE, H.
\j Proprietor. Kremers, M. D.,
J^OESBURG^J.^O., Dealer Id Drug* and Medl-
Articles and Psrfum. s, Imported Havana, Key
West, and Domeetie Cigars.
F' J-* D-* ProPrietor of FirstO Ward Drug Store. Prescrlutions carefully
compounded day or night. Eighth etreet
WALSH. HEBER. Dru
v v a fuU stock of
buBluesa.
let and Pharmacist ;
appertaining to the
VATE8 A KANE, drugglate and booksellersX Stock always fresh and complete, cor Eighth
and River streets.
Dry Goods and Groceries.
'DERTSCH, D , dealer in Dry Goods, Fancy
X) Goode and Fornlehlng Goode — -,Eighth street.
1300T & KRAMER, dealer in Dry Goode. No
13 lions, Grocer lee, Flour, F "
CEERY, MICHAEL, dealer in Wines, Liquors.
^ Fim “ir”
Second Hand Store.
D OSMAN, A. B.. proprietor of Second Hand
Jf, . dealer iu Stoves. Tinware, etc.,
Eighth street.
Watches and Jewelry.
n REYMAN, OTTO. Watchmaker. Jeweler, and
.•r,n fancy floods. Corner of Market
and Eighth atreets.
^TEVENSON, C. ,A., succeseor to H. Wyk-
huyien, Jeweler and Optician, Eighth street
opposite Walsh’s drug store.
Miscellaneous.
nEST, MRS. R. B., has a very flue line of
Cedar streets.
P\E KEYZER, C., Newspaper and Periodical
LS Subscription Agency. Leave order for any
publication In U. 8. or Canada with him at P. O.
street next to Bank.
eed, etc., Eighth
ptRANDALL, 8. R .dealer in Department Goods
V. and proprietor of HoUand
Eighth street
ad City Bezaar,
T3E JONGH. C,, dealer in Dry Goode, Groceries,U Hats and Cape. Boots and Sboea, etc., Tenth
Btreet opp . Union School building.
T\E VRIES, D„ dealer in General llerohandise,U and Pirdnce. Fresh Eggs and Dairy But-
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth.
QTEKETEE, BASTIAN, general dealer in Dry
O Good* and Groceries, Floor and Feed. The
finest stock of Crockery In the city, cor . Eighth
and River streets.
JiTAN DER HAAR, H , general dealer In fine
itreet}rOCBrleB' etc. Oysters In season. Eighth
VADryU(S?,^m^ri0N C °ener,Ll H^ts” *3
Caps, Flonr, Provirion*, etc. River street.
TX7I8E, J., dealer In Notions and Fancy Goods,
* * Also Hair Work. Eighth street opposite
City Hill.
Furniture.
\I1YER, BROUWER A CO.. Dealers in all
IU alods of Fnrnitnre, Curtains. Wall Paper,
Carpets, PJutore Frames, etc., River street
Af ELDER, J. B., Subscription Agent for all
.. , erican and Foreign Newspapers and
Magaxlues. Office, De Groudwet building.
SOCIETIES.
F. &. A. M.
A Regular communication of Unitt Lodge.
N°- 1W, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich . . at 7 o’clock on Wednesday eveo-
Dg*. Jan 16 Feb. IS, March 13. April 10, May
15, June 12. July 10, August 7, Sept. 4, Oct. 2,
Nov. 8. Dec. 4. St. John’s day* June 21 and
- — 2i 
K. O. T. M,
Cresisnt Tent. No. 68, meets; In K.
Hallat8:00p m., on Monday night
O. T. M.
Sir Knights' are ’ coTmMTyTuvTud ‘ to^atteifd1
Cheapest Life Insurance Order known. Full
particulars giyen ou application.
W. A. Holley, Commander.
Geo. E. Hunt. R. K.
CITY MARKETS.
. PRODUCE, ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by B. J. Harrington.)
WHOLESALE. ] RETAIL. '
Beans. ..... $1.00 to $1.5ti Ream ..... $1.25 to $2. 00
17 EBB EES. W., dealer In Furniture, Wall
Moos an^NovelU1” SSI?*1014 D*oorE-
FlourlMIHs.
T17ALSH DE ROO A CO., Manufsctnrers ft
1 v Roller Flour, proprietors of Standard Roll,
er Mills. Daily capacity, 300 barrels. ......
Hardware.
KANTER8 BROS., dealers in general hardware.
Eighth street *** * IP#C 'y' N0, M
\TAN DER VEEN, E., dealer In stoves, hard-
V ware, ouUerv. etc Tin and sheet Iron ware.
Corner River and Eighth streets.
Hotels.
pITY HOTEL, Geo. N. Williams, Pro
The only flrst-elass hotel in (he city. Is lo-
cated in the bnsiuess center of the town and has
one of tho largest and beet sample rooms in the
state. Free bus In connection with the hotel.
JpARK HOUSE, David L. Boyd, proprietor. Has
nlsbed. Terms mo/erate^Cor, Flab and Vntli
atreets
Butter ...... ........ 13c
Egg- ............... ,.l>c
Butter ......... 14 to IN:
Egg* ................. 13c
Honey ............... 10e Honey ............. 14<j
Onions ............... —« Onions ............... ..
Potatoes ............. 86c Potatoes ............. 40c
GRAIN. FEED, ETC.
(Corrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
. WHOLESALE. i , RETAIL.
Buckwheat .......... 50o Buckwheat .......... 60c
SsrUi'y^ V°c wt * F lOOffis! ..... 70c
... . ... ..... $1.00 Barley, $ 100 !t.s..$1.2-1
Cloverseed, V bu. .$4.00 Cloverseed. W hu. M.tO
Corn Meal, ff cwt. .|0.80 Corn Meal V I00!ba$0.90
Corn, rheUed ........ 40c Corn, shelled ........ 50c
Flour .............. $4.50! Flour ...... : ....... $5,110
F. Coram'l fHOOlhsIl .25|F. fornml |l 10Glbs$l .40
Feed, yi ton,. ..... $16.00 Feed, |J'»on ....... $18.00
Gate ........... S5c
The four men who were arrested last
week for fishing with a seine in Black
Lake, are being tried to-day, Friday,
before Justice Post.
street and it increases the value of his
property. We should like to see every
street in the city, which is unimproved,
graded and graveled. i
It seems that Hallowe'en is observed
almost every night in the week in Hol-
land. It is a common occurrence for
boxes and barrels to he placed in front
of business places, but last Monday
evening the boys went to the trouble o
moving the Ivy plant in front of Yates
& Kane’s across the street to D.
Bertsch’s dry goods store, where it was
placed in front of the door. We are o
the opinion that it is about time a stop
was put to such foolishness.
Mr. K. E. Dykema has bou
interest in the firm of Brusse Bros.,1
and will have charge of the work iu
the tailoring department. Mr. Dykema
is an expert coat maker, having been
employed as such by the firm of Houses
man, Donnally & Jones. Gland Hapidsf
for the past fourteen years.
In an item in our last issue it appears
that this paper is upholoing Sunday ex-
cursions. We desire to state, however,
that such is not the'ease. On the con-
trary, we are opposed to them, and the
publication of the notice was a mistake,
which we make haste in correcting, be-
fore we are placed in a bad light before
the reading public. The item was sent
. \| in b-v the railroad company, and pub-
.J»J!l,i8bed without a careful Investigation.
It was an error, which will not occur
igain.
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. I.
last Saturday, a baby boy. Y
gratulate Bro. Verwey ou this
addition to his family.
Messrs. H. YV. Perky and J. E.
Sherfey, of Brazil, Ind., Mr. O. Hat-
field, of Grand Rapids, and Mr. P. P.
Laughlin, of Johnstown, O., desire to
xpress their thanks through the col-
mns of the News, to F. G. Churchill,
for favors rendered during their recent
fishing voyage on the Kalamazoo river.*
The Otsego band captured the prize
at Muskegon Tuesday at the band
tournament. Port Huron's uniformed
The YVerkman Manufacturing Co.
are running their factory twelve hours
a day at present, to fill the many orders
which they have on hand. - _ i
The new furniturr store of Gilm<>relranks walked awav with the trophy
& YValsfa will be opened to the public Joffered fort,ie best drilled company,
next week. They are busily engagediHi8hland tent, of Grand Haven, had
in getting their large stock of goods / 8ixt-v memb€r8 »n line, and was awardedposition. » f the prize for the largest turnout of sir
-- --- i knights, according to membership of
Theological Student Henry kent.
The annual meeting of the Grand
River Y’alley Medical Society was held
in this cityiWednesday. A large num-
ber of members were present. The
following officers were elected for the
ensuing year: E. De Spelder, Drenthe,
president; B. B. Godfrey, Hudsonville,
secretary; M. L. Weston, treasurer. It
was decided to hold the next meeting
at Zeeland. The society is in fine con-
dition, with plenty of funds in the
treasury. The doctors enjoyed a visit
to Macatawa Park on Thursday.
- -
Geeklings will preach in the Ninth --"*** cav.ii me iviuui j ----- 
Street Christian Reformed Church to- ‘ The committee of arrangements for
morrow evening, Sunday, iu tlie EnglislV the union nieetingof tlie two Teachers’language., ' Associations of Ottawa countv. haade
-- m ----
Mrs. D. Beutsch is now conducting
the millinery business formerly owned
by Y'an den Berge & Bertsch, the firm
havingdissolved partnership. See noticeelsewhere. ts
chased the||Hans Anderson pur ed
y, s e-
cided to i>08tpone the meeting noted in
the last issue of the News, as to take
place at Grand Haven on the 23rd inst.
to October 5th, on account of the in-
ability of several of those chosen, to
take part in the exercises at the time
rst designated. v
schooner Belle Laurie, at l\ S. mar- 1 That unsightly bill board on tb^
shal’s sale, at Racine, on Saturday. JJfci
The annual camp meeting of the
’hurch of God will be held at Holland,
Michigan, commencing Aug. 21, 1889,
and continuing until August 27. A
cordial invitation is extended to all.
i lo and camp with them and participate
in the meeting. The best of order will
>e maintained. Tents can be furnished
those who desire them at reasonable
rates. The subjects to be treated upon
are Faith, Repentance and Baptism;
the Signs of the Times; the Second
Coming of Christ; the Earth Restored
to Original Clay; the Law of God— the
Ten Commandments; The Sabbath the
Seventh Day of the Week, together
with many kindred Bible truths.





The employes of the south side tan-
nery of theCappon & Bertsch Leather
Co. held their annual picnic at Maca-
tawa Park last Tuesday. All enjoyed
pleasant time.
- -m-w 
The Mabel Bradshaw brought forty-
two passengers to the resorts from Chi-
cago on her trip last Sunday morning.
The Steamer Pilgrim also landed about
twenty-five persons at the pier.
— - | — .
A NIGHT hlnomimr corpus m
lorner of Eighth and River streets was
torn down this week, and that splendid
uilding site is once more disclosed to
iew. It is one of the best locations
for a brick block in the city, and by
this time next year, we hope to see a
handsome three-story building stand-
ing there, occupied by pushing, enei^
getic business men.
night b o ng e e  a
window of Kanters Bros, hardware
store attracted many spectators last
Thursday evening. It was a fine speci-
men of the plant, and was in bloom.
ewu, p GIII W/
Hay ............... »8.00
Middlings $ 100 tbs. .60c
Oats, new...*. ........ 24o
Bye .................. 40c
Pearl Barley piOOlbs. $4
Timothy seed... ,...$1.75
Wheat, whit* ........ 79c
RedFuIts ........... 78c
Lancaster Red ....... 78c
New Wheat ......... 75c
Bye .................. 60c
Pearl Barley fUOOffis. $5
Timothy seed ...... $2.00
Corn ear ............. 56c
At the City Bakery you will now find
a fresh stock of Candies and Caramels.
Try them.
Livery and Sale Stables.
Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.
TPLIEMAN, J., Waeon andiCarriage Mannf.e-
J? tory and blacksmith shop. Also manufac-
turer ot Ox Yokee. River street.
i CITY BREWERY, A. Self. Proprle-
“-of Brewery 4.000 barrels. Cor.
The City Bakery turns out all kinds
of pies and other pastry work on short
notice. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Buy Douglas’ •2.00 Boy’s shoe, the
best article for boy’s wear in the mar-
ket. For sale at van Duren Bros, tf
Parasols, cheaper than ever before at
D. Bertsch’s.
W. L. Douglas’ celebrated as.OO shoe
at Yran Duren Bros. This is the best
shoe for the money made. tf
The government dredge has com-
pleted the work of dredging the chan-
nel connecting the harbor with Lake
Michigan. There are thirteen feet of
water in the channel. The dredge left
for South Haven Monday. 
- -
The lifesaving crew gave an exhi-
bition drill last Thursday afternoon for
the benefit of the Summer Normal
teachers. The drill was ver)r interest- jolly time,
ing to the teachers, as they had never
witnessed anjlhing of the kind before.
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the
Methodist Church will hold a social at
the residence of Mys. ErAnnis, next
Monday evening, August 21st. Re-
freshments will be served. A cordial
invitation is extended to all to be
present.
— — — — — —
The steamer Mabel Bradshaw will
take the G. A. R. veterans and their
friends to the Milwaukee national en-
campment. The “Mabel” will do this
without missing her regular Chicago
iMps, as she will go to Chicago first and
thin to Milwaukee.
Don’t k'Tll the toads, the ugly toads,
that hop around the door. • Each meal
the ugly toad doth eat a hundred bugs
or more; he sits around with as|>ect
meek until the fly has neared, then
shoots he forth his little tongue like
lightning double-geared. And then doth
wink and when he’s wunk, lie shuts his
ugly mug, and patiently doth wait until
there comes anqther bug.— Exchange^
A party of young ladies and gentle-
men sailed up to Holland from the Park
last Wednesday. After their arrival
iiere they engaged a rather unique rig,
^consisting of a team of draught horses,
with sleigh bells strung across them,
and a lumber wagon with a hay rack
on it, in which they rode about the city,
taking in the many beautiful and pic-
turesque sights. Of course, they had a
The local editor has passed through
some terrible experiences lately. A
month ago, his life was threatened,
last week he had his fortune told
“from the crpdle to the grave,” and
was informed that he would live to the
ripe old age of 78 years. This week, a
phrenologist, named Prof. A. M.
Smith, hailing from Boston, Mass., ex-
amined Ills cranium and told him what
he was good for.
Mu. R. N. Jones purchased tlie lot
east of his store building on Eighth
street of J. P. Dykema this week. Mr.
Jones is a new arrival in Holland, and
is no blood conuection of the noted
Prosecuting Attorney Lillie
is being kept busy this summer, and
his vacation will have to be taken on
{Jhristmas. During the past week the
•flowing cases from this locality have
eived his attention: E. Longtine,
javid Blom and Charles McDuffee were
11 charged with selling intoxicating
[quors without paying the State tax,
ud bound over to the circuit court for
trial. C. Blom was arrested for selling
liquor to A. Van Vuren, after having
received notice in writing from Geo.H.
Sipp, director of the city poor, not to do
so. Mr. Blom’s examination will be
held ou Tuesday. The three fish cases
here were also tried by Mr. Lillie, on
Friday.
* - -
Haven harbor, St. Joseph river,
•1,000; St. Joseph harbor, 186,000;
Michigan City harbor, •95, 000 for outer
harbor and 09,000 for inner harbor.
“Prof. J. Humphrey having nlolll




the position of superintendent 
public schools of that city, has re gned
as a member of the Board of
Examiners of Allegan county. ______
Humphrey was not only an active and
efficient member of this board, but
stands among the foremost of the edu-
cators of our state, while l^s reputation
as a conductor of simmer normal
schools is surpassed by ^ ne, and he is
always ready to do
power to advance the
tion. He will be m
board and as a citlze








a man to their ranks. ’’-Affcpan Journal
A Fatal Accident.
A sad accident occurred last WedneeA
day morning, by which John Schreur
lost his life. He was at work on the
new Black River bridge, and, with
other workmen, was engaged in raising
the pile driver into position. When it
was about ten feet from the ground, a
rope, holding the heavy timbers, broke
letting the pile driver fall. Mr.
Schreur was standing directly under-
neath, and did not have time to escape,
the timbers striking and crushing him
to the ground. He was at once brought
to the city, where medical aid was
procured, but he had received injuries
which no human agency could relieve,
and died, about two hours after the ac-
cident.
Mr. Schreur was well advanced hi
life, being 67 years of ag$. He was
well known in this section, having lived
here many years. Theyfuu/ral occurred
Friday afternoon frou\ the Third Re-
formed church. Y
Tlie deceased leaves spten children,
four of whom are marriedX
About one hundred and twenty-five
people, including thirty-two Knights of
the Maccabees, went to Muskegon
Tuesday to participate in the
Maccabees’ jubilee. A special train
was run from this city. ’ The ac-
commodations furnished by the rail-
road company for transportation to the
Sawdust City were of a poor order. The
train on its arrival from Allegan was
crowded, and its condition when it left
this station for Muskegon, With about
one hundred and fifty more people on
board, can better be imagined than de-
scribed. As the Holland tent got up
the exciihidn, the boys were justified in
kicking. Good accommodations were
provided on their return, however.
An Electric Wedding. ^ rLA
A marriage took place in this city on |
Wednesday morning, which illustrates
how quickly the matrimonial knot can
be tied, when the young lady is wUllng.
A wedding party from Grand Rapids
reached Holland at 9:25 a. m. They
chartered the carryall at the depot*
reaching the city hotel parlors at 9:29.
The prospective bridegroom left the
’arty for a -moment, and rushed into
JusticeTfost’s office at 9:81. The magis-
trate grabbed his hat and pen and
umped down stairs, accompanied by
the groom, joining the party at the hotel
two minutes later. At 9:85 a. m., the
magic words were said, and they were
pronounced man and wife. Three
minutes were lost in kissing the bride
and re-arranging her hair; but at 9:88
the party sprang into the carryall. The
horses trotted leisurely down to the
dock, reaching the Steamer Macatawa
at 9:40, on which they went to Macatawa
’ark, where they are enjoying a de-
ightful honeymoon, by the side of the
murmuring sea.
Now Uiai Unas been demonstrated
low quickly the knot can be tied, we
rust that the scores of bald-headed
bachelors and host of pretty girls, in
Holland, will muster up courage and fol- j
low the example of this sensible couple, j
The Normal School Closet. /
The closing exercises of the Summer
Normal school, on Wednesday of this
week, were very interesting. Each of
the instructors present received a token
of esteem and appreciation from the
students.
The following resolution! were pre-
sented and unanimously adopted:
limited, That we, the students of the
Holland Summer Normal school, hereby
tender our heartfelt thanks to Profs.
Humphrey, Boers, Klelnheksel, Nykerk
and Towne, and to Mrs. Sooy, for the
very pleasant and efficient manner in
which
Major YVilliam Ludlow, in his
annual report to the Chief of Engineers
on river and harbor improvements in
Michigan, and at Michigan City, Ind.,
makes the following estimates for car-
rying on the work during the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1891: Charlevoix
harbor and entrance to Pine, #22, 000;
Frankfort harbor, *34,000; Portage lake,
Harbor of Refuge, 920,000; Manistee
harbor, 919,400; Pentwater harbor, 920,-
800; White River harbor, $75,225 to
complete; Muskegon harbor, 946,000;
Grand Haven harbor, 976,500; Black
Lake harbor, (Holland) 928,500; South
— the special department of in-
struction in charge of each has been
conducted and the great profit received
by us. And also to Secretanes Latta
and Tavlor for the many instructiveMB _________ „
and valuable suggestions given
methods of teaching and management
of schools.
Further limited, That we are truly
.emjKjrary
pleasant and homelike.
Further Uesolml That these resolu-
tions be published in the principal news-
papers of Allegan and Ottawa counties.
The students were treated to free
transportation on Thursday, to and
from Macatawa Park, where the day
was spent most pleasantly, after six
weeks of close application to study and
class work.
An examination of teachers in at-
tendance, and others for certificates as
such, occurred in this city yesterday,
conducted by the secretaries of Allegan
and Ottawa counties, each for his own
county.
Local continued on fifth page.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
NUGGETS OF GOLD.
DIFORTANT HAPPENINGS TS EVERT
QUARTER OF THE GLOBE.
The Latest Intelligence Received by Wire
from Distant Lands and at Home— The
Cream of the News Gutherod from AH
Quarters of the World.
BOULANGER CONVICTED.
The French General Fonnd Guilty of Treason
and Comp racy.
The Senate Court of France has found
Gen. Boulanger guilty of consp racy by
a vote of 20G. The Bight declined to take
part in the proceedings, and six other
Senators refused to vote. The court
fonnd Count Dillon and M. Bocbefort
guilty of complicity in the plot. It also
decided, by a vote of 1'JS to 10, that
Boulanger was guilty of treasonable at-
tempt against the state in connection
with the Lyons depot incident.
AROUND THE DIAMOND.
Baae-rallUts foniprtlni; for the League Cham-
pionship
The official star. ding of the hall clubs
that are in the ruca jur the championship
of the associations named is given below:
National. W. L. American. W. L Vc
New York. ..53 SJ .Uih Kt. Ixiuis. .. .Cl 31 (.7:1
Boston ...... 69 31 .r30 Brooklyn.... M 3:1 .611
Philada ..... 4H 37 .504, Baltimore... 53 M .6ti
Cleveland... 47 41 &M Athletic ..... 51 97 .57'.i
Chicago ..... 43 40 .4d3|Clncinnatl...&l 43 . 542
Pittsburg.. 61 .404 K ns's Citv .37 54 .400
Indianan ...30 54 , 4'Ri Columbus., .r, 01 .304
Wash'gt U...29 53 JBTiOuisviUe...2J 74 .212
Western. W.
Omaha ...... 65























A' Train Thrown from the Track Near Ben-
son-Offlcers In Pursu I.
The locomotive of a west-bound train
was thrown from the track five miles west
of Benson, Arizona. A rail had been re-
moved, and it is believed that contem-
plated robbery was the object. The trucks
of men and horses led from the HjKJt.
The United States Marshal has sent out
officers to follow up the trail. The
Southern Pacific Company offer $1,000
reward for the arrest and conviction of
the party or parties concerned.
The Bock Island Sued.
The Metropolitan Trust Company of
New York has begun action in the
United States Court at Topeka, Kan.,
•gainst the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific and the Chicago, Kansas and
Nebraska Companies, asking judgment
for $25,000,000 and the foreclosure of a
mortgage on the latter road. Nearly
$1,000,000 interest, it is alleged, remains
unpaid. It is not believed that the suit
will ever come to trial, bat that the claim
will be paid. The debt was incurred in
the construction by the Rock Island of
its branches west ot Kansas City.
Tramps Bi b a Train.
Fifteen tramps jumped on a Reading
Bailroad coal train below Reading, Pa.
The tramps cut the train in three parts,,
the act being only discovered in time to
prevent another train from running into
the first train. The railroad police offi-
cers and a squad of ' city police were
called out, bnt when they arrived on the
ecene the tramps had fled. It was then
discovered that they had robbed the rear
caboose, the brakemeu being seized and
rendered powerless to prevent the rob-
bery. Similar outrage! have recent^
been frequent.
Negotiations fur in- Cherokee strip.
A special from Tahlequah says that
Chief Joel B. Mayes has decided to lay
the proposition of the United States
Commissioners before the Cherokee Leg-
islature in November and let that body
decide whether or not the Cherokee strip
shall be transferred to the United States.
The Commissioners will negotiate with
the Arapshoes and Cheyennes for such
land as they own in the territory.
Pi ath In ( himi of tue Itev. Mr. Croisett.
The Department of State has received
^rom the legation at Pekin, China, under [
date of July 3, nu account of the death
and ordinary life work of the Rev. Mr.
Crossett, an independent American mis-
sionary in Chinn, who died on the El
Dorado, en route from Shanghai to Tien-
Tsiu, Jnne 21. He leaves a widow living
in Schuylersv.lle, N. Y.
It^cent Appolutmen's
The following appointments have been
made: " |
Storekeepers an.l GauR’rs— Janies M. McGhee
in the Kle.ciith Ohio DDirict ; Jauhs \V. hneed
and James E. Coojht In the Fifth Tennessee ;
and John Clancey in Arkansas. Inspectors of
Customs at New York— K. S. Cotnn Hv. of Uoit-
dout, N. Y. ; John Mack in and Thomas B.
Douuo, of New York City.
Destructive Flood In Nebraska.
Over 500 houses were submerged and
2,000 people rendered homeless at Lin-
coln, Neb., by a Hood, and the Burlington
“ and Missouri River Railroad is washed
out in mauv places, and must be a>nra-
boned for the present. Only one person
is reported missing.
Dickinson College Olebratea.
 Dickinson College has just cele-
brated at Ocean Grove, N. J., its 106th
anniversary. Resolutions were passed
pledging those present to make personal
efforts to secure 500 students and $1,000,-
000 for the college.
A World’s Fair Company Organized.
The World’s Fair Company, of Chi-
cago, with a capital of $5,000,000, filed
incorporation papers with the Secretary
of Sate at Springfield.
EASTERN OCCURRENCES.
At Pittsburg, by an explosion of natural
gas, two persons were killed, two fatally
injured and a dozen or moie badly wouud-
ed. The contractors bad just completed
laying a thirty-inch gas main, and were
testing it by menus of compreKsed air.
When o pressure of seventy -fi vepoundshad
been reached I he deudenp on the end of the
pipe blew ogLca trying wilfr it a large
amount of timber and debris. A hundred
or more workmen irom adjacent iron
dlls, Who weie returning to their homes,
bad stopped to 'watch the experiment.
The debris was hurled into the crowd, as
.• ' ‘
though a bomb had exploded. The killed
were: John Miller, 23 years, single; John
O’Connor, 25 years, single. The fatally
injured are: John Grenin, internally, out
about the head; Henry Reich, skull
fractured, injured internally.
A Buffalo, N. Y., dispatch says:
Bystanders near the boathouses at the foot
of Ferry street heard two explosions iu quick
succession from the boathouse just being built
by L. B. Crocker, in which his iileasuro yacht,
the Cedar lUdge, was stored. Immediately
following the explosions the boat burst
Into flames. Blmultaneousiy two or
three persons were thrown into the
water as if from the force of the
discharge. A young woman. Miss McLean,
aged 28, picked up trom the water, was badly
burned. Mr. Crocker's young sou was' seen
standing on the boat's deck a,'«luBt a back-
ground of fire. A bystander extended a pike-
pole towards the little fellow, but he seemed
paralyzed, and In a moment fell back into the
fire and burned to a crisp. John Hugensteln, a
carpenter, was another victim. The other
children of Mr. Crocker. Leonard and Ethel,
also perished in the flames. A.mther girl,
Charlotte, aged 14, was blown into the
water, but was rescued. The yacht
was what Is known as a naphtha
launch, run by naphtha for fuel It is sup-
posed the aeddent was caused by the explosion
of some gas which had leaked out. The family
were preparing to go off on a pleasure trip, and
Mr. Crocker had taken his four children and
Miss McLean, a lady friend from Detroit, to the
river for an excursion. Crocker himself barely
escaped with his life. He is almost insane with
grief. His wife has been ill for some time, and
this grief will probably kill her.
A MEETING of business men of Johui-
towu, Fa., has boon belli to take steps
toward determining the liability of the
South Fork Fishing Club for the great
disaster. Committees were appointed,
and funds will be raised to help make the
suit ot John ihomus A Sous against the
club a test one.
G. F. Brown, of the embatrassed firm
of Brown, Steese A Clark, of Boston,
and Treasurer of tbe Riverside and
Uswego Mills Company, is missing.
Astrif.l Brothers, dealers iu mil-
linery at Lancaster, Fa., have failed for
$5(1,000. It is said the assets will equal
the liabilties.
At Boston, Mass., George W. Hollis,
of the Hollis Dressed Beef and Wool
Company, made an assignment for the
benefit of his creditors, it is stated at
the office of the Hollis Dressed Beef and
Wool Company that Mr. Hollis' embar-
rassment will not affect the company.
The assignment causes considerable sur-
prise, Mr. Hollis being considered quite
well-to-do.
At Saratoga, New York, the American
Dental Association elected AY. M. Foster,
of Baltimore, Md., President, and decid-
ed to hold the next meeting at Lxcelsior
Springs, Mo., in 181ML
Two freights were wrecked at Whis-
tletowu, Elk County, Pa., and Bert An-
derson, an Erie brakemaa, was killed
instantly, and two engines and twenty-
five cars were wrecked and burned.
Mrs. Latina Atwell Fillmore,
relict of the late Rev. Glezen Fillmore,
who was a first cousin of the late ex-
President Millard Fillmore, has just cel-
ebrated her 102d birthday at her quiet
home in Clarence, N. Y. Mrs. Fillmore
is without doubt the oldest person iu
Western New York. She retains her fac-
ulties to a remarkable degree. She was
born Aug. 13, 1787. and was married to
the pioneer Methodist preacher, Glezen
Fillmore, Sept. 20. 1809. She has lived
in Clarence ever since. Her husband died
in 1875.
At New York, Aug. 12, Chevalier Louis
Conteuciu, President of the Italian
Chamber of Commerce, has received from
King Humbert, of Italy, the cross of the
Italian Legion of Honor.
WESTERN HAPPENINGS.
A CANDA, Dak., dispatch says: John
W. Hardee, (or five years Probate Judge
of Towner County, l>akota, is mis-ing
and a warrant bus been issued lor his ar-
rest charging him with wrongfully with-
holding $7,000 Irom the county. He is
said to be also behind in his accounts
with private individuals who had m-
tinsted him with money.
A Wisconsin Central passenger
tram was robbed between ( hippewa Falls
and Abbotsford, Wis., at 3:30 o'clock iu
the morning. At that time a turn entered
one of the sheping-cars and drove the
porter to the end ot the car. The poitei
yelletl to awaken the passengers and was
fired at, but missed. The robber then
took all the valuables belonging to the
conductor and porter and one or two pas-
sengers, after uh eh ho pulled the bell-
rope and when the train stopped escaped.
The thief is described as having the ap-
pearance of a woodsman. He carried a
gun and had a big knife in bis belt.
At Edison, Ohio, several business
blocks have been destroyed bv tire. Loss
$25,000.
The finding of the dead bodies of
Ollie Jones, his wife, and two other per-
sons is teported at Helena, Mont., from
Corvallis, a small town iu Bliley Root
Valley, in Western Montana. A >oung
girl, who had been shot in tbe hip, was
also found on Rig Hole Mountain. All
of tbe dead hud been shot in the buck.
A party was formed to bring in tbe bodies.
No further details of the affair could bo
obtained, ns Corvallis is without tele-
graphic facilities. Jones was matiiedat
Missoula three weeks ago and was on the
toad to his ranch.
Train robbers attacked an express
train outlie Rio Grande Western Road,
no r Crevasse, Col., and after a vain at-
tempt to break into the baggage-ear went
through ttietiaiu and collected J'JUO and
twenty watches.
Mbh. Dr. Hettie K. Painter 1ms
died at her residence in Lincoln, Neb.
Airs. Painter was about sixty-five years
old. For the whole of her life she had
been noted for her good works. When
the late war commenced she left her homo
in N*w Jersey and was in the vanguard of
nurses who offered their services to the
Government. She served thionghont tbe
war and received the confidence and es-
teem of such men ns Grant, Sherman,
and, Sheridan.
The steamer Van Meter has 1 een
homed at Lowell, Ohio, on the Mus.
kingnm River. Loss about $4,000; in-
surance, $2,500.
E. J. Hemillion, inventor of the throe-
thiow railroad switch, and Snperiutend-
ent of the Kansas City Switch and Frog
Works, is dead at Kansas City.
Charles L. Wright, President of the
Otter Creek Lumber Company of Racine,
Wis., shot and killed Under-Sheriff Neal
Marshall and Dr. Frank E. Thnrbor near
Frankfort, Micln The trouble grew out
of Wright’s failure to pay taxes on some
of his property.
At Olympia, Wash. T.f the Constitu-
tional Convention bad a long fight over
woman suffrage, which has been kept out
of the constitution and will not bo sub-
mitted to the people until next year. The
question whether woman suffrage shall be
lubmittad the same time as the coustitn-
ti6n is in October or not till next year
was a distinct party fight, the Democrats
trying to have tbe question sobmitted
this year and the Repnblicans to post-
pone it.
The family of B. T. Morrifield, of Li-
ma, Ohio, rejoices over the arrival of a
baby boy who now weighs, after three
weeks' nursing, less than three pounds.
A common finger ring can be slipped over
its hands, and its ears arc no larger than
a penny. ______ _
SOUTHERN INCIDENTS.
On a two-mile circulat track the start-
ling speed of two miles a minute was
maintained for about ten miles by the
three-ton motor of the Electro-Automatic
Transit Company of Baltimore City at
their grounds at Laurel, Md. This speed
equals thiee miles per minute on a straight
track. David O. Weems, the inventor,
conducted the experiments. The compa-
ny will build at onco a five-mile circular
track on Long Island to demonstrate the
practicability of the electric passenger
system, and also the automatic system
which was tried to-day and is intended
only for light express packages, mail, and
newspapers. Faison lias pronounced it
the greatest conception since the tele-
graph.
The family of T. J. Allen, of Knob
Creek, Monroe Country, W. Va., narrow-
ly escaped being burned alive by some
unknown enemy tbe other night. The
doorways wore blocked up by rocks,
kerosenso was thrown over the porch
and other woodwork, and the match was
applied while' the family were asleep.
The entire lower story was ablaze before
i hey awoke and all had to jump from
windows in their night cldthes.
The Augusta (Ga.) Orphan Asylum, a
magnificent five-story building, has been
almost 'entirely destroyed by fire. The
structure cost over $100,000, and was in-
sured for $60,000. All the children wore
got out safely. Two firemen were injured
by falling timbers.
The two Hollis brothers, who assault-
ed and then murdered Mrs. Gellis, a
widow, and her two daughters, in Mc-
Dowell County, Kentucky, have met a
just fate. The two men were captured
by the regulators, strung up by the heels
to the limb of a tree, and then shot to
death.
Daniel K. Stewart, the richest man
in Virginia, has died at his home in Rich-
mond. aged 81 years. He was of Scotch
birth, and amassed his fortune in tobacco
and in dealing in railroad securities. Ho
owned the house there in which Gen.
Leo's family lived during the war. His
estate is estimated at about $2,00(1,000.
The Ledora Mining Company, com-
posed of Chicago capitalists, have struck
a rich vein of ore on their claim in New
California. They have decided to with-
hold their product until a decision is ar-
rived at regarding the importations of
amalgamated ores.
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
The War Department officials have
been recently giving their attention to
the causes wbich depopulate the army;
From late statistics it is shown that the
evil is largely on the increase. During
the six mouths ending June .'*(*, K'!), the
records show an increase of 135 over
the number reported for the cor-
responding per.od of Inst year. For
the last six months of the pres-
ent year there were 1.467 desertions,
ugniuht 1.20:1 for the same period of
1888. Fully seven-eighths of the deser-
tions look place during the first year of
enlistment. The importance of these
figures is appreciated by General Scho-
field and Adjutant General Kelton, and
some plan of action which will look
toward the modification of the articles of
war will receive their earnest advocacy
and be presented to Congress. Quite
a number of officers believe that one of
tbe best ways to break unMesertion in the
array would be to put a wop to the sol-
diers doing so much extra woik. When
a in mi enters the army be expects to be-
come a soldier. When- he finds that, in
addition to’his duty of a soldier, he has
to do all the work a, round the garrison
and officers' quarters the soldier feeling
digs out and ho deserts at the first oppor-
tunity, generally in the first year of his
enlistment.
POLITICAL PORRIDGE.
Henry II. Haynes, of Ohio, has been
appointed receiving clerk of the General
Land Office, vice C. N. Douglass, dis-
missed. Charles E. Baiter, of Michigan,
a postoffice inspector, has resigned.
Henry Brace, of Pennsylvania, nnd'Cvms
A Mosicr, of Washington Territory, have
been appointed special agents of the Gen-
eral Laud Office iu fraudulent laud entry
cases.
J D. King of Janesville, Wis., has
bien appointed Postoffice Inspector in
charge of the Washington Division, which
is composed of the District of Columbia
ami the States of Maryland, Virginia,
North Carolina, West Virginia, and Dela-
ware. Mr. King succ.eds Gen. L. G.
Estee. For the last eight years, with the
exception of a few months, he has been
employed ns a postoffice inspector, serv-
ing in the West a part of the time ns in-
spector in charge of the Denver division.
Ho was removed from office in June, 1888.
Other appointments have been made us
follows:
Tfiuuuu W. Blackburn of California. Chief of
the Education Division in the office of tin; Com-
inUaiouer of Indian Affairs ; KhuiucI L. lag.
gert of Iowa. Chlof of Division in tlm Pension
IHHoo; Frank M. Lewis of Pomona, Cal , H|h?
cial Indian Agent ; David I. Finch, in His Fifth
Illinois District : John Wills, V. N. iilerbower.
and John D. Nash, in tbo Seventh Kentucky :
William H. Baer, iu the Second Tentiossoe; and
Jasper Pearl, in the Eighth Kentucky.
The Hon. John W. Donavan, of Dela-
ware County, has been nominated as tho
Republican candidate lor Ohio State Sen-
ator for the joint district composed of
Muskingum. Licking, Delaware, and
Perry Counties, called the Fifteenth-Six-
teenth District. ______ .
ACROSS THE OCEAN.
A careful survey of Ireland indicates
that the harvests will be more abundant
and of better quality than for many voars.
In few districts will the crops ho below
the average, while in most they will be
far above. In the Dublin district pros-
pects are better than for years.
Lord Salisbury said, in reply to a ques-
tion by the Earl of Carnarvon iu the House
of Lords the other day, that the Goven-
meut’s policy in Egypt would not be altered
u hair’s breadth. Tne country, he said,
hud improved under English jidministra-
tion. It would bo impossible to fix the
limits of the stay of English troops there.
Tbe Government has entered into obliga-
tions which it must fulfill.
Monday, Aug. 2G, has been fixed upon
as the day for the execution of Mn.
Maybrick, at Liverpool, who was con-
victed of poisoning her husband. Mr.
Lincoln, the United Btates Minister, and
many members of the American colony
in London have signed a petition for thg
reprieve of Mrs. Maybrick.
A fire broke out in Sachsenborg, W&l-
deck, a German village, and burned two
days. The village is entirely destroyed.
Minister Reid has informed tho State
Department that tho general conference
on weights aud QH'asures will moot at
Sevres, near Paris, Sept. 20. M. Des-
cliseaux. President of the French Acade-
my of Sciences, will preside.
The election in the Northern Division
of Belfast to fill the vacancy in tho Houso
of Commons caused by the death of Sif
William Ewart, Conservative, resulted in
the return of Sir Edward Harland, Con-
servative. __
INDUSTRIAL ITEMS.
^The great strike in the Connellsvillo
coke region of Pennsylvania has loen
made general, and every one of tho
seventy-six coke plants and over 14,000
ovens are idle. Tho probabilities are that
the strike will end soon and favorably to
tho men. A preliminary conference has
neon held nt Scottdale, nud it is just pos-
sible tho final settlement will bo reached
very soon. A mass meeting of between
8,000 and 9,000 strikers was heldat Scott-
dale and at which resolutions were adopt-
ed declaring in favor of establishing a
uniform rate at once and fixing 1 cent a
bushel as the minimum price.
FRESH AND NEWSY
Secretary Noble has requested tho
War Department to take all necessary
steps to keep intruders from tho Sioux
reservation. 'This notion was taken iu
anticipation of a rush of settlers now that
the success of tbe Sioux Commission is
assured.
In 1887 Congress passed a bill provid-
ing for agricultural experiment stations
for tho several States, but failed tt> make
on appropriation. At the last session an
appiopriatiou of $1100, 00B was made.
The question was raised before Comp-
troller Matthews whether the new States
or any of tho Territories except Dakota)
were entitled to any of the money. He
has decided that tho estimates provided
fi'r only the thirty-eL-ht States and Da-
kota, and none of the new States could
claim any of the money.
Bradstreet h says:
Special telegrams report a somewhat Inrcer
volume of trade at I’hiladelphir.. Pittsburgh,
Louisville Cincinnati. Kaunas City, Chicago
and Galveston, and at other points the out-
look for the autumn trade is hrinh!. Anthra-
cite coal and lumber at the East remain quiet,
and raw wool has been somewhat depressed by
several failures among manufacturers.
This has affected general trade in
some degree ot Boston. There is in-
creased activity In drv-goods jobbing lines
at New York, but notably in cotton and wool
dress goods. Southern and Southwestern job-
bers are the chief buyers. Commission men
report trade moderate. Prices are, as a whole,
steady, tho only notable exception being In
print-cloth futures, which are weaker. The
consumption of Iron has reachod the highest
point of the year, and furnaces, mills,
bloomeries, and shops are well filled with
orders for from one to three months,
and prices are steady. Tho week
has brought a reaction in bread-
stiffs, caused by improved home and foreign
crop reports, moderate export demand, and
stronger ocean freight rates. Business failures
reported number 173 in the United States this
week against 213 the previous week and 180 tho
corresponding week last year. The total num-
berof failures in the United Stales Jan. 1 to
date is 7,032. against 6.027 in 1S8».
The Weekly wenth.-r-crop bulletin is-
sued by the Signal-Service Bureau says:
^I'he weather is generally favorable for bar-
vesting in Minnesota and Dakota. Threshing
is in progress in the southern portions of those
btates, and harvesting is well advanced in tho
northern sections, with u good yield reported.
Some damage has resulted from hail in Minne-
sota and Nebraska. A light frost in the ex-
treme north did no damage to grain, but in-
jured vegetables slightly. In Michigan, Il-
linois. Iowa, and Missouri the cool nights
are generally unfavorable, and retard tbo
growth of tom, which, however, continues
in 'good condition, but is much in need
of warm, clear weather. In Ohio, Indiana.
Kentucky, and Tennessee all the crops have
been improved by favorabD weather. Corn is
reported in excellent, condition. Tobacco has
improved in Ohio, but this crop needs more
sunshine in Kentucky. In tbe central iiortiou
of the cotton region, trom Mississippi to
Georgia, the weather has Ixieii more favorable
than that of tho preceding week, aud the condi-
tion of the cotton crop is somewhai improved.
In North and South Carolina excessive rams
have caused some Injury iu the cotton and to-
bacco crops. In the western portion of the cot-
ton region the weather has been generally favor-
aide. The prospects are reported as excellent
In Arkansas and in Texas a heavy cotton clop m
expected if ruin falls in the next lew days.
MANY APPOINTMENTS.
A I, arc? Number of Officf-Sreken Named by
the President.
President Harrison has ujado the
following appointments:
Samuel F. rhillip* of North Carolina. Com-
missioner on the part of the United Htates, mi-
ller Venezuelan aud United Stales treaty, con-
cerning the adjustment of claims; Charles G.
Pope of Missouri, Consul nt Toronto; Richard
G. Lay of tho District of Columbia, Consul
General nt Ottawa.
REVOLT SOON QUELLED.




Cattie— Prime ......... . ........ 8 4 00 @4.75
Good .................. 3.50 (rt i.'i't
Common ............... 2.50 © 3.50
Haas -Packing Grades .......... 4.00 <<{ 4.73
Sheep ............................ 8 60 <« 5.ui
Wheat— No. 2 Rid ................ 76 (ft .77
Corn-No. 2 ....................... 35'v(^ .36
Oats -No. 2 ................ . ...... 20 .20
Ryk — No. 2. ...................... 42>2<i4 .43W,
Butter— Choice Creamery....'.. 14 (<« .16
Cheese— Full Creum, Itais ....... 07'.,^ .U8U
Eooft— Fresh ...... ........... 12 <4 .13
Potatoes— Choice new, per brl.. 1.00 1.25
Pork— Moss ...................... lo.so i^io.is
MILWAUKEE,
Whkat— Cash ............ -.75 0 .70
Corn— No. 8 ....................... 8G>4«» .87J4
Oats— No. 2 While ................ 25 .26
liYK -No.l ........................ 42>4irf .43
Barley— No, 2 .................... 58 $ .59
PORK— Mess ...................... 10.50 taio.75
DETROIT.
Cattle ........................... 8 00 @ 4.25
HOOS.' ............................. 4.00 <3 4.75
HHKPK ............................ 3 25 c* 4.25
Wheat— No, 2 Red ................ 78 <5 .79
COHN-No. 2 Yellow ............... 40 <& .41
Oats— No. 2 White ...... . ........ Mtytft .26%
TOLEDO. • •
Wheat— No. 2 lied ? ............. 70 (uO .79'$
CoHN-Cash ...................... - .37^ a,*
Oats— Cash. ..» ................... *5 .28^
NEW YORK.
Cattle .......................... 3.50 @5.00
Hoos.... ............ 4.50 © 6.25
HHEKP ............... 4.00 @6.25
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... 87 @ .89
CHUN- No. 2 White ..... ; ......... 50Vj@ .Sift
OATB-MIxed Weston. ............ 25 @ .29
PoRK-Mess ........ .............. 12.25 ©12.75
liT. LOU1H.
J-ATTLE ......................... 4.00 @ 4.50
Hoos ............................. 4.00 M 4.75
WHEAT-No. 2 Hod . . .............. 73Vi0 .74
2 5 S*
^'••••tSSiAKiKiaa **
-Gattle .................... - ...... 3.75 @ 4.25
Hoos ...... . ...................... 4 25 @4.75
...................... ...... & J W
La uim ........................... 4 00 @5.50
CINCINNATI.
Hoos ............................. 4 00 0 4.75
Wheat-No. 2 Rod ................ 77 0 .78
Cork -No. 2 ....................... 38 0 ,30
Oath-No. 2 Mixed ................ 2fi @ .88
RYK— No. 2 ....... . .............. .45140 AM*
'““-““'••••m-cm; U“
IS gif,
Butchers' .............. 8.00 0 8.00
Hooa ............. LIU @ 4.60
OF ........... 8JJ0 0 4.0b
Dissatisfied Sandwich Islanders Make an
^-Attack by Night on the Royal Palace,
but Are Qnlckly Suppressed by the Mil-
itary— A Move lor a New Ruler.
The steamer Alamencta, just, arrived
at San Francisco from Australia,
brings news of a daring though futile
insurrection that broke out in Hono-
lulu Tuesday only 30. Two half-breed
Hawailans named Robert W. Wilcox and
Robert Boyd, who have been sent at
Government expense to be educated at an
Italian military school, had been plotting
insurrection for some time, but rumors
that were current were little heeded until
the movement culminated in an armed
band of about 130 native Hawaiians
inarching from Palama to Honolulu, two
miles, and securing an entrance to the
palace grounds.
In Honolulu all was quiet during the
night, although in most of tbe native
houses lights were seen burning at mid-
night. About 1 a. m. an unusual number
of natives and Chinamen wore seen on the
streets, as if something uncommon was
about to happen, but while people went to
bed as usual the rebel rioters formed at
I’alama, and aliout 3 a. m. Tuesday they
marched from that suburb to tho city,
arriving at tho nalace at 4 o. nt., where
they entered the grounds unopposed.
These rioters were joined by others, and
at one time the rebels upon tho palace
grounds must have numliered SGO.
The King was absent from tho palace nt
the time and an alarm was sent him. Tho
royal party then hastened to the King's
boat house, where they remained during
the day guarded by tho household troops.
Meanwhile the rebels summoned Lieut
Parker to surrender tho palace, but that
official refused to surrender, although re-
peated demands wem made by Wilcox to
do so. The general alarm was sounded
throughout the city and the Honolulu rides
were immediately 'ordered to report-al
their armory.
There whs a great deal of excitement,
especially among th* Portuguese and Chi-
nese. A number of families lied to the
top of tho hill and a few ladies took
refuge nt the American legation, where a
corps of marines from the United
steamer Adams was Stationed.
A cabinet council was held, and with
three ministers present were convened the
American, Hritisli, French and Portuguese
commissioners, also Cnpt. Woodward of
tho Adams. Tho cabinet decided to de-
mand tho surrender of Wiicox, but this
move was u . successful.
Several shots hail now been exchanged
on both sides. By U n. m. the riot-rs
'jnd all taken slielt* r in a houso in the
palac grounds, whil • tho Honolulu Rifles
had Benin d a splendid position command-
ing this. Shots were fired from both
sides at intervals. Finally n corps of
governm-nt volunteers began hurling
giant powder bombs.
About this tinv- thirty or more rioter?
surrend red, one of whom had been fatally
shot. Early in the skirmish Robert Boyd,
Chief Lieutenant of Wilcox, was severely
wounded in two places
While this bombardment lasted the
sharp-shooters kept up a steady ami furioui
fusilade, until finally, after hours of bom-
bardment, tho rioters rushed from th<
building waving a white sheet upon a pole
and shouting, "Peace, ” ‘•Surrender."
The gates were thrown open mid tho force
of volunteers entered and took tho rebels
prisoners. Firing ceased about 7 p. m. and
Wilcox was marched to the station house
at 7:15 p. m , his comrades arriving at the
lockup a few minutes Inter.
Among tho-e opposed to the rioters the
only serious casualty was a wound in tho
shoulder received by Lieut Parker, and it
is supposed It was from a shot fired by
Wilcox. On the side of tbe rioters there
were seven natives killed and twelve
wounded, several seriously.
An armed patrol was formed to watch
the city during the fight and afterwards,
composed of tho Honolulu Rifles, blue
jackets and marines from tho United States
steamer Adams, and citizen volunteers as
special constables, besides tho police force.
Tho plans are said to have been formed by
Wilcox. One report was to tho effect that
he intended to secure the person of King
Kalakaua, compel him to abdicate in favor
of bis sister, Liliuoknlani, heir apparent,
and demand a new constitution and a new
cabinet. Honolulu papers state that this
was probably the plan proposed, either in
whole or in a modified form, but matters
were kept so secret that the exact plans
are yet unknown.
The opera house, palaces, government
buildings and many private dwellings
were more or less damaged by be mbs.
The inquest was in progress on the bodies
of those killed in the riot when the steamer
Alameda left Honolulu Aug. 2. A cabinet
meeting was held, but the officials declined
to state tho result of their conference ns
regards the probable fate of the instiga-
tors of the riots.
A STRANGE TRAGEDY.
TWO MICHIGAN OFFICERS SHOT
DOWN DOING THEIR DUTY.
A LEGAL LIFE ENDED.
Death of Judge Williamson of the Cook
County liench.
Jndgo Rollin R, Williamson of the
Cook County (111.) Circuit Court died at
his home in Palatine
on the 10lh. Judge
Williamson was born
in Cornwall, Addison
County. Vt., May 23,
1839. When 17 years
of age he came West,
locating in the town-
ship where he died.
He studied law, and
was admitted to tho
iar in 1870, and
practiced for ton
years. In 1840 he
was elected to the Superior Conrt bench
and served eight years. One year ago he
was chosen to fill a vacancy on tbe circuit
bench. Judge Williamsou was a man of
marked personal popularity, a member
of the Masonic fraternity, and an earnest
and conscientious Methodist, being deeply
interested in church and Snnday-echool
work. Ho leaves a wife and onetlanghter.
Judge Williamson was prostrated bv
illness on July 4, and subsequently suf-
fered a stroke of paralysis. His critical
condition was not known even to his in-
timate friends of the bench and bar, and
the announcement of his death was a
surprise to them.
Allowed •13,000 Pension Arrears.
At Washington, the pension caae of
Richard Whiting, drawing $8 a month,
has been reopened, and under »
decision of Aseistant Secretary Bussey ot
tho Interior Department, the pensioner
has been granted $72 a month and pension
arrears from the date of his discharge in
1865, aggregating about $12,000.
The man who is in the habit of try-
ing to get to the bottom of things
should beware of falling overboard in
midocean.
1 jc : rAnc.-a-js
An Attempt by Charle< T. Wright to Pre-
vent the Helsure of His Log-* for Non-
Payment of Texes Re mits Fatally to Two-
Men-The Murderer In Custody.
A Frankfort (Mich.) dispatch says:
Tho steamer Dewar returned from Ot-
ter cnok, having on board Sheriff
Case and a posse, also C. T. Wright, who
killed Ofllcers Marshall and Thurber Satur-
day night The body of Deputy Sheriff Mar-
shall, which is now lying at Watson’s un-
dertaking rooms, is being prepared for
burial.
Tho trouble which ' culminated so tragi-
cally Saturday originated years ago in the
refusal of Wright, as president of the
Otter Creek Lumber company, to pay
taxes on his mill property, whit h is lo-
cated in Aral township. The town has
never questioned its right to the taxes,
but Wright's steady refusal to pay them
and his influence over the rather rough
men in his employ made collection a very
difficult task. ThrA weeks ago the sheriff
seized a number of logs belonging to the
Otter Creek company, and Charles . T.
Wright made several determined efforts to
regain possession of the sto: k, but failed,
owing to his inability to furnish what the
authorities deemed a good and sufficient in-
demnity bond. In consequence of this
seizure, the mill has been idle for some
time. Wright put in an appearance at the
mill with a force of men Saturday mid swore
that he would have possession of the logs.
Under Sheriff Marshall and Supervisor
Thurlter, accompanie 1 by a posse, were
guarding the property in tho interests
of the township, and Marshall tried to dis-
suade Wright from doing anything hasty.
Wright would not listen to reason, and
ordered his men to release the logs and to
shoot tho iirst man who interfered. Mar-
• shall and *hurber drew their revolvers
and in the name of the State called on
the mob to disperse and not to molest in any
way tho property at issue. Wright’s
men fell back. Whereupon Wright
himself, whit* with rage, made a move to-
ward the logs and tho under sheriff dis-
charged his weapon into the air. Tho
harmless action was nnsw. red by Wright,
who shot to kill, and at tho first report
Thurb-r fell, shot through tho brain.
Marshall called upon' his men to arr.st
th * murderer and uphold tho law. a
moment later ho too, fell, mortally wornd-
<d. But the mill hands, who had lent
Wright some encouragement by their
presence, saw the magnitude of tho rrimo
even before its enraged perpetrator, and
fell back, leaving him alone. Wright
walked away, caressing his Martini rifle,
and disappeared in the timber back of the
mill, his friends joining him and planning
at once for his escape.
The news of the murder and the promin-
ence of nil parties concerned, spread like
wildfire over tho country. Tho sheriff on
arriving at the scene oi' tho tragedy as-
sembled over 200 brawny settlers with
a fixed determination to bang the mur-
derer. The crowd learned that an Indian
know Wright's hiding place, he was asked,
to reveal it, but on getting no answer
the heavint: lino of the propeller Dewar
was placed around his neck and he was
hung ftp to a pine tree until nearly stran-
gl°d, and let down to get his story. He
at last confessed that Wright was hiding
on the north bluffs and had made arrange-
ments with him to await tbo de-
parture of the lumber barge Seymour;
then to meet him at the sand bluffs with a
skiff and plac* him on board. Tho book-
kee|*r, Fred C'rosset was questioned. He
confessed all he knew of the crime, during
the midst of which Wright suddenly ap-
peared at the edg • of the woods and volun-
tarily surrendered to the sheriff, and, at
the same time, claiming protection. He
was taken on board tho steamer, and is
now lodged at Frankfort jail, with armed
guards on watch to prevent any attempted
violence.
Tho story of tbo cipture is thus told
by Krou^e:
After the hanging and confession of the Indian
I started out to the nor li of town, near tho
timber, with Constable Ernest, searching for
Wright. We heard a sli-dit cracking of twigs,
mid. being old hunters, listened. Ernest said:
“There is a man dodging from tree to tree."
Soon I covered t ha mac with my rifle, calling,
“Come ont of there." I heard an tmiuudligiblo
answer, but I recognized the voice. I said : “Is
that you, CharbyV' A nervous answer, "Yes,
Ed. for God’s sake don't let them shoot me."
Wright then came toward n:o with ids hands
up. 1 cautioned him to keep quiet and cool,
aud then called for Sheriff Case. At this some
of the crowd rushed up howling and yelling in
mge. One of the first to arrive was William
Marshall, a brother of the murdered Deputy,
with a rifle, calling, “Are you the man who shot
and killed my brother?" Wright nervously an-
swered, “No, sir." Marshall raised his rifle I
sprang forward aud wrested the gun
away Other deputies then came to my
assistance, forming a circle about Wright,
ami kept tbe crowd away. Wo hand-
cuffed him, and in searching him found a
forty-four caliber bulldog revolver in bis right
hip nocket. We hurriedly marched him to his
residence a.id placed him under arrest before
tho rest of the settlers were aware of his cap-
ture. Mrs. Wright had just returned from an
absence of several months in Iowa and Wis-
consin. and the meeting bet wet n husband and
wife was pitiful In tho extreme. In an hour
tho officers quietly slipped Wright out the hack
way anil through a strip of woods to the lake
shore, then on hoard the steamer Dowar, aud
immediately departed for Frankfort.
BOUND TO BURN DANBURY.
Nino Incendiary Fires Within One Week
In the Conneetlciit Town.
Danbury, Conn., is under great ex-
citement over a continuance of incendiary
fires, there being three more this
morning, destroying or damaging ten
buildings aud resulting in the loss of one
life. Tho Danbury house, next to the
fire departments headquarters, was satur-
ated with oil and fired while forty people
were in the building, either in the bar
room or asleep up-stairs. Soon afterward
a large stable in the rear of the Central
hotel, on White street, was burned.
Two men were seen running away before
the flames were discovered. Eight build-
ings were destroyed, causing considerable
loea At daylight the liody of a man was
found burned to a crisp in the ruina of tbe
stable. It Is supposed to be Barney Van
Wise, a hostler. At 4 a. m. Sunday
morning the family of William Dugan, of
South street, was nearly suffocated. Some
one entered the house by n window, cut a
hole in the wall, filled it with oil and fired
the building, afterward repeating the at-
tempt twice. Four arrests have been made.
Nine similar fires have occurred during
the past week.
What the “North German Gazette” Says
of the Emperor's London Visit.
The Berlin North German Gazette,
referring to the • return of Emperor
William from England, sayw 'The
visit has a significance beyond that
of a mere family gathering, in the joy-
ful acclamations that greeted the Emperor
the firm bond and mutual entente between
two kindred peoples, and the feeling of
solidarity that has united them on so many
territories found a natural expression. In
strengthening the relations between tha
two countries the Emperor has created
fresh guaranties of peace."
'frr- ic-» *’ • ,'v  r- r ;•* » 7
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UP AND DOWM. Harold atill treasured tlie little scrap of 'or did you keep it a profound secret, as
nr>/.&XCUI 8. SMITH.
We’re np tCMlny on fortune’* hill
And free from everv Borrow,
Bnt In the wheel of good and 111
All may be changed lo-morrow.
We're up aud down an time fllea On-
Now eaue, now hardest labor—
No millionaire can safely frown
Upon his lowly neighbor.
Blcheg take wlng»— the man of wealth
May moot with sudden losses,
While he whose only store Is health
May ride behln I bis horses.
Then do not slight the tolling poor,
For labor ne er disgraces, “
And though your fortune seems secure
Some day you may change places.
•God help us all— we're poor at best—
Dependent on each other—
Though cfowned with ease or sore distressed
Weak man Is still man's brother.
Then when on fortune's top we stand,
No ill our state attending,
Let us extend a helping hand






“And this is the end, the hitter end
of all my happiness!”
With a groan Harold Carrolton rested
his head on his hands, and turned his
attention to a few scraps of paper he
held in his trembling fingers. Yes, it
was unmistakably his wife's writing,
and read thus:
Dearest Frank:— I nm unhappy. I know
now I never loved my husband. Ho is kind
to me, but our tastes differ. Ho does not
care for arausoments outside of home, and
you can imagine how unspeakably lone-
some it is to mo here. If I do insist on go-
ing anywhere I always wish in the end that
I had remained at homo. In fact, dear
Frank, I never
Here the note came to an abrupt end,
the rest being torn off.
“Dear Frank," repeated Harold to
himself, “who can he be? And she
never loved me. Probably she has
loved and does lore this man. Oh,
would to Heaven I had never seen her.
She has wrecked my happiness and
broken up my home.”
Stooping, he gathered up the few re-
maining scraps of paper, but read only
broken sentences. Poor Harold ! Only
two short years of married life— two
years of pure happiness with the wo-
man he adored, and now this cruel
awakening. It seemed more than he
could bear.
Two years ago, at the ago of five and
thirty. Harold Carrolton had won the
love of pretty Ethel Clifton ami mar-
ried her. Ethel, at the time of her mar-
riage, was only ill, a pretty, dark-eyed
paper and determined not to Judge
hastily in a master of so much import-
ance. Perhaps it was all a mistake, he
reasoned. On, how he longed to show
it to Ethel and seek an explanation, but
he felt that he could not.
Being naturally of a very jealous
temperament. ho had all he
could . do to control him-
self; but he loved his wife with all the
devotion of his mature years, and
fully realized how desolate life would
he without her. She was young, and
perhaps he had not taken her around in
society as much as he should have done.
She had, it is true, always appeared to
prefer being at home with him, and
they had gradually given up attending
parties and places of amusements.
When he thought it all over, he felt
that he had acted selfishly in allowing
her to remain so much at home, but his
business had bothered him considerably
of late, and he felt that until affairs
took a better turn he must economize.
He would make an exception however,
of this evening— be would take Ethel
to the opera. -
“Harold, dear”— it was Ethel’s voice
that broke silence— “what is the matter
with you? Are you sick?” The soft
arms were around his neck, and Ethel’s
sweet brown eyes were looking anxiously
into his.
Harold made an effort to arouse him-
self, and, brushing hack the soft, dark
9Urls from her face, lie said :
“How would my little Ethel like to
go to the opera this evening?”
A glad light came into the dark brown
eyes.
“You are very kind, Harold, dear,
but I am happier hero with you in our
cozy little home, and when you can
spare an evening away from your busi-
ness, I had rather spend it quietly at
homo with you."
Harold gave a sigh of relief.
“Bless you for those words, my dar-
ling. The fact is, Ethel, my business
has bothered me considerable, of late,
and I am afraid I have rather neglected
you, but things will be different as soon
as my affairs are settled. You lielieve I
love you, don’t you, Ethel ? I love you
more fondly than the day we were mar-
ried, and if I should over lose your love
I - "
Ethel’s little soft, white hand pressed
tightly over his lips.
“Harold, please don’t talk bo, you
know I love you. It breaks my heart
to hear you doubt my love."
Harold’s hand found its way into his
pocket, where the scrap of paper he had
picked up in his wife’s room lay; but it
remained there. Had he obeyed the
brunette. She loved her husband with ; impulse, and told her all, how much
all the strength of her young, pure
heart, and their married life had been
an uncommonly happy one.
Harrold thought of all this as he sat
gazing at the fatal scraps of paper that
had dashed his cup of happiness to the
ground. Could it be possible his little
Ethel was tired of him?
“Heaven forbid,” he murmured, as he
folded the scrap of paper and placed it
carefully away in his pocket-book, at
the same time forming a resolution to
wait and watch his wife closely, and, if
such was the ease, to give her her free-
dom and go away forever.
Where was Ethel all this time ? Har-
old had come home earlier than usual
and gone directly to their room, imagin-
ing to himself her glad look of surprise
and joyful exclamation at finding him
home so early; but the room was empty,
and instead of finding Ethel seated in
her little low rocker, sewing on some
dainty piece of work, he discovered
the piece of paper that seemed
destined to ruin all his happiness.
Walking over to the window, ho stood
sorrow would have been averted, but he
was still determined to wait.
The “green eyed monster” had taken
j>o (session of Harold. He was utterly
miserable, and could nut interest him-
sely in his business.
Frank Shetland was in town quite
often, and always made it a point to call
and spend an evening.
Harold imagined Ethel seemed very
mysterious about something, and she
did considerable writing she noticed.
One evening, on coming home unex-
pectedly, he found her seated at her
little desk writing. She was so busily
engaged in her work that she did not
notice her husband until he stood in the
door, then she hastily sprang up, pushed
her papers into her desk and
came up to him for her accus-
tomed kiss of welcome. Hamid
carelessly asked :
“Writing to your mother, Ethel”"
Was if all his imagination, or did the
pink cheek pale under his gaze, as
Ethel quickly replied :
Oh. no! I wasn’t w riting to mother,
looking in a disinterested manner down Hamid: I was only scribbling.”
the street, when all of a sudden he gave
a start of surprise.
Nearly two blocks away ho beheld
Ethel, and she was not alone. At her
side walked a tall gentleman. After
lingering a few minutes at the corner
they parted, the tall gentleman lifting
his hat with courtly grace; then Ethel
came tripping on towards home. In her
hand she held a letter, and as she en-
tered the gate she glanced up. On be-
holding her husband she hastily slipped
the letter into her pocket and entered
the house. Running up the steps lead-
ing to their room, she threw open thedoor. ,
“Oh, Harold, I am so glad you came
home early. How long have you been
here ?”
Tossing off her wraps, she seated her-
self beside him, and, affectionately lay-
ing her head against his shoulder, hold
up her lips for a kiss. Snatching her
to his heart, Harold kissed again
and again the sweet lips. He
would not give her up, his own little
wife. Then thoughts of the letter
came to him, and “Dearest Frank,”
written in letters of fire, seemed danc-
ing before his eyes.
“Ethel, who was the gentleman I saw-
yon part with a few minutes ago at the
corner?"
A deep blush suffused the peach-like
cheek as Ethel answered:
“That was Mr. Shetland ; you remem-
ber him, Harold, dear. He just came
from Dcntville, and I was so pleased to
hear directly from home.”
Yes, Harold remembered, ant^a look
of pain swept over his face.
“Frank Shetland, do you mean,
Ethel?" he asked, watching her closely.
“Yes, Harold. I thought you would
"remember himyhe was at our house a
great deal."
Harold said no more. He could not.
This, then, was the man his wife loved ;
this man had usurped his place in his
wife’s affections. Presently he asked :
“Did you get any letters for me at the
office?"
“No, dear; I did not stop at the of-
fice,” replied Ethel.
Harold watched her closely. How
pure and innocent she looked, and yet
ahe hod deceived him, and was deceiv-
ing him now; for did he not see her slip
a letter into her pocket on catching a
glimpse of his face at the window, and
now nhe was silent on the subject?
Why should she receive letters the na-
ive 0* which compelled her to keep
them a secret from her husband?
Time passed on. Harold Carrolton
was the most miserable man in exist-
auce, Ethel was the same devoted lit-
tle wife, always anxious for his comfoit.
MMt seemingly all a man oould desire.
Only scribbling,” echoed Harold
under his breath, but he said no more.
At length business called Harold to
New York, and it was with a heavy
heart he left home. Ethel stood in the
door-way to see him off. How pretty
she looked. How ho longed to
take her with him; but that
was impossible. One thing worried
him; she had not even asked him to
take her, had not expressd a desire to
go. Arriving at the depot, the first per-
son he met was Frank Shetland.
“Hello! Carrolton; whither away so
fast? How are all the folks?”
After this salutation Harold was
obliged to stop. He always avoided
Shetland as much a? possible, but just
now k was impossible, and as he glanced
np he wondered that he had never
noticed before what an extremely hand-
some man Frank .Shetland was— just
the man for a woman to fall in love
with.
“I say. what is the matter, Carrolton?
Where are , you bound for in such
haste?” repeated Frank.
“I am going to New York on busi-
ness.” shortly replied Harold.
“Sorry to hear it; I was just going
over to your house. I supjKwe your
wife is well? How long do you expect
to be absent?"
Poor Harold! The mention of his
wife’s name completely unnerved him,
and could ho have delayed his trip he
most certainly would have done
so. “Excuse me, Shetland,” ho replied,
“I think it is about time for my train,"
aud hurried away.
- After Harold’s departure Ethel fiew
around setting things to rights, and
seemingly very much pleased at some-
thing. At last, stopping iu front of the
mirror, she brushed her curls back from
her eyes and said aloud :
“Oh! he will be so surprised.”
• Glancing from the window, she be-
held Frank Shetland coming in at the
gate.
“Oh! here comes Frank. What a
temptation to tell him part of jny secret,
which concerns him so much- but I
promised I wouldn’t, so mum is the
word.”
Frank Sheflaud muue a very short
call, but at Ethel's earnest request
promised to take tea with her that even-
ing.
A few hours later, on the 5 o clock
train, came Ethel Valentine, Harold’s
cousin. The two Ethel’s had been fast
friends during their school days, and
never had there been a happier meet-
ing.
“Where is Cousin Harold?” ques-
tioned Ethel, as soon as she was free
from her wraps. “Does he expect me?
you promised you would?"
“Harold went |o New York this very
morning,” explained Ethel. “Ho will
be gone several days. It was verv un-
expected. Business matters called him
away, and Ethel, dear, I did keep from
telling him ; but I never will promise to
keep anything from Harold again. I
am sorry I ever commenced that other
affair and kept it a secret, hut I thought
it would be nice to surprise him. I am
beginning to repent already, and have
almost made up my mind to tell him."
“Ethel, you always was a conscien-
tious little thing, and consequently I
am not surprised at you now. But
there is nothing w rong in what you are
doing, ami it will turn out splendidly.
Harold will be both surprised and proud
of you, dear. But tell me about Frank ;
I have been here fully fifteen minutes
and not a word have T heard of him.
“Forgive me, Ethel, and I’ll explain.
Frank has promised to come to tea; so,
as it is nearly time, I’ll run down and
Bjjeak to the cook while you beautify
yourself for the occasion.”
“Very well,” said Ethel with a merry
laugh, “won’t he be surprised to find
me here?”
Later in the evening Frank tame,
and his surprise can be better imagined
than described^”
Frank Shetland and Ethel Valentino
had been engaged for some time past,
nevertheless Ethel had planned her
visit to her cousin, Ethel Carrolton,
and kept it a secret to surprise him.
That evening, after tea was over,
Frank and his beloved strolled out into
the girden together. As they passed
through the hall Frank caught up a
shawl that was thrown carelessly over a
chair and folded it carefully around
Ethel. Strolling up and down the gar-
den path, under the pale moonlight,
they enjoyed themselves os all lovers
do, whispering sweet nothings that are
ever dear and interesting.
Along the road, with a firm, quick
tread came the sileut figure of a man.
As he reached the gote he
paused and looked carefully around
him. Through the trees he could
plainly see our lovers. Frank’s arm
was around Ethel’s waist, and both
small hands were clasped in his.
The silent figure of the man stood
motionless, his breath came hard
between his clenched teeth, and he
seemed, to all outward appearances,
carved in stone. Presently voices
Hoated on the still evening air.
“Ethel my darling, I can wait no
longer. When can I claim you for my
own?”
Then the man at the gate startled
into life, and eagerly leaned forward to
catch, if possible, the reply; but the
lover’s strolled on out of hearing.
The man groaned aloud, and as ho
lifted his pale, haggard face, he re-
vealed the familiar countenance of Har-
old Carrelton.
“0, Heaven! it is true then. That
was Shetland’s voice, aud Ethel is false
to me !”
He started toward the house, almost
blinded by hot tears, he opened the hall
door and walked as iu a dream, up to
their room. Pushing open the door
he stood transfixed upon the
threshold. Had he gone mad? Could
he believe the evidence of his own eyes?
There, in her dainty light blue
wrapper, lay Ethel— his Ethel— fast
asleep. The book ho had given her
that very morning had fallen from her
hand and lay on the carpet.
Harold sprang forward, knelt at her
side and passionately kissed the sweet
young face.
Ethel started up with a faint Scream.
“Oh, Harold!— my husband!— I am
so glad you are^bach again. Has any-
thing happened?”
Harold pressed her again to his
breast.
“Oh, Ethel, my pure darling, forgive
me for ever doubting you!"
“Please explain, Harold. I do not
understand.”
Then followed an explanation on Har-
old’s part. On reaching the depot,
after leaving Flank Shetland in such
desperate haste, he met Lawyer Bray-
ton, who informed him there was no
immediate haste in his going co New
York, and that perhaps the affair could
be managed without his presence. At
any rate it was not necessary for
him to go until the following
week. Glad of a chance to remain,
Harold determined to wait until even*,
ing, then returned home, which he did
do, and we know what followed.
“Ethel, dear, there is a mystery here
that I cannot understand. When 1
came home to-night I saw Frank Shef^
land and some one— Heaven forgive me
for thinking that some one was you—
walking in the garden, and - ’’
“Oh Harold," interrupted Ethel, “in
my excitement on awakeuingr and
finding you here, I entirely forgot
Cousin Ethel Valentine was here ; she
came this evening, and it was
her you saw walking in the garden with
Frank. And now 1 will tell you a se-
cret, Frank and Ethel arc engaged."
“Will you forgive me, ray sweet little
wife? 1 heard him call her ‘Ethel,’
aud I also recognized the shawl around
her shoulders as one belonging to you.
But one thing more, Ethel," continued
Harold, his face resuming the anxious
expression, “Can you explain the mean-
ing of this?" taking from his pocket the
scrap of paper and putting it into her
hand. .
Ethel glanced at it, and, covering her
face with her hands, sat perfectly quiet.
Then she glanced up.
"Oh Harold, I did so want to surprise
.you!” the sweet lips quivered.
“ Wanted to surprise me ?" echoed
Harold. “Ethel, for Heaven's sake,
what do you mean ?”
“Just this, Harold. Ever since I was
a child I have written stories and short
sketches, and not long ago I deter-
mined to send one to the editor
of a weekly paper and see if it would
merit acceptance. To my unbounded
delight it was accepted and the editor
sent me a check for it. That letter I
had in my hand the day I met Frank,
and on retnrning found you here.
When you asked if there were any let-
ters for you I came near telling you,
but — mi" •
“Why darling, everything is ex-
plained now," interruped Harold.
“Hear the rest, Harold, please,” re-
sumed Ethel. “I wanted to keep it a
•cret, and, with the money T received,
surprise you with a present on your
birthday. This little piece of paper is
part of my lost story, which I must have
dropped accidentally. You shall rc^Z
the storv, then you will understand.”
“Ethel, you are an angel, and I am
the happiest man on earth.”
Scarcely had ho finished speaking ert
there was a light rap on the door, and
Ethel Valentine's bright, laughing face
peeped in.
"Why, Cousin Harold, you here? I
thought you were in Now York. Aren’t
you surprised to see me?"
Harold and his wife kept their
little secret to themselves, and
neither Frank nor Ethel ever know
how much misery they unconsciously
caused Harold to suffer; but of one
tiling we may rest assured Harold never
again doubted his wife’s love, and the
remainder of their life was spent in
peaceful happiness.
MICHIGAN HAPPENINGS.
EVENTS AND INCIDENTS THAT HAVE
LATELY OCCt QHKD.
in Interesting Nummary of the More Im-
portant Doing* of (* *r Neighbor*— Wed-
ding* and Deaths — Crimes, Casualties,
aud General New* Nolo*.
—The State crop report for August
rivos the estimatod yield of wheat per
icre in tho four southern tiers of counties
it 13.81 bushels, with n slight dccreasoin
.bo central and northern sections. Y’iold
jf corn about 25 per cent, lower than Iasi , , , , , , , ,
fear; potatoes, 115; hay, 95; and apples' oreI' Ul^ 11S UH0 0I"K'
—Mrs. Mary Starkweather has pre-
sented an elegant drinking fountain to
the olty of Ypailantl.
—A black midge is at work on tho
cherry trees in the vicinity of Chelsea,
Washtenaw County.
—Tho Lousing Republican advertises
the accounts of its delinquent subscrib-
ers for sale.
— Wm. Dorrien, of Pinconning, Bay
County, sues tho Michigan Central for
$20,000 do mngos because Station Agent
Wood at that place whipped him and
'.brew him out of tho station building.
Color IMimlnoss.
The examination of railroad employes
for color blindness is an innovation iu
tho business. Since public attention
has been attracted to tbit peculiar afflic-
tion it has been found to bo widespread,
and it is believed serious railroad oc- i
cidonts have been caused by engineers or
switchmen being unablo to distinguish
the colors of signals.
The examinations of the railroad men
are not conducted with the particularity
which is used in testing tho eyes of
school children. There is no compar-
ing of shades of color which almost
blend into each other. The only colors
which the railway employe must know
are red, green, black, and white; but
there must ho no uncertainty about
these. The signals which he must use
are of these colors, and beyond them
the railroad company does not press its
investigations/ It has been shown by
practical experience that a man will
sometimes lose the power of distinguish-
ing these colors temporarily. If lie can
have rest and change in the use of his
eyes for a time he will recover and
often never bo troubled again. The:
causes of this disease, for disease it is,
are not thoroughly understood, but it
seems certain that exjiosure, overwork-
ing the eyes and the glare of gaslight
contributes to it.
Rail way Vo m panics are inclined to be
lenient with men thus afflicted, and
usually allow them a vacation and give
them a second trial afterwards before
discharging them. It is recognized as
a complaint for which they are in no-
wise responsible. If a second trial,
however, shows the disease still pres-
ent, it is not safe to retain tho men in
positions where a correct reading of
signals is necessary to tho protection of
life and property.— /wfia/uipo/w
News.
Perils of Cheap Candy.
Candy shops spring up almost as rap*
idly as drinking saloons in our cities,
every cross-roads country store has it;
jar of stony or crumbly “sweeties,” oi
our English cousins name them ; the
boy who supplies passengers on outgo-
ing and incoming trains with the dailjf
papers, without which tho patriot mind
ca.u not enter upon the day's action oi
the night’s rest, deafens us on alternate
rounds with laudation of “broken
candy,” and, last some weary travelei
might escape temptation, the news-
stands in every station protrude a sis
recommendation to "drop a nickel ir
tho slot ami receive a package of, de
lieious bon-lxms!”
Dr. Edscn enumerates among the
substances .'uldod for increasing the
weight of camly “terra alba, kaolin,
^decomposed feldspar), whitinu, starch
and grqund quartz.” Among Hie color-
ing substances used to make our camlj
pleasant to the eye he given arsenic,
shromium. and lead. Adulterations foi
flavor are managed by help of a distil-
lation of ‘'rancid butter, wood alcohol,
and oil of vitriol” into “essence of pine-
apple; also by fusel oil and prussic
acid," while "a very fragrant, fruitj
essence may he made of retten cheese
by treating it with oil of vitriol ami
birchromato of potash. Much of the
cheap chocolate sold at corner candi
stores is mixed with clay, colored with
burnt umber. — Collier'* Once a (f eek.
promise 73 per cent. Corn is making
tlow progress. The drought is injuring
potatoes iu southern comities. Oats and
barley nro mostly cut, but a sniull por-
a-ntngo of either has boon secured.
—County Agent Russell, of Mt. Pleas-
int, took two hoys to tho Reform Hehool
it bans Lg. Tho papers wore defective
and Supt. Gower declined to receive tho
boys, but Russell left the boys at tho
if bool and went to a hall game. The
Roys wanted to go down town and Gower
hail no authority to stop them, so they
vent. Russell returned in (he evening
fiom the ball game, but the boys had
skipped.
—Representatives of an English syndl-
rnto are examining the Winthrop A MU*
:holl hematite mines near Ishpeming,
with n view to purchasing, if found sat-
isfactory. The annual ore production of
IbcHc mines is over 100,000 tons, and they
employ 400 men.
— Tho minisUrs of tho State are re-
quested by the State Superintendent,
Department of Narcotics, Michigan W.
C. T. U., to preach on the 22d of Septem-
ber next a sermon on “The Physical, Men-
tal and Moral Effects of Tobacco."
—Prosecutions of saloon-keepers in
Ray County for non-payment of licenses
have put $8,000 in tho county treasury.
| —Tho Ionia Pants and Overall Com-
pany have began operations at Ionia na-
iler tho management of E. D. Voorbees.
The factory is operated by steam and bas
a working force of fifty, making a valu-
able addition to tho manufacturing in
terests of Ionia.
—Daniel McLareu's barn, in Lima,
Washington County, burned, with eighty
Ions of hay and the season's wheat crop
| —A recent letter from Ishpeming says:
A Syndicate of German bankers bavo invested
levuriil million dollars in this country ulthln
the lad twelvemonth. Two years ajo Mr.
Ferdinand tichlesiuger of Milwaukee Imunht Mm
Dunn mine at Crystal Falls, Menominee Count y,
1 paying what wax then III night a round price for
It. The mine turn xl out to In- a big one. and the
Invostinunt wax n h rtunaUiom*. l.a»i February
Mr. Hchleslngor, acting for the snine syndicate
• I'liaavtlit
—Convict H. Jones, of the Michigna
State Prison, is said to be a poet, and was
permitted to write an Emancipation Day
poem recently.
—Forty little Indiana from this State
arc to go to tho United States Indian
School at Carlisle, Pa.
—From all indications it wonld seem
that tho State Board of Agriooltare havn
waded into tho Agrichltaral College
trouble with a view to settling at onoe and
for all time to come the trouble which hot
existed in that institution for several
yean past The board held a session at
the college, and among other resolution!
passed was one asking Prof, H. B. Pat-
tongill, the well-known editor of the
School Moderator, to walk the plank.
Prof. Pattengill has held the position of
assistant instructor in English under
Prof. MeEwan for the poet four years end
has been an especial favorite with hie
pupils. He is a gentleman of pronounced
ideas and ho has the courage to speak hie
convictions. In tho last issue of the
Moderator, Prof. Pattengill severely
criticised tho action of the Htate Beprd of
Agriculture in requesting the resignation
of Prof. MeEwan, whioh he ifflrmed woe
without good and sufficient cans#, and ho
bore down qalte heavily upon eeverol of
the individuale corapoeing the board.
Couiftqueutly ha wae asked to resign. A
resolution was passed coneolidating the
departments of French and German with
that of English, and the new department
will be known as that of E^nglieh literature
and modem languages. Prof. Edward
Playfair Anderson woe elected estheeuo*
cessor to Prof. MeEwan.
V;
4
UihI bought the Dui u, ^ 'urebanwl the ('hn])in
mine at Iron Mountain, Mich., paying therefor
f‘2,UXl,nuu. Tim Chapin lx the Inrgexi mine of
the Menominee range, and will this year produce
VKI.OUU toliH of ore. The latext acquisition* to
the holilingH of the Berlin bankers are tho Flor-mgi
dice and YounUHtowii mine* in Florence County,
niWlRuniiHin, and the Iron Htvur mine a: Iron
Htver, iron County, Michigan.
—George H. Helms, editor of the
Baldwin Star, died u few days ago of
heait diheiiho.
Nothing if Not Polite.
A balloon which went up from a eir-
ens near Montgomery several yearn age
sailed away eight or ten miles and cams
down in a field where some negroes
were plowing. Terrified at the specta-
cle of a chariot coming down frojn
Heaven, they verily believed that ths
Jast day had come, and remembering all
their shortcomings fled away in terroi
at tlh* approach of the awful judge.
One grayheaded and rheumatic old
negro was unable to get aw ay. He could
follow the plow, but could not run, and
the chariot came down upon him with
terrible swiftness. In that awful mo-
ment his whole life rushed upon him,
he thought of all the potty sins he had
committed, aud the ghosts of a hundred
chickens seemed to rhe up in judgment
against him. But in that desperate
emergency his mind did not desert him,
and remembering that politeness always
counted with his earthly master, he
quickly decided to greet the great Lord
of Heaven and earth in becoming style.
As the a*ronaut touched the earth and
began to untangle himself from the
meshes about his car, the old darkey,
with an air of profound obeisance, re-
moved the wool hat from his shiny pate,
bowed low and said with pious unction :
“’Hornin’, Mars Jesus, how ^ou lof
your pal” —Atlanta Constitution.
It Had to Come Out.
“Were you ever engaged in a train
robbery ?" asked the prosecuting attor-
uey, looking at him keeuly.
“I was never indicted for train-rob-
bing,” answered the witness evasively.
“That is not the question.” said the
lawyer. “I will ask you again. "Were
you ever a train-robber?”
"Judge,” said the witness, turning
imploringly to the dignitary on the
bench, “must I answer that question?”
“You must,” answered the Judge.*
“And remember you are under oath."
The witness turned pale and his knees
knocked together.
“I suppose it’s got to* eome out. I
sold books and bananas on the cars for
a whole year when I was a young fel-
low,” faltered the misoxable man.—
Chktyo Tribune.
—William Miller, of Plymouth, Wayne
Countv, while cutting oats, ran in'o his
i-year-old son, and tho knives of the
reaper cut an ugly gash in tho boy's leg.
—John Mmueter. of Marquette, while
drunk lay down itj.ou tho railroad track
to rest. A troight train happened along
Minneter was run ov< r and killed.
— Ollie Spaulding, of St. John's, Geu.
O. L. Spaulding's 14-year-old son, has
received n patent on a bicycle attachment.
—James Smith w. h drowned in the Au
Sable River near Mio.
—Dr. H. M. Hurd, recently head of tho
Pontiac Asylum, has gone to Baltimore
to assume his Superinteudency of the
lohuK Hopkins Hospital.
—The typhoid fever at the Jackson
prison has frightened Warden Hatch,
who has imported a Chicago sanitary
engineer, and will hare a thorough in-
vestigation of tho sewerage iu und about
;he prison.
—Dr. George W. Lacea, resident physi-
:iau at tho University for several years,
was looked upon as a continued bachelor,
but he surprised everybody last week by
marrying Miss Ada Upson, a popular
Ann Arbor girl.
—Ingham County paid over $17n.hi; for
lead sparrows iu July.
—Edward Turcolt and John Rabeaur,
of Bay City, who sold stolon hogs to
Elisha Lears, have been bound over to
the Circuit Court.
—Tho Lansing race-track has been
blacklisted on the ground that it is short,
but tho managers deny this, and will
have a remeasurement taken at once.
—A letter Lorn L’Anso says “it has
been known for tho last twenty years
that graphite existed in considerable
quantities iu Baraga County, but not till
recently has any attempt been made to
produce tho mineral for commercial iise.
The Baraga Graphite Company is now
working a small force of men between
L’Anse and Arvon. A vein of- graphite
several feet in width, near a deep ravine,
is being worked. The ground covering
the seam of mineral is removed by lalior-
ers, after which the blacklead is blasted
oat in huge chunks. Owing to its soft-
ness it is not necessary to use dynamite,
as in the iron aud copper mines, ordinary
coarse blasting powder doing the work an
well.
— Bepresentatives of an English syndi-
cate have been examining the Winthrop &
Mitchell hematite mines at Ishpeming,
with a view to purchasing if they are
found satisfactory. The ore annually
produced by these mines is over 100,000
tons, and they employ 400 men.
—Detroit Journal: “A man was arrest-
ed at East Boginow the other dsy, charged
with the heinous crime of 'sleeping in a
public place.’ It is mighty lucky they
don't reckon the churches as public places
up there."
—Rev. Frederick Mayor, pastor of the
Evangelical Church, Lansing, says a let-
ter from (hat city, is a liberal-minded
goutlomnu, but his congregation was
shocked the other morning to bear that
ho had been investing in lottery tickets
and dumfonded when they learned further
that ho hud bagged $5,000 in a recent
drawing. Rev. Mayer is about twenty-
seven years old and well educated. He.
says he bought the ticket just as he would
get married or take any other hafcardous
step, and that he was overwhelmed when
he discovered that he had won a big prize.
He declares that be can see nothing sin-
ful in acquiring money in this way, and
he has put the money in a bank until he
con find a suitable investment. On the
qther band, the chnrch society sees con-
siderable harm in tho transaction, and
there is likely to be an early vacancy in
the pulpit.
—The contest for tho judgeship of the
tiocond Judicial Circuit has been settled
by the appointment of Quartermaster
General Daboll, of St. Johns. jl
—A number of horses hate been stolen
in Monroe County recently, none of which,
were recovered.
— The Michigan weather bureau re-
ports that the recent cold nights have had
a tendency to make the growth of corn
slow, but it is coming along nicely. ‘HU1-
vesting is in full blast, aud wheit thrash-
ing is general in the southern section.
The reports indicate that the berry Ui
shrunken, in some sections badly, and in
others tho reports indicate an average ^ ^
jield of wheat. Tho yield if uneven/ ,
Oats are being cut and the crop prom-
ises to be up to the average. Potatoes
are growing well and the crop promise# 1'
to be large. Rarley is reported good. {
—Tho Board of Directors of the Miohi-1
gnu Fair and Exposition have perfected A
tho progrumme for the fair to take plao#
in Jackson Fept. 2, 3,4, 5, and 6. Tb#
indications are that the fair willbea eno-
cess in every particular. Following if
the programme complete:
Tuesday— 0 a. ui., cIass, Cleveland bays And
French coach horses; 10 a. m., cIms, draught
horses: 11 a. in., trades display and industrial
Jackson on wheels ; k p. m., grand cavalcade oi
all homes and cattle on ©ibtbltion ; 2 -80 p. m.,
special speed claxs No. 1, 2:87 trot, pnrse #400;
3 JO p. in., race for 2-year -old-colts. purs&ilOO; :
4 p in.. I m (Iron aswnsfon and parachute drop hr
Prof. McBwen; 7 i>. in., brilliant illumination
of entire grounds by electric light; 7 30p.m., i
parade of fantastic and grotesque, first prla® »
el.’), second #lu, thlid bronze medal, for thw \
most grotesque figures.
W ednesday— 8 -a. m.-Class-Horses at all
work ; V ;30-Cla;s-Carrlage and bu '
10 30 - Class— Genes' driving horses” laop^m!^
tar-old cottaExamination and toed trial of 2-year-old l s:
2 p. m.— Special •!><*« class for 8- year-old colts,
pursoflOO ; 2 30 p. m.^-Factng race, purse#800;
4 1'. m.— Balloon AHcehsion aud parachute drop:
7 30 p. m.— Bicycle race by electric light, first
d bronze medal; 830prize #15, second yip, third
p. ui — Opening of thegrani exposition ball, fre*- i
to all. to conclude at 11 n. m.,  p . .1
Thursday— 0 a. m., clans roadsters; 10 a. m..
class breeder's stock ; 11 a. m., class eu• om/vk , 4* ui., vuibb xamlna-.i
tiou and Speed trial of 4-year-old mares and ,
P.m-speclal speed class No. 2, 230 trot, parse P
#400 ; 8 p. m., special speed class No. 8, 234
trot, purse #^00; 7 p. m., grand band concert
Friday— 8 a. m.— Stallions of all work with six
of th» tr get, roadsters with six of their get,i
draught horses with six of their get
horses with six of their get; 10 a. m.—
mares and geldings, five years old or over,
harness ; 1 30 p. m.— Grand military prise
prize #1,000, divided as follows : #560, #250,
and #100; 7 30 p. m.-MUiUry jw
8 p. in.— Manual of arms; 8:30 p. I
Sham battle and fall of Ft. Donelson with 1
llant display of fireworks,
—Andrew F. D#n«nor#, of MR
a $1,000 clerk in the. draughting
of the General Land Offle« «t
ton, has beOfi promoted to b# Chi
tbut division at a salary of $1,800.
D. I’alluHon, of Michigan, h#i




go, by shooting himself in the i
but was not fatally hart, htu
with a clothes-line lost
Th« Holland Citj News.
JOHN C. POST, Editor.




ArraDgements are fast being com-
pleted for the laying of the corner stone
of the new court house at Allegan.
The ceremonies will be held on Thurs-
day, Aug. 29, and a large attendance
of Masons and citizens of the county is
expected. Deputy Grand Master John
8. Cross of Bangor will have charge;
W. B. Williams will act as president of
the day; Village President Hart will
give the address of welcome and Philip
Padgham, the oration. It is expected
that “Father” Bliss will make the
prayer. M. P. Grice i^ to be the grand
marshal and his deputies are Wm.
Dunn of Ganges and David Brainard
of Otsego. A reduction of railroad
rates will be obtained and all secret
and civic societies have been invited
to take part in the parade. It is desired
by the committee that all county sb-
cieties furnish a roster and history of
their orders and the county papers to
furnish a copy of their last issue. A
Tice president will be chosen from
each township.
Fanner and Hiller.
Ideas on the Most Profitable Varie-
ties of Wheat— Clawson,,1 Lancas-
ter and Egyptian Recommended
-The Tester Now Used In the
Local Market.
The regular meeting of the Farmers’
club was held yesterday afternoon in
the circuit court rooms.
The discussion of the afternoon was:
“What are the best kinds of white and
red wheat to raise?” W. T. Adams, of
I ans, opened the conversation by re-
marking that he had raised the Claw-
son, and everyone else in his neighbor-
hood was raising the same variety of
wheat. He exhibited some shrunken
kernels from this year’s crop and said
he wanted to hear some suggestions as
to other varieties for he wanted to
change.
Mr. Knapp reported that a neighbor
of his on Leonard street just east of
the city had raised this present season
110 bushels of Clawson wheat on two
and one-half acres of ground. The soil
was well manured and the wheat not




The past week has added another
terrible chapter to the criminal his-
tory of Michigan.
In another column, in this paper, an
account is given of the murder of Dr.
Thurber and Deputy Sheriff Marshal ,
at Aral, Michigan, by C. S. Wright
These men were acting as officers of
the law, and there can be no question
that Wright is guilty of murder in the
first degree. On Tuesday, a similar
crime was perpetrated at Caledonia, in
Kent county, where deputy sheriff Sin-
clair was shot and killed by a thief, for
whom he held a warrant. There can
be no more justification in this case,
than in that of the former murder.
On Wednesday a farmer at Chelsea,
Michigan, killed his son, and a man
was fatally stabbed at St. Ignace.
With such a record of murder in a
single «week, it is no wonder that
threats of lynching are heard in the
communities where the crimes have
been committed. This would but add
to the list of crimes, for, no matter
how great the provocation, it is murder
to kill, or hang, a person, in this age,
without having given him a trial, in a
court of justice.
But it is also evident that the namby
pamby legislators, who refused to pass
the capital punishment law, at the
past two sessions of the legislature,
should be replaced by men of sense.
In the majority of cases, imprison-
ment for life means a short term in
prison; and a pardon from a tender
hearted governor and board of pardons.
Where murder is committed, as has
been done in the cu$0 which have oc-
curred this week^ the old Mosaic law
of “blood for blood” is the only pun-
ishment which fits the crime. Not
only this, but the fear of the gallows is
a thousan4 fold greater, in preventing






Whether or not a tariff shall be laid
on foreign products sent into thiscoun-
try for sale in competition with simi-
lar demesne products, will be found
largely a question of doing justice by
our own people, when once freed from
the labyrinth of maxims and theories
with which “tariff reformers” seek to
surround the issue between the policies
of Protection and Free Trade.
The men who preach free trade with
Europe will not, and dare not, con-
tend that their neighbors should send
money to distant cities for goods, even
if in so doing a few cents may be saved
on each purchase. Nor are they likely
to consent that peddlers may come in-
to home communities, and without li-
cense (a tariff) sell their wares, when
similar articles are on the shelves of
home merchants who pay taxes for the
support of local and state government.
The same policy requires foreigners
with machinery and capital beyond our
reach, and whose power may be used
for our detriment, to pay something—
and pay well-by way of tariff when
coming here with their products to
compete against American enterprise
and American capital, which are stead-
ily taxed without possibility of escape
or desire for evasion.
Protection for domestic industries is
but the broadening of that humane
and natural policy observed in keeping
for the members of our family such
money as they can conveniently earn,
rather than paying it out to strangers;
the same we advocate in local com-
munltiee— trading with home mer-
ats, employing home mechanics,
aizing home papers; in short Pro-
i requires the sending away of no
that be prudently retoined
• the comfort of our own households
1 advancement of the community in
“ui wp make our home.
Mr. milton, of Grandville, had
found the Egyptian variety best suited
to his soil. It was a fair wheat, never
Yielding an exceptionally large crop,
but on the other hand never, in his ex-
perience, proving a total failure.
Ocenus Van Buren said that he had
heretofore sowed Clawson and Lancas-
ter mixed. He obtained better cro
by this practice and the millers
him from four to ten cents more
they did for his neighbor’s wheat. He
would sow Egyptian and Lancaster
this fall.
Mr. Fulkerson, of Casnovia, said he
was accustomed to obtain his seed by
exchanging his own Clawson, grown on
a clay soil, for Clawson grown on sandy
soil in Newaygo county. The wheat
grown in the two localilii
different in appearance.
The millers of the city were especially
invited to attend this meeting, and at
this point C. G. A. Voigt entered. Mr.
Lindeman said that the farmers were
distrustful of the millers— thought the
millera worn al wqvo t-nMn/v+sx
the street and back, reharnessed him
and handed the reins to the driver, who
now drove off without the least trouble.
The expedient was simple but effective,
and it suggests what is, I believe, the
true philosophy of the balky horse. The
effort should be not to overcome his
fixed idea of standing still, but to sup-
plant that motion by diverting his at-
tention to something else.— Boston Post.
- ^ i » -
Tannage on Newspapers.
The Itev. Dr. Talmage, speaking of
newspapers, says:
“I have been betrayed by about
every class of men in the world, but
never by a newspaper man. and I be-
lieve there is a spirit of fairness abroad
in the newspapers that is hardly to be
found anywhere else.”
“Sometimes we take up a paper full
of social scandals and divorce cases,
and we talk about the filthy, scurrilous
press, but T could preach a whole ser-
mon on the everlasting blessings of a
good newspajier. A good newpaper is
the grandest temporal blessing that
God has given the people of this cen-
tury.”
“My idea of a good newspaper is a
mirror of life itself. Some people com-
plain because the evil of the world is
reported as well as the good. The evil
ell as the good,
millers were always trying to overreach
them. The members of the club did
not share in this prejudice; and the
millers had been invited to this meet-
ing for the purpose of helping to estab-
lish a better understanding between
the two industries.
Mr. Voigt said that he could see no
reason why the millers should be an-
tagonistic to the farmer. The interest
of the farmer is the interest of the
miller— and it is an entirely erroneous
idea that he is continually working
against him. The miller is dependent
upon the farmer— he cannot sell his
flour if the farmer does not furnish him
with good wheat. About ten years ago
the wheat was so bad that the eastern
dealers would not take the flour and he
lad imported three carloads of Lancas-
ter in order to improve the seed. Since
its introduction in this region the Claw-
son variety had greatly improved in
quality and was now an excellent mill-
ing wheat. The prices of wheat in
Grand Rapids, although they might
seem somewhat arbitrary to the far-
mers, were not fixed by the millers, but
by outside competition— by the price of
St. Louis (southern) and Ohio wheat.
'rUa* ...... ,J l-i- --- it_
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must be reported as w ____
or how will we know what to guard
against or what to reform? There is a
chance for discrimination as to how
much space shall be given to reports of
such things as prize-fights, but the
newspaper that merely presents the
beautiful and the bright side of life is
a misrepresentation. That family is
best qualified for the duties of life who
have told to them not only what good
there is in the world, but what evil
there is in the world, and is told to se-
lect the good and reject the evil.”
— -- m 0 ^
Push.
If there were more push in the world
there would be fewer hungry, half-
clothed, homeless, suffering children;
fewer broken-down, dissipated men
and women; less need of alms-houses,
houses of correction and homes for the
friendless.
Push means a lift for a neighbor in
trouble. Push means a lift for youreel:
oujof the slough of despondency anc
shiftlessness, out of trouble, real and
fancied. Push never hurts anybody. The
harder the push the better, if it is given
jo the right direction. Always push up
hill— few people need a push down hilb
Mnn t ha of-owl _____ .
Centre and Ottawa Station to enjoy
the health giving, life renewing air
that s so free at this fast becoming
popular resort, which bids fair to rival
all others on the eastern shore of Lake
Michigan. We expect a partner from
the far West this fall who will have a
few thousand to invest in fixing up and
booming this place, and also to extend
our capacity for amusing and accom-
modating visitors beyond what it is
now.... The fishing now is fine, boat
riding can be indulged in at all times
either on the Pigeon river or Michigan
lake. Some game is killed here and
birds are plenty; sparrows abound and
an occasional chippie is seen chirping
to the landlord. Above all, prices are
reasonable, a whole sandhill is reserved
•for visitors to sleep on and musquitoes
are thrown-in, without extra charge.
....M. R. Merritt went to Holland
satunlay to create an appetite for
camping again.... At the hotel Satur-
day night and Sunday were John Be-
dell, from Cold water; Louis Bedell,
fron^West Olive; M. L. Robinson,
Will Hoag and Eli Arnold, of Olive




Mr. Henry Brusseof Hartford, Mich.,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. De
1 m: k>or a lew da>'8 ,a8t week. . . .Miss
Lillie^Young returned to her '
uu uv/uio \ouui,mciu/ mi vsuiu uca
The farmer could help the millergrea
y by bringing in clean wheat. The i.
milling firms of the state could grind
the 15,000,000 to 18,000,000 bushels of
surplus wheat raised in Michigan annu-
ally— but they did not get it to grind.
His own mills could grind 1,000,000
bushels, but he did not know where
they were to get even their usual sup-
ply this year. He could not understand
why the farmers occupy their social
K)sition that they do in this country,
t was not so in Germany where the
man who owned a farm was considered
somebody.
J. Hamilton: “When I used to sell
wheat I found the millers made no dif-
l erence between clean and dirty wheat.
My wheat was always clean, while my
neighbor's, which was dirty, always
fetched as good a price.
Mr. Voiirt: “We always make a dif-
ference between clean and dirty wheat
—deduct one or two pounds to the
bushel, whatever we think the dirt will
weigh. Y our neighbor probably would
not tell you of this, but would say he
got as much a bushel for his wheat as
you did for yours. I have known wheat
tiat only weighed 50 pounds to the
mshel instead of the full 60 pounds
I ereafter wheat will be sold in this
city by the tester, a machine which will
weigh every bushel of grain-and be
mid for according to its exact weight.
A e will furnish these machines, but in
Minnesota no farmer goes to mill with-
out his tester.”
C. D. Brown, of the Brown Milling
company, was the only other miller
present. He advised the farmers not
to use seed which they had raised, but
to exchange and obtain for seed wheat
which had been grown .50 to 100 miles
south of here. For the rest, farmers
should grow that variety either white
or red, which was best suited to their
soil.
In a discussion of the wheat midge it
was decided that the insects are no
new thing— that they are known here
every year, and that their destructive
numbers this present season may be
credited to the exceptionally open win-
ter and warm weather early in the
spring.— Grand Rapid* Democrat.
Don t be afraid of your muscles and
sinews; they were given you to use.
Don t be afraid *of your hands; they
were meant for service. Don't be afraid
of what your companions may say.
Don t be afraid of your conscience; it
will never reproach you for a good deed
—but push with all your heart, might,
and soul, whenever you see anvthing or
anybody who will be better for a good,
long, strong, determined push.
lush! It is just the word for the
grand, clear morning of life; it is just
the word for strong arms and young
hearts; it is just the word for a world
that is full of work as this is. If any-
body is in trouble, and you see it, don’t
stand back, but push!
If there is anything good being done
in anv place where you happen to be,
push!— Press and Type New*.
OUR NEIGHBORS.
Grand Haven.
John Vanderberg was down yester-
day trom Grand Rapids. He will enter
Hope College in September. . . . At the
next session of the Grand Haveu coun-
cil, H. Potts will ask for the right of
way for a street car line "from the
limits of Spring Lake to Highland
* oung  home at
Coopersville, Wednesday. . . .Mr. U. De
Vriesof Grand Rapids spent Sunday
with friends here.... Miss Anna Ben-
jamin returned last' Friday from a
three weeks visit with friends in the
southern part of Wisconsin.... Miss
Jennie Kolyn, of Muskegon, is visiting
relatives in town, for a few days .
Last Saturday night Jas Clark# driver
of Caton & DeKruif's horses, met with
a serious accident. He was kicked in
one of their hones, but isTast re^ver-
ing under the efficient care of Dr. Hui-
zinga. .Last Wednesday night, while
Air. and Mrs. Yerlee were attending a
birthday party at Graafschap, some
one took advantage of their absence
and gained an entrance to his store
through a window, taking about $1.. 50
m small change, which had been left
in the drawer, and some cigars. This
was not the work of a stranger and we
advise the guilty party to come up,
UiMnini lilrrjJ
Hiupaui o U101UIJ Ul mu iviinu.
10 th® young, and well published with illustrations of suneriormeHt
. - v - o----, r~. , ~ wu,0 , Ghas. Scott.
and acknowledge his guilt, or be ? u
Woodlark owned by Caton & De Kruif, 1 n * ! the able *7lter 18 ^ clear and fascinating, that the work reads
Oh^^feVwMkswi25 at Clevelanil-Sto Cti°n thanatlry Darration dates sucti as histories^
ma rkWeiTel MW* and 80 ^ ^
Park, and from the foot of Washing-
•reet to the city limits on Wrash-ton st  ....... . .... „«ou
ington ave. A right of way will also“’'Vr, way will also
be asked of Spring Lake from Lovell's
corners to the Grand Haven




Mr. Jas. Carey, of Olive Centre,
shipped three carloads of lumber, from
hereto Grand Rapids, this week....
John Bedell, who moved to Coldwater
last Spring, is back, and says he will
return to this county again ..... V num-
ber of persons have been sick here of
late. .. .Air. C. G. Irish, went to Grand
Rapids, Tuesday, and came back to-
day, accompanied by his mother in
law.... Next Sunday, S. S. 10:30,
a. m., preaching 3 o'clock p. m., Young
people s meeting 8:00 p. m.
“L. O. U.”
A Race with a Locomotive.
The hot four days contest between
the Detroit Journal and its Detroit rivals
as to which should deliver papers first
at the Michigan State Military encamp-
ment at Battle Creek, culminated Sat-
urday last in the Detroit Journal scoring ’
jring the f ^test * locomotive bon ht he are ^aijn^ar names to the people of the Holland
miTe^m^vanceo? the fast^dimTted” j ^ meant fair dealing, and
and thus securing the coveted “scoop.*’ | 10" Pricep- Hut this time they mean
easily remembered.
G. J. Diekema.




We desire to say to our citizens, that
for years we have been selling Dr.
King’s New Discovery for Consump-
Have you tried the domestic goods
city bakery? Remember that
“7 department is now in the
experienced workmen, and
are bound to give satis-
The best of materials are
nd all work Is executed in
id first-claes maimer.
To Start a Balky Horse.
I was attracted yesterday by a con-
siderable gathering of people in a down-
town street, occasioned by a balky horse
which even the policeman himself could
not persuade to “move on.” All kind
of pkins were tried. First, about a
dozevmen shoved the wagon behind;
but even then, by firmly planting his
fore feet, the determined beast man-
aged to resist progression, although I
thought the breeching would burst. An
old piece of cloth was then carefully
tied over his eyes, and after a short
pause, he was gently requested to pro-
ceed, but he stood still, and the crowd
jeered. Next a rather consequential
person came forward, and, standing on
tiptoe, so that he could reach the horse's
ear whispered into his ear something
which he evidently thought would have
an instantaneous and miraculous effect,
but the animal was deaf to this siren
and the consequential person slunk off,
pursued by the sarcasms of a boot-black.
The driver was now in a rage, which
vented itself in blows and imprecations.
DUt illSt Afl llA tVOO naoainn
ation, of Grand Haven, was effected
! nday evening last, the following offi-
cers being elected: President, T. W.
Kirby; Sec’y, Geo. D. Sanford; Direc-
tor\T,W. Kirby, Geo. D. Sanford,
Jo^Kibler, Wm. Thieleman, Walter
L Lillie, F. E. Buswell. Some $23,000
in stock has been taken, $4,000 of
which is paid up. . . .Mr. Eugene Rowl-
son died here on Thursday evening.
Mr. Rowlson was well known to the
majority of citizens of Ottawa county
as he has had charge of Mr. J. Baar'a
abstract business for several years. He
was a veteran of the late war. having
belonged to Berdan's famous sharp
shooters. Mr. Rowlson leaves many
friends to mourn his loss.
Lake Shore.
Mrs. E. A. Higley and Mrs. Hum-
phrey, of New Haven, Conn., are vis-
iting Air. Ogden’s jieople for a short
time.... Airs. Redaington and Mrs.
Chapman and children, of Kalamazoo
and Miss Laura Chapman, of Denver
Colorado, are here visiting friends and
relatives, and enjoying our pure lake
breezes.... Major Norris, of Grand
Rapids, drum major in the late war,
of the 25th Michigan regiment, is stop-
ild ------ ’
ell's   u
citv tion, Dr. King's New Life Pills, Buck-
et h len s Arnica Salve and Electric Bitters,
si >f‘i- itrifl llAVP flPVPf* **nrrww] 41...A1 ’ ’ ’ A? organization of the Non.. ....  ...... ... „„u ^-inc 1)1UAmerican Builuing and Loan As&oci- and have never handled remedies that
AXfkVftYI TL’UO no « i. ~ a. t •
ping with his o  comrade drummer
Ogden for a few days. . . .James Shaver
has sold his threshing machine to Mr.
Johnson of the town line; and Jim
says that he is just going for fun this
season. Not having the responsibility
on his mind he seems to be looking
quite well.... If the nights get much
colder we will have frosts long before
corn, beans and buckwheat are ripe
.... Lea Joscelyn has his stone in place
for grinding and is making very good
feed, which is warranted not to contain
anytliing but pure grain. No sawdust,
oat hulls, nor rye bran.... The best
wheat vet threshed here only averaged
about 13 bushels to an acre. Rye about
ten to eighteen bushels per acre....
The farm horse of Jay D. Cochran ran
a nail into his foot, which made him
useless for farm purposes, so he had to
shoot him. . . .There will be more clover





sell as well, or that have given such
universal satisfaction. We do not hes-
itate to guarantee them every time,
and we stand ready to refund the i»nr-
eha.se price, if satisfactory results do
not follow their use. These remedies
have won their great popularity purely
on their merits. For sale at the drug
stores of Yates & Kane, Holland, A
De Kruif, Zeeland.
DInioIuIIoii of Lo-partnenililp.
Notice li hereby given that the partnerahlp L .
s: , River Street
eat. All debts owing to th* said partnership
are to be revived by Minnie Bertach. and all de-
mandion the ssld co partnenblp are to bepre-
aented to her for payment.
Dated Holland, AuguatUtb 18S9.
Ellen V. Van den Bhkoe,20 MiNMBBEnracH.
To I lie Public.
After an experience in the millinery
business in Holland for more than
twenty-five years, I have severed
all connection with it. During all that
time I have enjoyed a steady and valu-
able patronage from the people of Hol-
land and vicinity, to all of whom I
hereby tender my thanks and trust
that my successor Mrs. David Bertsch
will continue to receive their patron-
age, feeling fully assured that she will
do a 1 in her power to merit it, by con-
tinuing to sell only the best of goods at
reasonable prices.
. Miss E. Y. Van den Berge.
Aug. 14, 1889.
A Rock Bottom Slaughter
-OF-
$10,000 Wortti of Clothing.
A fine stock of first-class Clothing, Furnishing Goods
Irunks and Valises, has just been opened by Koffers
Gringhuis in De Grondwet building,
Holland, Mich.
This large stock must be sold at cost at once, and everybody
must co;ne and examine the stock.
rruuiu uc pieaseu
hear what we are doing and what our
future prospects are. There are a
number of families camping here at
present and visitors from all parts of
the countv are going and coming daily.
A line of boats connects us with Hol-
land. also West Olive, and they come
with* teams and on foot from Olive
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25 cents per box. For
sale in this city by Yates & Kane, and
by A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich
Can chronic diarrhoea be cured?
Those who think not, should read the
following from Mr. Joseph McGuffln,
of Spaulding, Union County, Iowa. He
says: “I was troubled for years with
chronic diarrhoea and used many kinds
of medicine; but nothing with perma-
nent effect for good, until I tried
Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera and Di-
arrhoea Remedy. I would say to every
one in need of medicine for the ail-
ment mentioned and kindred diseases,
try the Remedy and like myself, you will
never be without it in jour home. 25













Local continued from first page.
.Holland vi. Saugatuck.
A game of baseball between these
clubs was played at the Fair grounds
last Saturday. The weather was tine, and
and returned here with the remains and (he
family of the deceased, on Tuesday after-
noon. The funeral proceeded (Jlrcet from the
depot to the cemetery, and was in charge of
the masonic fraternity, of which order the
deceased was a member. Rev. J. Talmadge
Bergen made some brief, but very approprl-
about two hundred spectators enjoyed ' Hte reni|irk|‘< at the grove, a delegation of
the sport. Holland won the rame by friend, from Rockford were also pres-the sport. Holland won the game by
the splendid work of its battery, Hazen
and Koning. Hazen pitched good ball,
and the visitors made but few scatter-
ing hits off his delivery. The Saugatuck
team played poor ball at first, but re-
deemed themselves somewhat at the
close of the game. Score:
' HOLLAND.
Reamer, »b. . . , .
Richardson, ss ....... 4
Knooihulcen.Zb ..... 1
F. Sooy. lb ........... 2
Stack . rf ............. i
Koning, c ............ 2• WIIIU*. V * tTffU, c.
Haren. p ............. 2 Winslow
RADOATUCK.
Devine, 2b ............ 1
Morgan, ss ............ 2
Mason, rf ............. 1
cf .............. 2
feed
I ..... . .  • ...tioiwW, p ........... 2
Lamphler, cf ........ 1. Billings, 3b ........... 2
M. Buoy, If ........... 2|Sanders, lb ........... 2
Total....,...' ..... 1H| Total ...... ."....'..15
A icturn match between these clubs
will be played in Saugatuck next
Wednesday. The Lizzie Walsh will
probably make a trip to accommodate
those who wish to witness the game.
Ilcullli Report.
Reports to the state board of health
show diarrhea, cholera morbus, neural-
gia and rheumatism, in the order
named, as causing the most sickness in
Michigan, during the week ending Aug.
10. Diphtheria was reported in twelve
places— Curtis township, Detroit, Fre-
mont township. Franklin township
Grand Rapids, Ironwood township,
Lawrence township, New Haven, North
Star township, and Saginaw. Scarlet
fever in nine places— Allouez township,
Ray City, Detroit, Dowagiac, Kalama-
zoo, Osceola township, Robinson town-
ship, Red Jacket, Southfield township.
Typhoid fever in 14 places— Climax
township, Charlotte, Coldwater, Durand,
Gaines township, Grand Rapids, Harri-
son, Howell, Howard City, Jackson
prison, Kalamazoo, Lansing, New
Haven and Union City. Measles in
five places— Chester township, Grand




Supervisor Van Duren was in Lan-
sing this week.
Miss Annie Meengs, of Muskegon, is
in the city visiting.
Mr. A1 Huizinga enjoyed a pleasant
trip to Chicago this week.
C. Blomjr. returned from Chicago,
on the Bradshaw, Friday morning.
Prof. Geo. P. Hummer is home from
his trip to Chicago and Valpariso, Ind.
Chpt. Frank Brower is home from
Ashland, Wis., on a short visit with
his family.
Mr. Gerrit Pessink, ot Pessiuk Bros.,
is in Chicago. He left by the Brad-
shaw Wednesday evening.
Miss Lizzie Cappon was among the
passengers who took the Bradshaw for
Chicago Wednesday evening.
Miss Annie Truesdell, of Chicago,
was in the city this week, the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stevenson.
Misses Annie and Maggie Pfanstiehl
have returned from the north, where
they visited their sister Mrs. Eugene
Wait, during the past three weeks.
-Mr. Will Breyman is at Mt. Clemens,
Mich., seeking relief from rheumatism
with which he is afflicted. He left this
city Tuesday, and will be gone three
weeks.
A. J. Moorshead, Gen. Pass. Agent
of the St. Louis & Chicago R. R., vis-
ited Holland and the resorts, the past
week. He also called on 0. Breyman,
and enjoyed a social time with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Sterret S. Beggs arrived
from the east Thursday evening. They
will remain at Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Os-
borne's a short time, before their de-
parture for their home at Olathe, Kan-
sas.
ent, to render the Ittat tribute of respect to u
dear and cherished friend: Hon. Ne«l Mc-
Millan. Dr. D. W. C. Burch, lleMra.Oeo. Sage.
Jacknon Coon and Dan. Btoeum.
-------
Steam Pipes in Unildinp.
 The idea that steam heating pipes
eanjiotsit tire to wool is a popular
error. One of the be.-t proofs of their
dancer was affmded about a year ago
in the house of Gen. Wager 8 wayne,
in Gramercv Park. Steam pipes* ran
through a closet in the basement under
the parlor floor and thence into the li-
baary. An alarm of tire was given at a
late hour one night, and when the fire-
men tore away the hardwood partitions
they found that the wood work along
which the steam pipes ran was scorched.
The fire had begun in a wooden box
into which the steam pipes entered be-
fore forming a coil in the parlor. It
was easily got under control, but not
before it had done about ten thousand
dollars damage.
The firemen are inclined to believe
that much of their work in the down-
town districts is due to not lung else
than the lack of protection from steam
pipes. The Fire Department has very
stringent laws which it en orces in mat-
ters of this sort, and in the heat ng ar-
rangements of new b ildings i1 e dau-
The Dealh of Dr. Tliurbcr.
pn another page of the News an ac-
count is given of the murder of Dr.
Thurber, who was well known in our
city.
The deceased was born in Franklin, New
York, in November. 1H51, and received Ids
education at the seminary ut that place. He
came to this state about 14 years ago, settling
near Jackson and teaching school In that
locality. He finally located at Rockford.
Kent county, and taught for several years at
that place, and at Grattan. In 1M2 be went
to Benzie county. His first business there
was manager for Dr. O’Leary, of Boston.
Mass., who hftd large Interests there. Later,
he bought, a farm and taught school In the
winter. The character of the deceased and
, his standing In that locality can be Inferred
from the follpwlng: Having considerable
knowledge of medicines, and for want of a
physician, In that new section of the country,
he offered his services, free of charge, to the
settlers and was constantly callfed upon by
them to relieve their wants. There being no
church organization within 18 miles of Aral,
himself and wife successfully opened a Sab-
bath school for the religious education of the
children In that locality, Mrs. Wright, the
wife of the murderer, being also one of the
teachers In the school. At the last election
he was elected supervisor of the township,
without an opposing vole.
Mr. Thurber was married December, 1877, to
the youngest daughter of Mr. Martin, of this
city. She died In 1881, at Rockford, Mtob.,
and In June, 1883, Mr. Thurber married the
oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Steven-
son, now of this dty, who, with her two'-chll-
•dren. are left to mourn the loss of a worthy
husband and father. Last summer the de-
ceased spent a few weeks In this city and
with those who happened to make bis ac-
quaintance, his tragic death created a deep
sorrow.
Upon the receipt of the direful news, last
Saturday, Mr. Stevenson left at once for Aral
ger is carefully guarde.l against. When
alteration h are mtde and heat ng pipes
are laid, less care is taken to prevent
Tne+rmiR of this enreies ness is
the destruction of life and property.—
New York Commercial Advertiser.
Dress Goods at D. Bert. self s.
Aver s Hair Vigor restores color and
vitality to weak and gray hair. Through
its healing and cleansing qualities, it
prevents the a&um illation of dandruff
and cures all scalp diseases. The best





Holland, Mich., Aug. 13, 1889.
The Common Council met in special
Mayor ^  WaS Called t0 °rder by the
Present:— Mayor Kremers, Aldermen
Carr, De Merell, L. Van Putten,
Kramer, M. Van Putten, and Haber-
mann, and the Clerk.
Mayor stated the object of meeting
was to consider the matter of grading
Land and Thirteenth streets, and such
other business as may come before the
council.
Reading of the minutes and regular
order of business suspended.
J. A. Ter Vree ana ten others, resi-
dents of the City of Holland and own-
ers of lots and lands lying and abutting
upon that part of Land street that lays
between the iron stake at the intersec-
tion of Land, Lost and Seventh streets
and the centre of Sixteenth street, peti-
tioned that that part of Land street
lying between the iron stake at the in-
tersection of Land, Lost and Seventh
streets and the centre of Sixteenth
street, be graded the whole width there-
of, and that when grading is completed
a road bed twenty-four feet wide
"rough the centre, and the whole
ength of said street be covered with
gravel of the kind used on Ninth street
or of a quality equally as good, to an
average thickness of nine inches, io
spread that when finished it will be
twelve inches thick in the centre and
six inches thick on the sides, that tl e
cost and expense of improving, grading
and graveling of said part of said Lard
street be paid by special assessment on
the lots and lands lying and abutting
upon said part of said street, except
the intersections of the streets and the
cost and expense of culverts, should
there be required any culverts, which
is to be assessed to the City of Holland
and paid out of the general fund, and
that the cost of the improvement on
said part of said street that is raised by
special assessment be divided into five
•ayments, the first payment falling due
February 1st A. D. 1890, and a pay-
ment falling due each year thereafter
until paid, and that bonds be issued
for the four last payments, with inter-
est at a rate not to exceed six per cent,
per annum.— I’etition accepted and the
city surveyor instmeted to make sur-
vey, profile and estimate of expense
and report same to the council at their
next meeting.
Council adjourned.
Geo. H. Si it, City CUrk.
Fine Job Printing executed at le
Grondwet and News Printing House.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, by purifying and
enriching the blood, improves the appe-
tite, aids the assimilative process,
strengthens the nerves, and invigorates
t le system. It is, therefore, the best
and most thoroughly reliable alterative
that can be found for old and young.
• - ^ i ^ --
What theories have lieen advanced
to explain the purpose of the Pyramids?
What Is the great “Eastern Ques-
tion the shadow of which has fallen
across the council-tables of Europe
for the last thirty years?
In England why do they take a
Fawkes hunt just before opening Par-liament? 6
Is there any distinction between
STRANGE EXHIBITION.
THE BEAUTIFUL AND MYSTERIOUS SE-
CRETS OF THE WATER.
filnffular -Show of FUbe*— Their Haaota,
HablU, Breeding and Food -Weird Effect!
of Colored Sight! In the Water- Eitra-
ordinary Display by the State Ylth Com-
million of Michigan.
One of the moct remarkable triumph! of
modern drill ration U the artificial propaga-
tion and distribution of raluabie food fishes.
And one of the most complete and successful
government establishments in the world for
batching and distributing fish, is that of the
State FUh Commission of Michigan. This
state has thelargest coast line of any state in
the union. Its fishing grounds cover the vast
area of 54,000 square miles in lake waters










Get your Job Printing done at D
Grondwet and News Printing House.
Ths Finest Stock of Boots «md Shoes
Van Dnren Bros.
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.
g-ive thibim: a. call.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, I RB
.. , OTTAWA COUNTT. f88*
. At, Vei,,0nv0f. P1® Probate Court for the Conn-
v CJ -‘-•-M.-tuJXd. A CALL
J^»“*cH,AhM8Erto“^jui:o*p,0.j We have a first-daw shoemaker in our emplov, and all
J- Hot,‘hto” ! tom work and repairing brought to us* will re-




Who delivered the oration at our
Centennial Exposition?
What was the Parthenon?
Ridpath’s History of the Wprld will
answer these questions for you.
-  ^ a m - - ' •
Drs. Brewer and Jenison, represent-
Brewer Medicine Co., will be
at the City Hotel, for consultation, on
all chronic diseases, on Friday, August
16th. Consultation free.
To Rent.
AdweHing house. Apply at Mrs. J.
Kerkhof, Sixteenth street, foot of
Parasols.
The finest line in Holland at
D. Bertsch’s.
DETROIT INTER VATIONAL EXPOSITION— TUI
RESTAURANT BUILDING,
much more in streams and inland lakes— that
is a fishing area, all told, about as large as the
land of the whole state. These waters teem
with the choicest fish in the world. The an-
nual eatch therwmnn is of immenM commer-
cial value, and mounts into millions of dol-
lars. Choice locations in Michigan waters
censtitute the
PARAD ISE OF THE ANGLER
and fisherman of the American continent,
Among the game fish that delight the master
of rod and reel are the lordly muskallonge,
the gigantic Mackinaw trout and siscowet,
the great salmon trout, large and small
mouthed bass, brook trout, grayling, pike,
catfish, perch, rock bass, pickerel, silver eels,
and others; while the fame of the lakes is
world wide for its large and delicate white
fish, fresh water herring, etc. All these fish
and waters are under the care of the stale
board. It is their work to keep the waters
constantly replenished with fine fish.
The Michigan Fish Commission have
charge of
THREE LARGE HATCHERIES
maintained by the state. The largest is at
Detroit, having a capacity for rearing one
hundred and sixty millions of white fish
yearly. One at Petoekey, with a capacity of
thirty-three millions, has been discontinued.
One is at Paris, near Grand Rapids, for rear-
ing brook trout, with a capacity of one and
a half millions annually. There is also a
corporation at Gienwood. Commissioners
and the hatcheries superintendents constant-
ly study the habits and experiment with the
rearing of all aorta of Valuable food fishes.
Some idea of the vastness of their work may
be gathered by the amount of fish they have
planted in the lakes and rivers of Michigan
within ten years. During this period they
have stocked our waters with
THE ENORMOUS AQOREOATE
of 452,081.500 white fish; 8,097,000 brook
trout, 12,700 carp; 170,000 seboodio salmon;
4,500 bass; 59,112,000 wall-eyed pike; besides
great numbers of California trout, silver eels,
grayling, lake trout, salmon trout, and other
valuable fishes. Many streams and small
lakes that were barren have been restocked
with fish in abundance, and a vast amount
has been added to their value. Each year
the quantity of fish bred and planted is in-
creased. The good result is show n in the fact
that the fish In the great lakes are steadily
increasing, and the catch grows larger
yearly.
The great work has been performed so
quietly, necessarily at remote places, and at
such seasons that the great body of the people
have little or no idea of how it is done. Con-
sequently the State Fish Commission have
resolved to make
A WONDERFUL PUBLIC EXHIBITION
of their apparatus, methods and products at
the approaching Detroit International Expo-
sition, in the form of the largest, most com-
plete and most interesting show c»r fish and
fish hatching ever seen in this rountry.
There will be constructed an artificial lake or
pool, with rock walls, lilies, wild rice and
other aquatic plants; an immense aquarium,
constructed in a cave, so that deep water
fishes can be observed through glass openings
in the rock many feet below the surface, like
the exhibition now attracting so much atten-
tion at the World’s Fair in Paris; running
brooks, pools, waterfalls, fish stairways, to
show salmon and trout ascending streams,
etc. There will be fish of all sizes and ages
shown, together with the apparatus of the
state hatcheries. The fish will bo shown as
nearly as possible in their natural haunts,
with their natural food and habits of life.
Competent experts with plenty of money
will labor to make the exhibition a most in-
teresting one. The exposition managers
provide ample ground and abundance of
water. A unique system of electric and
colored lights will add to the effect and
beauty of the show. The following fish will
certainly be shown, and as many more as
can be procured in season: Herring, brook
trout, siscowft, small-mouthed bass, large-
mouthed boss, rainbow or mountain trout,
German brown trout, wall-eyed pike, gray-
ling, pike, salmon, trout, perch, German
carp, muskallonge, whiteflsh, sturgeon, gar
pike, silver eels, catfish, rock bass, blue gills
suckers, red-horn, sunfisb, etc.
To thousands of people this will be the
most novel exhibition they have ever seen.
Salmon will be shown in the act of leaning
high artificial waterfalla
THE STRANGE SECRETS OF THE WATERS
and their inhabitant! will be laid bare to the
spectator! Colored lights will produce rare
and beautiful effect* in the waters. The
methods of artificial hatching will fce s».
plained. The beauty and elegance of many
of these live game fish will be pictures that
will long live in the memory. The exhibi-
tion will also be of great value in teaching
people who care to learn how to propagate
fi*h, and in giving valuable pointers to fish-
ermen and fish culturiste from other states,
and to naturalists, especially as to the intelli-
gence of fishes, and their capabUity of being
tamed and made pets of. To the women and
children, particularly, will this novel exhibi-
tion’ be a delight, long to be remembered
with pleasure. And many a man will learn
the to him strange lesson that the pond or
stream on his (Wax can bt made to yield a
larger cash income per acre, than the richest
land be ever cultivated, if be will only make
good use of the opportunities that the stu-
dents of nature have wrested from her store-
house of valuable seersts. Perhaps some day
In the future, counties and states will com-
pete with each other at fairs, in the exhibi-
tion of improved breeds of fish, as they now
do in exhibitions of improved cattle, sheep
and swine
ThereuiKm it is Ordered, That Saturday, the
Twenty-fourth day o/Augmt nut,
at nine o'clock in the forenoon, be assigned for
the hearing of laid petition, end the heirs at
law of said deceased, and aJl other persona Inte-
rested in said estate, are required to appear at s
session of ssld Lourt, then to be holden at the
Probate Office In the City of Grand Haven, In
said county, and show cause, if any there be,
why the prayer of the petitlocer should
“oj panted: And it Is further Orde-
red, That ssld petitioner give notice to the per-
a copy of thle order to be published in the
successive weeks previous to said day of hearing.
, . CHARLES E. SOULE
(A true copy.) attest. Judge of Proba tt-
wive prompt attention.
Drain Letting.
Notice UHereby Oden, That I, Barend Kam-
meraad, Townihip Drain Commissioner of the
TowneMpstHollaad, County of Ottawa, Stats
forenoon of that day, proceed to receive bids for
the oonitrnotlon of a certain Drain known aa thef;ft4 £ fmiows*
Holland road at an old ditch or creek; the Job for L
cleaning out said Drain to commence one mile I
south from the place of the beginning of said 1
Drain No. 8 and to extend south about two milea
or to the end of said Drain. Bald Job will be let
by sections or divisions. The section at the out-
let of the Drain will be let first, and the remain-
-nKD.l n^elr order up ,tr®*“- «n accord- 1 —
P^lnlngtowiyDrSmMd^d? wffbe 6B^y BOll-AlCOholiO YlftUlll midi'
I dm pit up la liquid form mr dir
Jim
SBISSSmob,
They ?.u^ •» of • Oompltt*
it i ... Ohoat'* to the Household.
TNOUtANDf OF TESTIMONIALS PNOM NANNY HEARTS.
be made with the lowe.t respite bid" ? J "
ing adequate aecurity for the perfunnance of the !
work in a mim f/> _ _a — & . > I covered.vwUAiej AUA bUT1 J WHII _____ __ __ ^work, in a sum to be fixed by me. The date for
the completion of such contract, and the terms It.... ...
of payment therefor, shall be announced at the .  ? c0* * ^ ® ^,ncy drink made of rum, poor
time and place of letting. whisky, or refuse liquors, spiced and sweetened





Twenty-five ye-.rs' use have demonstrated to
millions of sufferers throughout the civilised
world, that of all the mediants ever discoveredj to,ttere only possesses peifect and won-
I «rt?l11oarftive ffecte upon those troubled with
the following diseases, viz :
h/Emma'A! Dyspepsia, Bheumstism, Catarrh, Neuralgia,
’ MlchJ1l«,n- t<> John C. Poet Headache, Boils. Scrofula, Skin Diaewer
Of thwSS.’eS nf wS' "corded in the office Jaundice, Gout, Piles, Biliousness, and allother
coanG. Michl- I disesst R arising from blood Impuritiss, andaaa
A- D' 1880' ,D ,lber 87 Vermifuge it le the bestin the world, being death
t0 *“ 1,°m“ l“um“
tice for principal and Interest of the debt secured 11 * ‘IT®?® ,,f® to **ke at any time, or under
by said morteage, the aum of One Hundred and ^  “““'ion of the system, for old or young or
Forty-six dollars and Seven iy-flve cents, end also I ?,th1*r^®,x' I* 11 Put°P ‘wo styles. Ilia
Thirteen dollars and for taxes paid by aald I old Is slightly bitter, and Is the stronger In —
mortgagee on said mortgaged premise!, . ®ct-. Th® D®w 'W® l« very pTeaean
and no suit or proceeding at law. or in ®Dd • perfect — ---
equity, having been luatituted to recover the debt woni®n or children. Ea
secured by said mortgage, or any part thereof - marked 00 t"P of cartoon.
1£‘?y£ri" °» !«><>. »h. ._oh CMe malte and provided,' 'b y complete medicine chest.
w foreclosed by sale of the Aia Family Medicine, for the use of ladlee,
at public vendue, to pay the children and men of eedentery habits, the New
mortgage for' principal and Style Vinegar Bitten baa no equal in the world.
Ana V1®. 1®Sal co®t® of fore- It fe Invaluable for curing the Uli that beset
®*1® to take place at the childhood, and gently regulates the diseases to
G^SnnjSicbSJ.^the * HoDM “ | WOmt° at evwy ® of 11,6 M® object.
2 I st day of October A. D.. 1 880.
at eleven o'clock In the forenoon of said day
The Bald mortgaged premises tobesoid bring 1
All that pare®1 of land situated in the township
of Hoiland. in the county of Ottawa and State of
Michigan and described as, twenty acres off from
the west side of the South West quarter of the
south west quarter of section eighteen (18i in
town five (5) north of range flfieen (15i west
Dated July 21, 1880.
J. C. POST, JOHN C. POST. Mortgage.,
Attorney.
- , •• uiui to send tor it. n you once
tty It vou will never be without this pi iceless
remedy in the bouse,
VINEGAR BITTERS.
The only Temperance Biller* known.
It stimulate* the Brain ami quleia the
Nerves, reEalate* the Bowela ami ren-
ders a perfect blood circulation through
the human vein*, which I* *ure to re-
store perfect health.
GEO. W, DAVIS, of :09 Bsrronne St, New!
Orleans. La., writes under dateMuy 2tlth. 1888, |
as follows : "I have been going to the Hot Springs
Ark., for fifteen years for an itchitg humor ini
my Wood, i have Just used three bottles of Vine-
gar Hitters, and it has doi e me more good than
 It is the best medicine mmie." I
Drain Letting.
Notice is Hereby Given, That I. Borsos B.
bK a,?>„?,"0a5r8uis,o¥tt?
certain Drain known as the "Avtnk Drain," lo-
cated and satabllehsd In the said township of
Blendon and described aa follows, to-witt Bs-
rinnlng at Point *o reds East and 11 festNorthof
^ “Hi rods,4th B. 7C‘W. 19H rodijBth O • W
TJ'i h® “®d® "Itb tt* lowest retponsi-
mmss®
• UU Vi aaiu ioiudk Uie MIOflBtUODt Of
fitT,w*J?vby g*. will be subject to review.





don, at 10 o clock In the forenoon of that day. pro-
ceed to receive bids for the con » truoi ion of s cer^
tain Drain kinwn as the1 A enema Drain, "located
“5 in the laid townsbipriBlendon
and described ss follows, to-wit: Winning at
a point that Is ten hundred and flftontne <1059)
thence N. 78* W, 400 feel thence S. 81* W 400 ft
E. 0U0 ft, thence B. 10K° E. MO ft to oaei
stream, in accordance with tbs diagram tow o
file with the other pepsrs pertaittlnfsto sal
Drain, and bids will be made and .teorived a<
oordlngiy. Contracts will be made with the low
eet resiwnslble bidder riving adequite seourit
for the performance of the work, io aum to b
fixed by me. The fate for the completion of enol
contract, and the terms of payment thartfoi
shall be announced at the time and place of sail
A of reef. Further Htrely Given. That at tb
tim<- and place of ealu letting the assessment o
&**® by “e be subject to review.
Dated this Mfieeuth day or August A. D. I860n _ , , lloiucs B. Atwood,
B tendon CoiD,n,,,,on®r ^  tt* Townilip c
MORTGAGE SALE.
r\EFAULT having been made in the condi-
1 'lions of a Mortgage, dated the Ninth day of
April A.D. 1800, given by Cornells Dijkema and
Derktje Dijkema. his wife of the City of Holland.
Ottawa County. Michigan, to Johannes Naber of | gar Bitters at
Sr.' “i' 1
i’oKk6p’ m th' 19th 1147 of April A-D- 1809 ^  I ^ the .*** t?el,e shd coLiSer Holland, - Michigan
And whereas the amount claimed to be due on « Tq ^ ^ *ftni,,y' IncoriKirated Under the law of the Stal
ssid mortgage at the uate of this notice is the -MBS. MAITJE FI RGUSON. of Dryden, N Y„ ! 1 ,.f . Bta'
sum of Three Hundred Sixty five Dollars and I !i!BL yill<‘gRr M1*" 1* the best medicine IB b lters’ 'cd layBi ' Bitters Is
Sixty three cents, and the further sum of Fifteen ®Ter trie(1 : 11 #aved “V ll,“-'’
Dollars as an attornev fee Dmerdwt far m .. n .  . _
VINEGAR BITTERS. 1 of organization) To April 20, 1B89,
Ibe SrMt Blood Pirlfler «nd fl.ilth ^ T1
Restorer Cure* all kind* of Headache. I 1 he subscription to stock is op<
also Indigent ion and Dyspepsia. ?,very ?atl,m,ay a,,(1 Monday at the c™ flee of the association, in Kante
y provi ed tor by the
statute, which is the whole amount unpaid on
said Mortgage ; and no suit or proceeding having
been instituted at law or in equity to recover the
debt now remaining secured by said mortgage
or any part thereof, whereby the power of sale,
contained in aald Mortgage, has become absolute.
Now therefore notice is hereby given, that by
virtue of the said power of sale, and in pursuance
of the Statute in such case made and provided,
the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of
the premises therein described, at public auc-
tion to the highest bidder, at tbs front floor of the
Ottawa County Court House. In the City of Grand
Haven, County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan
on the
14th of day October. A.D. 1889,
at eleven o'clock in the forenoon of that day;
which said premises are described In said Mort-
gage as follows, towit : The East half cf Lot i -rv. . ,, ,
numbered Nine (9) In Block numbered fifiy flve « fa!^!0* Wl?®\Jtn(,#I>,ao* h*v® •»«>
(55) In the City of Holland, formerly known as the uilh  !. 1:1
Village of Holland, in the County of Ottawa and I b.n ?r
SUte of Michigan, according to the recorded man nZ^rnay ‘no Au*u,t Dtsndtad, at
o( said vlty. * “ .. ..... .
Dated, Holland, July 18, 1880.
. JOHANNES NABER, Mortgagee.
Gerrit J. Djekbma,
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The following times and places have been
MORTGAGE SALE.
Grand Hav* n, r* gul>- r sesslou.
Friday, August wth. «t Holland City, special
eaaion.
swsion^' feei’tfmber 27th’ ^ Coopersvilie, special
Friday, October 25tb, at Grand Haven, special
session.
All grades certificates may be applied for ataii s
liber Eleven of mortgages, at page SH,’ which
mortgage wuseaJanedbv said Edwin D. Blair,
on June nineteenth. A. D. 1886 to Mrs. Annie
Peeflsld Mower, which assignment was recorded
on July sixth A. D. 1868 In the office of the rt-
giater of deeds of Ottawa County, In liber thirty
five of mortgagee, mm forty ail, by which d»-
fault tha power of ssJeln said mortgage oontalmd
had become operative; upon which mortgaie
there la claimed to be due. at the date of tala
notice the sum of Five hundred and Ninety Thrte
dollart and Seventy eenU (*5P3.70) ; and no suit, tr
proceedings at law, or In equity, having been In-
will be fore
the most-
made and provided, said mortgage w
cloaed by a tale at public vendue of toe rv
quater of section Eleven (11) in town six (8) north
of rfinuA fnnrtMin fill wMf wIvIaK .
M“^5f1as?oix ib u,,cbt<"
Fourth day of November A. D. 1 889*
*t one o’clock afternoon ot said day. to pav
attorney fee provided by said mortgage, and by
Dated August 8th 1880.
MBS. ANNIE PEN FIELD MOWER.
J.C. Porr,
 i-sw'wws s»'vm iui • » uig  i gri&uo, ao a r
further addlt ou • f plnne geometry, botany and
general history for a fl-at grads ctnlflcate.
Each day* seeslon cf examinatione Is to begin
at 8 o'clock a. i . *
Not yet fully decided to raise the standard of re-
quiremenU for a third grade certificate five per
cent above that hitherto eatabltebvd.
Dated, Nuntoa, July i, 1880.
A . W TAYLOR
Bec’y Board School Examiners, Ottawa Co., Mic b
DR. YEENBOER
Hae taken office room in the Bt. Denis, first
stairway on Monroe- st west of Sprlng-st. The
doctor has opened Ms new sanitarium in Oak-
dale Park, corner of Hall and East ate., sup-
plies all taeneoeedtiee and all the comforts for
the aiok and feeble and those In need of aurgioal
operations of any description. Diseases care-
fully studied. Proper diet, bathe, electricity,
massage and trained nurses supplied et a very
moderate cost. Address M. Veenboer, A. M., M.
D„ 190 Monroe- st. Graud Rapids, Miob. Grad-
uate of the Physio-Medical College of Indiana,
in 1877. Lecturer of Hygiene at the above
college since 1800. Appointed Profletsor of Ma-
teria Medloa In the Florida University in 1883.
Post Graduate of the Polyclinic of New York
since 1884, where Surgery, Disease* of Women,
Diseases of Children and Urinary Analysis in all
chronic diseases have been stndled as spec! all-
ties.
Also offers for sal* or to exchange lots, houses
and lota and farms cheep. His home, 48 Boat-
wiek-st, is for sale or for rent .
Office hours. 9 to Wa. m., 12 m. to 2 p. m„ and
6 to 7 p.m. Telephone Ififi. ^
Telephone eorfbeotions for residence and sani-
tarium will be ready next week-
Block, and the .Secretary can ....
lie found at his residence corner i
Kiver and Thirteenth Streets on a
other hours. -
Shares of stock are sold on instal
incuts of 26 cents, payable every oth<
Saturday evening, from 7 to 9 o’clocl
at the office of the asBociation. Men
bership fee is 25 cents per* share <
stock.
From $600 to $1,000 are loaned to tl
members every month. Loans ai
made on first mortgages on real estai
only, and each loan Is to be approve
by the Board of Directors, at their rei
ular monthly meeting.
All moneys paid in aremade produi
live by being immediately invested t
that no capital is allowed to remal
idle.
For further information apply to til
Secretary.
Char A. Stevenson, President.
Henry Martin, Seartary,
J. G, Van Putten, Treasurer.
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CURSE OF THE NATION.
BET. DR. TALMAUK SAYS THAT IT
IS DRUNKENNESS.
BU T«*t II KlngN I. 10: ••Who Slow All
Thow?"— A More Frarful Maniacra Is
Now Golne ou, Uo Sajs, Than In the
Old Days.
The Rev. T. Do Witt TnlnniRe, recently
preached at Helena, Mont., to a vant
congregation. . Taking for his text,
“Who Blew all these?" II Kings x, 10, he
preached a powerful discourse on
^Drunkenness the Nation's Curse." He
said:
I see a Jong row of baskets coming up
toward the palace of King Jehu. lam
eomewhat inquisitive to find out what is
in the baskets. I look in and I find the
gory heads of seventy sl^in princes. As
the baskets arrive at tbV^ille of the
palace, the heads are thrownNiuto two
neaps, one ou either side of ibo gate.
In the morning the king comes Out, and
he looks upon the bleeding, ghjuftly
heads of the massacred princes. Look-
ing on either side the gate, ho cries
out, with a ringing emphasis, "Who
Blew all these?"
We have, my friends, lived to see a
more fearful massacre. There is no use
of my taking your time in trying to give
you Statistics about the devastation and
ruin and the death which strong drink
has wrought in this country. Statistics
do not seem to mean anything. We are
bo hardened under these statistics that
the fact that fifty thousand more men
are slain, seems to make uo positive im-
pression on the public mind. Suffice it
to say, that intemperance has slain an
innumerable company of princes— the
children of God’s royal family; and at
the gate of every neighborhood there
are two heaps of the slain; and at the
door of the household there are two
heaps of the slain; and at the door of
the legislative hall there are two
heaps of the slain; and at the door
of the university there are two heaps of
the slain; and at the gate of this nation
there are two heaps of the slain. When
I look upon the desolation, I am almost
frantio with the scene, while I cry out,
"Who slew all these?" I can answer
that question in half a minute. The
ministers of Christ who have given no
warning, the courts of law that have
offered the licensure, the women who
give strong drink on New Year’s day,
the fathers and mothers who have rum
on the sideboard, the hundreds of
thousands of Christian men and women
in the land who are stolid in their in-
difference on this subject— they slew all
these!
I propose in this discourse to tell you
what I think are the sorrows and doom
of the drunkard, so that you to whom I
apeak may not come to the torment.
Some one says: “You had better let
those subjects alone." Why, my breth-
ren, we would be glad to let them alone
if they would let us alone; but when 1
have in my pocket now four requests
saying; “Pray for my husband, pray for
my son* pray for my. brother, pray for
my Jriend, who is th6 captive of strong
knows that his course is bringing dis-
grace aud ruin upon himself. He loves
himself. If he could stop ho would.
He knows his course is bringing ruin
upon his family. He loves them. He
would stop if ho could. He cannot.
Perhaps be could three months or a
year ago; not now. Just ask him to stop
for a month. Ho cannot; he knows he
cannot,' so he does not trv. I had a
friend who for fifteen years was going
down under this evil habit. He had
large moans. He had given thousands
of dollars to Bible societies and reform-
atory institutions of all sorts. Ho was
very genial and very generous and very
lovable, and whenever he talked about
this evil habit ho would say, "I can stop
any time.’’ But he kept going ou, go-
ing on, down, down, down. His fnmilv
would say, “I wish you would stop.'’
“Why." ho would reply, "I can stop any
time if I want to." After a while he had
delirium tremens; he had it twice; and
yet after that he said, “I could stop at
any time if I wanted to." He is dead
now. What killed him? Rum! Rum!
Aud yet among his last utterances was,
“I can stop at any time." Ho did not
stop it, because ho could stop it. Oh,
there is a point in inebriation beyond
which, if a man goes, he cannot stop!
One of those victims said to a Chris-
tian man, “Sir, if I were told that I
couldn't get a drink until to-morrow
night unless I had all my fingers cut off,
I would say, ‘Bring the hatchet aud cut
them off now.’ " I have a dear friend in
Philadelphia, whose nephew came to
him one day, aud when he was exhorted
about his evil habit, said, "Uncle, I can’t
give it up. If there stood a cannon,
aud it was loaded, aud a glass of wine
sat on the mouth of that cannon, and I
knew that you would fire it off just as I
came up and took the glass, I would
start, for I must have it." Oh. it is a sad
h{m. Now, down in the world, although
ho may have been very poor, he could
beg or he could steal five cents with
which to get that which would slake hia
thirst for a little while; but in eternity,
where is the rum to come from? Dives
could not get one drop of water. From
what chalice of eternal fires will the hot
lips of the drunkard drain his draught?
No one to brew it. No one to mix it.
No one to pour it. No one to fetch it.
Millions of worlds then for the dregs
which the young man just now slang on
the saw dusted floor of the restaurant.
Millions of worlds now for the rind
thrown out from the punch bowl of an
oartnly banquet. Dives cried for water.
The inebriate cries for rum. Oh, the
deep, exhausting, exasperating,
everlasting thirst of the drunkard
in hell! Why, if a fiend came up to
earth for some infernal work in a grog
shop, and should go back taking on its
wing just, one drop of that for which
the inebriate in the lost world longs,
what excitement it would make there.
Put that one drop from off the fiend's
wing ou the tip of the tongue of the de-
stroyed inebriate; lot the liquid bright-
ness just touch it, let the drop bo very
small if it only have in it the smack of
alcoholic drink, let that drop just touch
the lost inebriate in the lost world, and
ho would spring to his feet aud cry:
“That is rum! aha! that is rum!" and it
would wake up the echoes of the
damned: “Give me rum! Give me rum!
Give me rum!" In the future world, I
do not believe that it will be tho ab-
sence of God that will make tho drunk-
ard’s sorrow; I do not believe that it will
lie the absence of light; I do not believe
that it will be the absence of holiness;
I think it will bo the absence of strong
drink. Oh! “look not upon the wine
it when is rod, when it moveth itself
( aright iutho cup, for at the last, itbiteth
thing for a man to wake up in this life like aserpent aud it stingeth like an
and feel that ho is a captive. He says: adder.”
“I could have got rid of this once, but I
can t now. I might have lived an hon-
orable life aud died a Christian death:
but there is no hope now; there is no
escape for, me. Dead, but not buried.
But I want in conclusion to say one
thing personal, for I do not like a ser-
mon that has uo personalities in it.
Perhaps this has not had that fault al-
i am a walking corpse^I am an“ap- j J 'VaDfl ‘° Kay }° ^ *ho*T.°
parition of wh»t I onoa wa«. I am ~ tlio .ictuna of atroog drink, that while
caged immortal, beating against tho
wires of my cage in this direction and
in that direction; beating against the
cage until there is blood on the wires
and blood upon my soul, yet not able to
get out. Destroyed, without remedy!"
“I go further, aud say that the in-
ebriate suffers from the loss of his use-
fulness. Do yon not recognize the fact
I declare tnnt there was a point beyond
which a man could not stop, I want to
tell you that while a man cannot stop in
his own strength, the Lord God, by His
erace, can help him to stop at any lime.
Years ago I was in a room in New York
where there were many men who had
been reclaimed from drunkenness. I
heard their testimony, antf for the first
time in my life there flashed out * truth
that many of those who are now cap- y tIT A " w
five, 0, strong drink on* a little whtfe driVte t,^
to give it up, but always failed; but
somehow, since we gave our hearts to
ago were foremost in the churches and
in reformatory institutions? Do you not
know that sometimes they knelt in the
family circle? Do you not know that
they prayed in public, and some of them
carried around tho holy wine on sacra-
mental days? Oh, yes. they stood in tho
very front rank, but they gradually fell
away. Anil now what do you suppose is
the feeling of such a man ns that, when
ho thinks of his dishonored vows and
the dishonored sacrament— when he
thinks of what be might have been and
of what he is now? Do such men laugh
and seem very merry? Ah. there is,
down in the depths of their soul, a very
Christ, Ho has taken care of us." I be-
lieve that the time will soon come when
tho grace of God will show its power
here not only to save man’s soul, but his
body, and reconstruct, purify, elevate
and redeem it. I verily believe that,
although you feel grappling at the roots
of your tongues an almost omnipotent
thirst, if you will this moment giveyour
heart to God He will help you by His
grace to conquer. Try it. It is your
last chance. I have looked off npon the
desolation. Sitting under my ministry
chance in five thousand that they will
get clear of it. I see men in this con-
gregation of whom I must make the re-
mark that, if they do not change their
coarse, within ten years they will, as to
their bodies, lie down in drunkards'
graves; and as to their souls, lie down
in a drunkard's perdition. I know that
it is an awful thing to say, but I can’t
help saying it. Oh, beware! * You have
the froth on the maniac’* lip, aud you
would go home from this service and
kneel down au<l pray God that, rather
than your children eboald become cap-
tives of this evil habit, yon would like
to carry them out some bright spring day
to the cemetery aud put them away to
tho last sleep, nutil at the call of the
south wind, the flowers would come up
all over the grave- sweet prophecies of
the resurrection. God has a balm for
such a wound* but what flower of com-
RURAL TOPICS.
Information for the husband-
man AND HOUSEWIFE.




(The Mode of Applying Manure.
With many farmers this is the time of
year that the larger part of tho manure
is drawn upon tho laud. With too many
the only thought seems to bo to get tho
manure out of tho way justso it will not
clog the plow when being turned under.
This is uothiug less than a great westo
of that that should be tho menus of
largely increasing crops. As to the
“why” core should be used in the spread-
cosslty of keeping tbefr (tails dean and
healthy. Land plaster makes one of the
very best absorbent*.
Any one dependent upon Chicago as a
market place for hii hogs does not need
to look over the reports many times to
decide that it is the light early matured
hog that will pay him the best to raise.
It is held by experienced breeders that
the first mating of n young cowhasmuch
to do with all succeeding litters, that
tho first boar used will leave bis impress
on all. It follows that the first
male used should be of the highest
type.
The cry is for a hog with the old-time
constitution. Well, we can’t have him
till we go back to old-time methods, and
besides what do we want with him any-
way? The bog of the present day hits
jiufficieut constitution to curry him to
tho pork barrel; all tho trouble is ho is
not given a chance to take care of what
nature gives him. It is the keeping aud
feeding that kills the hog of tho presentiug of manure, Levi Stockbridge. of the
Massachusetts Agricultural College, j day, rather than poor constitutiou.writes: | F. G. Bheffek, Niagara Co.. N. Y., in
The results we desire to obtain by the the American Agriculturist: It is diffi-
uso of manures should determine their
mode of application.
Those objects are:
First.— That the food elements the
manure contains may be absorbed bv tho
roots of plants. -
Second. — That its oxidation and de-
composition in tho soil nyiy develop
plant food out of soil particles.
Third— That it may absorb and hold
water, take salts for their solution and
condense the grasses of too air, aud give
them out to nourish plants.
Plants obtain all their soil food by
their roots and in tho form of solution.
These organs of all our cultivated
plants, with their numberless rootlets
and tendrils, permeate tho entire sur-
face soil in search of food, ami if the
manure is applied in lumps and “shovel-
fuls” in a careless manner at a consid-
cnlt to remove the smells imparted to
the clothing by milking aud the care of
horses. But they may be largely pre-
vented. Common laud plaster sprinkled
freely in horse aud cow stables will ab-
sorb most of the ummohincal odors. A
weak solution of copperas sprinkled
from a watering pot is au additional aud
very effective deodorizer. Of course all
such means for maintaining purity are
useless without perfect cleanliness aud
good veutilatiou. But with those and
the simple appliances named, the air of
the stable may be kept ns free from of-
fensive odors ns that of a parlor.
THE POULTRY YARDk
Poultry Note*.
The farmer is harvesting hie wheat
....... ........... . ........ . ....... and oats. The hens will help him clean
erablo distance apart, a large portion j ul^Htriiy grain
of tho roots are deprived of their food, ' ^ ......
ar-inV I r«plj, we,re riaa.v.o let lbae ^ 'rT
question alone when it is willing to let : "o^tunes see strange things, aud act narv ^ ircumstinces3 the™ is not one
us alone; but when it struds blocking very roughly in the household. You | ^.e
up the way to Heaven, and keeping mul- | would not blame them at all if you
titudes away from Christ and Heaven, I , knew what they suffer. Do not tell snch
dare not be silent, lest the Lord require : n8 that there is no future punishment,
their bloojiat my Jiands. . j Do not tell him there is no such place
I thifik me subject' has been kept back ; as hell. He knows there is. He is there
Terr qjucb by the merriment people b°w!
make oYerthose slain by strong drink. | I go on, and say that the inebriate
I used to' be very merry over these ( suffers from the loss of physical health,
things, having a keen sense of the ludi- j The older men in the congregation may
crons. There was something very gro- , remember that some years ago Dr. Sewell ! not yet be“en ‘captured'.'' " BewarefYs ™
tesque in the gait of a drunkard. It is went throueh this country and electrified open the door | of vour wine closet to-
aotso now; Tor I saw in one of the , the people by bis lectures, in which he day, may that decanter flash out upon
streets of> Philadelphia a sight that showed the affect* of alcohol on the hu- 'you. Beware!nndwhenvouponrthebt*v-
changed the whole subject to me. There mau stomach. He had seven or eight ’crau0 iuto the glass, in the foam at the
was ayouug mau being led home. He diagrams by which he showed the devat- top. iu white letters, let there be spelled
was very much intoxicated-he was rav- ; tution of stroofdriuk upon the pbysi- out to vour soul, “Beware!" When the
ing with intoxication, iwo young men cal system. were thousands of ] books of judgment are open, aud ten
were leading him along. The boys people that tamed back from that ulcer- | million drunkards come up to get their
booted in the street, men laughed, wo- ous sketch tearing eternal abstinence doom. I want yon to bear witness that I
men sneered; hot I happened to be very from everTthing that could intoxicate. t0-dav. in the' fear of God. aud in the
Mar the door where he went in- it was God only knows what the drunkaid love of your soul, told von with all af-
the door of his fathers house. 1 saw suffeis. Pain files on every nerve, and fection.'uudwithairkiuduess.tobe-
jufl go up stain. 1 heard him shouting, I travels every mu*cle. and gnaws every ware of that which has alreadv exerted
booting, and blaspheming. He hud lost bone, and burns with every dame, and its influence upon your family, ' blowing
bis hat. and the merriment increased stings with every poison, and pulls at 0ut some of its ligbts-a premonition of
with the mob until became up to the him with every torture. What reptiles : the blackness of darkness forever. Oh,
door, and as the door was opened his crawl over his creeping limbs! What if vou conij ODiy huar this moment. In-
mother came out. Uhen I heard her fiends stand by his midnight pillow! temperance, with drunkard s bones,
cry that took all the comedy away from ; What groans tear his ear! What horrors drumming on the bead of the wine cask
the scene. Since that time when I see , shiver through his soul! Talk of tho the Dead March of immortal souls, me-
a man walking through the street, reel- i rack, talk of the Inquisition, talk of tho , thinks the very glance of a wine cup
ing, the comedy is all gone, and it is a funeral pyre, talk of the crushing Jug- would make you shudder, and the color
tragedy of tears aud groans and heart- , gernaut— he feels them all at once. 0f the liquor would make yon think o!*
breaks. Never make any fun around mo Have you ever been in tho ward of the | the blood of the soul, and the foam ou
about tho grotesqueness of a drunkard, hospital where these inebriates are the top of the cup woald remind vou of
Alas for his home! dying, the stench of their wounds drir- - - - ...
The first suffering of the drunkard is ing back the attendants, their voices
in the loss of bis good name. God has | sounding through the night? The
40 arranged it that no man ever loses keeper comes up aud says. “Hush. now.
bis good name except through his own be still. Stop making all this noise!"
set All the hatred of men and all the j But it is effectual only for a moment, for
assaults of devils cannot destroy a man’s as soon as the keeper is gone, they
^ood name, if he really maintains his begin again: “Oh, God! oh. God! Help!
integrity. If a man is industrious and I help! Rum! Give me rum! Help! Take
pure and Christian, God looks after them off me! Take them off me! Take
him. Although he may be bombarded them off me! Oh, God!" Aud then they
for twenty or thirty years, his integrity shriek, and they rave, and they pluck _____ ________ _____ _____ _____
is never lost and bis good name is never ; out their hair by bandsful, and bitetheir | fort eVer grew ou the blasted death of a
sacrificed. No force ou earth or in hell nails into tho quick, aud then they j drunkard s sepulcher?
cau capture such a Gibraltar. Hut when groan, aud they shriek, and they bias- i .. _
it is said of a man, “He drinks," and it i pheme, and they ask the keepers to kill i Wmilil Famnrf.mi't*
can be proved, then what employer them. “Stab me. Smother me. Strangle' ^ . *
wants him for workman? what store me. Take the devils off me!" Oh, it is “VNlieu I used to run a grist mill over
wants him for a clerk? what church no fancy sketch. That thing is going in Scrub Grass Township,’’ said Uncle !
wants him for a member? who will trust on in hospitals, aye, it is going on in ; Silas Howersox. ‘'an old skinflint named 1
him? what dying mau would appoint some of the finest residences of every Ab Jones always managed to come to
him his executor? Hu may have been neighborhood on this continent. It i mill inst in tun* to la* invited to dinner
forty j«»n, in building op hi. r.prtation w.nt on b,«t nigM wbil. you «lopt. aud ' . J , lbe.coal; 1*, Tin.
tL'z doX.g»pcoref trrr,".; | -»«•'<»« -r ^ •rh<v^
a brilliant ancestry cannot save him. I know it. I see it coming. j old woman got mighty sick of it an told
The world shies off. Why? It is wins- Again: the inebriate suffers through ; ,no J ,n,l9tn t in Vitalina any more. I,
pered all through the community, “He ' the loss of his home. I do not care how didn’t see how I could very well help it,
drinks; he drinks."’ That blasts him. ! much he loves his wife aud children, if the way Jones man agwl things, but tho
. When a man loses his reputation for tins passion for strong drink has mas-'
sobriety he might as well be at the bot- lured him, ho will do the most outra-
toju of tho sea. There are men hero | geous things, and if he could uot get
or exhaust their vitality in searching for
it.
Therefore, tho more thoroughly man-
ure is comminuted, and the more evenly
it is distributed through the entire sur-
face soil, the more effective will it bo in
producing a rapid growth and largo
crop.
It may bo said, if the manure is on tho
land in auy condition the plants will
get it soouer or later: and it is very near
the truth, though it is but half tho
story.
Prime cost and the cost of handling,
makes manure a very expensive sub-
stance. It is no inconsiderable part of
the capital iu the business of farming,
aud If it is thrown upon the land In such
a manner that it does not feed crops at
once it is a dead capital.
If a farmer applies $100 worth of
manure to his land, the quicker he can
have the money returned iu crops, the
better for him.
To apply it in snch a manner that he
will bo obliged to till his land two or
-hree years and wait that time for the
return is very poor economy.
The soil elements of plant food— tho
potash, lime, magnesia, etc., are genef- J
ally locked up in soil particles i» the
form of silicates, and insoluble. Ma-
nure decomposing iu the soil in contact
xith these particles decomposes them
and makes their elements at once avail-
able.
The greater the nuraberof soil particles
in contact with the manure, or the more
thoroughly the soil aud manure are in-
termingled, tho greater will be the
quantity of plant food developed; and
the great gain is; this food costs noth-
ing but the labor of distributing the
manure properly.
Tho law of the equal distribution of
manure holds good in relation to the
third object of its use. In She soil it
sooui takes tho form of humus, a sub-
stance which holds its own we
Three thousand chickens per month
is what myiy large hotels require to
supply their demand.
Lice and kerosene oil fail to harmon-
ize. If you notice the former apply the
latter vigorously over tho roosts andnests. •
Incubators are now made so perfect
that even the hens stand and look on
with wonder and amazement. Pretty
hard to lose one’s trade, isn't it.
Poultry culture is one of the most
healthy employments that any one can
be engaged in. If you want exercise and
pleasure combined, try a flock of nice
fowls.
Don’t forget to keep your poultry
bouse well whitewashed. It can be done
once a month and benefit your stock. If
you respect the health of your flocks,
their houses must bo kept clean.
Charcoal is a wonderfully useful
article to feedto poultry. It acts ou the
blood, and tones it up, the results of
which are readily noticeable iu tho
bright color of the comb and wattles,
and activity displayed by the chicken
itself.
The Langsbnn fowl is one of our very
best table ornaments; the epicure can
testify te this. It has delicious, tender
flesh, grain short and flavor very deli-
cate. Many fanners hare yet to leara of
this useful breed.
Bantams should be hatched this month.
Size is of course the first consideration.
Farmers seldom breed them. They cer-
tainly possess many attractive points
and are usually esteemed by tho fair
sex, and petted to an extreme some-
times.
Where can you fkud anything hand-
somer than a pare white Leghorn? The
plumage is tigbt-fittiug and slick. They
are always active when in health, ready
for a run the moment yon appear, or en-
joy a scramble for a choice handful of
a bud- w[ieat you may have to scatter to them,
iglu of their r^imtutinn eHtahliahed.As layers their reputation ia established.
None can excel, although a few eq,aul
thum.
THE DAIRY.
water, but gives up readily when in con-
tact with an absorbing root.
As the roots are generally diffused, so
should be the manure, and in time of
drouth Us good effects are distinctly
marked. This humus has a stronger at-  , Thirty-* ent iiuiu-r.
tractive power for ferlUittittg gtuSs «•! ' . Aajr on. who h«* b«sl.t hatter no »
salts thaw water; the Utter ccUttoin* ' ‘“‘"“f*- know»;».t «e*
these eubetances n,av saturate the entire l0. h‘9 l«». "'"k" “‘•host
soil aud puss down 'to the springs, but | i"1 " tbf r“ T' Hb " kn""'*
the huiun. ot manure over which u that mucU of (die butter so-calied .e very
passes retains tho substances for the B00* eating. Xb.s poor butter-makingr>t could bo ovurooine. to a great degree, if
nourishment of plants.
For these reasons to throw the ma-
nure upon the land with no regard for its
even distribution, results in losing a
largo part of its value as plant food— of
its power to develop food from the soil,
to gathor aud retain tho sama plant
growth. _
THE STOCK-RANCH.
more pains were taken; but some people
do not seem to realize that it makeaauy
difference whether oaru is taken or not
To illustrate, wo give nu instance re-
lated, by Mr. F. C. Cuskiss at a Wiscour-
sin Farmeia Institute. Ho says: A few
days-ngo I waaaccostedby a well inform-
ed farmer, whousked me what I was get-
ting for butter. E replied 30 cents per
pound. With a shrug of tho shoulders
ami a sickly smile he said: “L should
like to know how that is done.” Said L
you were over to I’oyuette to tho insti-
wbo have their good name as their only
capital. You aro now achieving your
own livelihood, under God, by your owtf
Tight arm. Now look out that there is
no doubt of your sobriety. Do not
create any suspicion by going in and
out of immoral places, or by any odor of
your breath, or oy auv glare of your eye,
or by any unnatural flush of your cheek.
You’eannot afford to do it, for your good
name is your only capital, and wbeu
that is blasted with the reputation of
taking strong drink, all is gone.
Another loss finch the inebriate suf-
fers is that of self-respect. Just as soon
as a man wakes up aud finds that he is
the captive of strong drink he feels de-
meaned. I do not care how reckless he
acts. He may say, “I don't care;” he
does care. He caunot look a pure mau
in 'the eye, unless it is with positive
force of resolution. Three- fourths of
inis nature is destroyed; his self-respect
gone; he says things he wonld not other-
wise say; he does things he would not
•otherwise do. When a man is nine-
lenths gone with strong drink, the first
thing he wants to do is to persuade you
that he can stop any time he wants to.
He cannot The Philistines have bound
him hand aud foot, and shorn his locks,
put out bis eyss, and are making
grind in the mill of a great horror,
stop I will prove it Hs
riuk in any other way, he would sell
his family into eternal bondage. How
many homes have been broken up in
that way, no one but God knows.
Ob, is there anything that will so de-
stroy a man for this life and damn him
for the life that is to come? I hate that
stroug drink. With all the concentrated
energies of my soul, I hate it. Do you
tell me a mau can be happy when be
knows he is breaking his wife’s heart
and clothing his children with rags?
Why, there are on the streets of our
cities to-day little childnn, barefooted,
uncombed, and unkempt; wont on every
patch of their faded dress and on every
wrinkle of their prematurely old coun-
tenances, who would have been in
churches to-day, and ns well clad as you
are, but for the fact that rum destroyed
their parents, and drove them into the
grave. Oh, rum! thou foe of God, thou
despoiler of homes, thou recruiting offi-
cer of the pit, I abhor thee!
But my subject takes a deeper tone
and that is, that the inebriate suffers
from the loss.of the soul. The Bible in-
timate* that in the future world, if we
are unforgiven here, our*bad passions
aud appetites, unrestrained, will go
along with us and make our torment
there. So that I suppose when an in-
ebriate wakes up in this lost world he
will fsel an infinite thirst clawing on
old lady was pretty uliek herself, aud
told me I could jast tell him tiiat I was
very sorry, but tlwt wo didn’t have a
bite of bread in tho house. That looked
like au easy way out of it, and so the
next time Jones kern to mill and
lingered by the brookside, so to say, I
jest up and told him how awful sorry I
was that I couldn’t invite him to stay to
dinner, but it happened that Mrs. Bow-
ersox didn't have a bite of bread or bis-
cuit in the house.
“ ‘Oh, well,” says old Jones, “piee an*
cakes will do.’"
“Ask’ pies aud cakes it had to be."
ffhen He Was Away.
Jonjories— The poet says, ‘Absence
makes the heart grow fonder.* Do yon
think it does?
Jonsmith— Yes, I think it does. While
you wore away that sweetheart of yours
was observed to keep company with Ja-
browu a good deal. She used to be
quitaiond of him once, yon know. Yes,
1 guess absence does make the heart
grow fonder— but it depends a good
deal who the absent one is.
Only by slow and painful degrees can
we fight our wai upward and break
loose from the clinging hold of self-
love.
In-OrreUInK anil Inter-hrerdlag.
These tonus have often been used by
writers on breeding domestic animals,
as synonymous; but they are really of tute, were you not? “No," he replied,—
quite a different siguificauce. In-breed- | "my wife won’t take to the new tangled
ing means the mating of animals which notions, vid L could not afford to waste
are more oor less closely related; while ; the time. Not only that, but my wife
inter>breeding, says American Agricul- 1 makes just as- good butter as anybody,
turist, is^tibe mating of cross bred ani- ! and it is sheer robbery for tlnoso nor-
mals thati have no relationship with each,, chants to pay only ir> cents per poond,
other. For example, suppose a Short*- , when they oau get 30 cents." I replied,
horn and a Hereford are bred together. ! k do not believe these merchants have
the offsnaing possesses half tho blood of made a dollar a year ou their dealings
each. Next, suppose the same of a 8ns- 1 in butter; that they have really lost, aud
sex anda Devon, then the offspring of j lost their character also as butter deal-
theso tn*» crosses bred together. This ' era by being compelled to buy and sell
would bo inter-breeding* their parents- j the inferior butter made by yon aud
having no consanguinity of blood bo- ' your neighbor*. I pointed out to him
tween them. It is a safe course to pur- ! Home of kia neighboring farmers who
sue; and for tho attainment of special ; had uo better facilities than himself,
end* may at times jirove quite an advan- and who had adopted the unproved
tugo to the cattle breeder.- In-breeding, I deep setting and grauularprocess. They
or breeding in-and-in, as it is more j w ere shipping their own butter imd get-
generally termed, is daugorous unless ting about 2J cents per pound, net re-
ton person of great experience, and who turns. They did not oiler their butter
ia a perfect judge of the perfections and to the coautry merchant, whose cbarac-
imperfections of animals; then it may ter as a butter dealer had been ruined-
bo advantageous. It is frequently fol- if ho'ever bad auy good character in that
lowed by the unskillful with a loss of direction— but shipped it to a butter
oizey' thrift, and coastitutioa: and. market, ou their own responsibility,
finally, by barrenness. Fatal diseases Perhaps at first they were a little dis-
p to
repairing the family wardrobe.
making over old clothes it m a good
are also to be dreaded; for suppose one
parent is touched with a disease, in con-
sequence then of its consanguinity to
the other, this will bo likely to be inten-
sified in the off -spring; ana if both par-
ents Lave the same disease, it will prob-
ably be doubled or quadrupled in viru-lence. _ — •
“ Li v» -Stock Notes
When you wean the lambe give them e
rich grass or clover pasture.
Land plaster is a cheap absorbent, and
renders the stable much purer and the
manure much more valuable.
The day of stackers, kept on the farm
as such, is gone by, or at least should
be; from the teat to the shambles every
pig should be considered a fattening
animal.
The custom followed by a great many
farmers of using aepring pig in Novem-
ber and December to sire tbeir next
spring crop of piga is not to be com-
mended.
To PRODUCE good wool, the sheep
must have the proper food. There is uo
better hay than clover for sheep and no
bettor grain than oats and bran with a
little oil jmeal.
Owners of hones afid cattle are
realizing more than ever before the ne-
couraged by not getting quite as much
as they expected, but they soon learned
that they alone were responsible for the
quality of tbeir product, aud soon mas-
tered the requirements of the market— a
neat looking tub of butter, good,
solidly packed and uniform in appear-
ance when tamed out of the tub.
Dairy Notns.
There are 650 creameries in Iowa.
It is milk from the fresh cow that
produces the perfect butter flavor.
When milking have the hands dry
and dean, and do not wet the eow’s
teats with milk. It is a filtbyihabit.
Ur is claimed that the cows in the
United States give an aggregate milk
product of 7,350,000,000 gallons. Four
billion gallons are used for butter, 700,-
000,000 for cheese, and the balance for
general purposes. The annual produc-
tion of butter is 1,350,000,000 pounds,
and 6,500,000 pounds of cheese.
The dairy interests of the United
States represent more than 13,000,(00,-
000. The number of milk cows is esti-
mated at 21,000,000. This immense dairy
herd requires 100,000,000 acres of pas-
iare lana to sapport it!— Exchange. If
these figures are correct they are a fear-
ful oommsataky upon the wastefulness
and extravagance of pMfffftng, and a
tremendous argument in fuvot of soil-
ing, or else they show that the land
used for pasturage is exceedingly poor.
THE itOo&KtiULD.
Repairing Clothe*.
It is not au easy task for any woman,
more especially where there is a large
family, to )Aep the mending well up all
the time. There aro so many things
that the mother of such a family finds
to do, that it is not to be wondered at
that some tbiugs should be left uudone.
Where there are children, be they few
or many, there is always plenty of mend-
ing to bo done, and if neglected for even
a short while, it is astonishing how the
work will accumulate until a discourag-
ing pile of torn garments of all styles
and sizes confronts tho mother. The
easiest way of overcoming such a diffi-
culty, or preveutiug it, is to mend the
garment as soon as possible after it has
been torn, but it is generally a great
deal easier toHRlve advice than itls to
follow it, for there is always some good,
sufficient reasons * for any mother neg-
lecting the family mending until it as-
sumes a discouraging pile.
Where there is a sewing machine in
the home, it should be used ns much ns
possible for the family mending. Some
women never tbink'of usingtheumebine
for anything but makiug new or making
over bid- garments, while others use it
to do as mucb of tho family meudiug as
can be done conveniently. When there
is a rip or a slit in a garment nothing can
mend it ns quickly ns the machine,
while for sewing on a patch it is excel-
lent. First baste the patch ou evenly,
then sew with machine, dampen and
press, and the patched place will look
as nice, if not nicer, than if done by
hand. For boys’ and men’s clothes it is
much better than hand sewing, owing
to its being stionger. To be sure, when
the material is very worn and thin the
hand sowing is best, as tbe machine
stitching would he apt to tear the cloth,
but where the fabric is strong aud there
is a good deal of patching to be done,
tho sewing machine will be found to be
a great hel  the tired mother while
l
In 
plan to put an extra piece of the goods
between the lining and tho outside of
the parts whore there is usually the moat
wear, such as under the arras of a waist,
aud at the elbows and knees of jackets
and pants. When the outside wears il
can be easily darned to the goods ou ths
inside, and will wear much longer thaa
if simply lined. This is a good plan to
adopt in regard to children’s clothes,
and will save a great deal of unneces-
sary work if followed. As many women
who knit rofoot the children’s stockings
when tho foot is past being darned, a
good plan iu to knit the foot reversed,
that iu, knitting the heel where the in-
step had previously been. In this way
tho knee of tho stocking, which is gen-
erally darned or worn thin by this time,
will come on tho inside of the log under
the knee, and tho stocking will bo al-
most as good as when first knit Quito of-
ten a stocking is let go until it has a great
hole in tho heel that it seems almost im-
possible to bring together. If, instead
of trying to darn this, you take a steel
crochet-hook and fill the cavity by
crocheting around until tbe hole ifl
filled, then sewing or crocheting to-
gether, yon will have auice-fittiug heel,
and if it is done neatly will he far in
advance of darning, both iu durability
and comfort.
When the underflannels become so
worn that you cast them off thinking
you have no further use for them, don’t
use them for mop cloths. Cut them off
at the waist put the tops of tho body
aside for cleaning cloths but the lower
parts make into underskirts for tbe
children by gathering or pleating tbe
cut ends into a binding. These make
nice warm Inside skirts, and aro so very
easily made that no child ought to be
without them. To be sure, ouly very
small children cau wear them, but if the
flannels aro of good quality they will be
much warmer than anything you. could
bay, for they generally tit very closely.
When the sheets become worn in the
center, that is, when they are thin but
not broken, providing tho sheet) has
been sewn down the middle, rip the
(team, And sew tho two selvagod sides
together. In this way the strongest part
is put in the renter where there is most:
wear aud tho Aorn places at the aides.
Sheets treated iu tnis- way will last a
long time. _
Hint* to HoiUMikerperit.
To keep knives and forks- in. good’
condition when uot in use, dust the-
blades and prongs with, finely powdered
quicklime, ond keep them wrapped in.
nauuol.
A little powdered borax, put in. the
water iu which laces, muslins aud lawue
are washed will improve their appear-
ance greatly; use just ae- little soap a*
you possibly can.
Cut jewels should never bo wiped af-
ter washing. Wash carefully with
brush aud castile soapsuds; rinse and
lay face down deep into fine sawdust
until dry; box dust- is- best.
Tar may be removed from faho hands
by rubbing with tho outside of fitsh
orange or lemon peel, aud drying im-
mediately. The volatile oils dissolve
the tar so that it can bo rubbed off.
A decoction of tan, made by letting
rain water stand on tar. is excellent for
cleansing the scalp of dandruff. It must
ho kept in awidu-moutkodbottle, tightly
corked, and should ho applied to tbs
head with a toothbrush.
You may avoid the unpleasantness to
the eyes when peeling onions bv sitting
in a draught of air, or by an open win-
dow or door while doing it. Still an-
other way ia to bold tbe knife, onion
and the bands under water.
For varnished paints save some tea
leaves for a few days; then steep them
in a tin pail for half au hour; strain
through a sieve, and use the tea for
oleauing the paint. The tea acts os a
stroug detergent, and makes the paint
nearly equal to new In appearance. It
will not do to wash unvarnished jpaints
with it • _
THE KITCHEN.
Chlckwn and Rien.
Two cups of cold boiled rice, ont.cap
of cold chicken chopped flue, one cup
of chicken broth, salt and peppSr; boil
five minutes, stiriug all the while.
Rfgle** Cuka
One heapiug cup sugar, one cap
strong coffee, one scant half- cup butter,
three not very full cups of flour, two
heaping teaspoons baking powder rub-
bed iu flour. _
Batter Cracker*.
One quart of flour, one teaspooufal of
soda, one of salt, one tablespoonfnl of
butter, mixed into a stiff paste with
sweet milk; beat well, roll thju, prick
aud bake in quick oven.
Beef toep.
Take four pounds of beef to
quarts ot water, boil four hours, *
onions, four carrots and two/
chopped fine, ftfeason with salt
per and boil one hoar louger.
'A.
 wsevpsmWMtW**
COLD WEATHER IN RUSSIA.
Fatal Coamquencea to Creatures anil
Human Heines.
The cold in St. Petersburg, says a
correspondent, is at times too intense for
any outdoor amusement. Last year,
for example, a brilliant fete on the ice
had to be put off three or four times in
succession owing to the cold, the ther-
mometer registering no less than 25.G
degrees below zero (Fahrenheit). It is
on days like these that one realizes
what a northern winter is generally
supposed to be, when all schools are
closed, the university unvisited by pro-
fessors and students, and the churches
literally empty. Generally speaking,
when the cold is so intense as 25. G de-
crees there is little or no wind. This
is fortunate for those unhappy people
whom duty or misfortune obliges to be
out of doors, for on a day like that the
faintest breeze that ever spread its
wings would prove sharper than a ra-
zor’s blade, and mayhap quite as dan-
gerous. As a rule, however, the day
is calm, the air perfectly still, and the
vault of heaven of a delightful blue.
At such times I have occasionally seen
and more frequently heard of birds in
the air suddenly stopping in their llight
and dropping down like stones, rigid
and cold to the earth below. I have
also come across a far more painful
sight— men and horses whose earthly
career had been similarly put an end
to. This is often the case with car-
drivers. Of course, the carmen often
drop off asleep during the weary hours
s, of the night while waiting for the fare
that never comes,- and w hen the ther-
mometer is at 25 degrees below zero,
sleep invariably merges into death.
Well meant efforts are perseveringly
made to keep these unfortunate men
from being mortally frozen. Immense
tires, for example, like the funeral
pyres of old, are lighted in all the fre-
quented streets, and kept burning night
and day, the red glow of the coal and
wood tire forming u charming contrast
to the white glistening sheet of snow,
especially when twilight, the “parent
of dim enchantments,” heralds in the
night. Lut, in spite of all precautions,
everv winter a large number of iz-
voschtschiks are found frozen in their
droschkios by shivering policemen —
themselves but a few removes from
death’s door.
Naturally people try to keep within
doors when the mercury gets below 20
degrees, for, in spite of their northern
climate, educated Russians are incom-
parably more sensitive to the cold than
we are. This, of course, is the inevit-
able result of the enervating training
they receive. Brought up, as they are,
in houses built with a special eye to
warmth, and in rooms heated by Cy-
clopean stoves, which maintain a tem-
perature varying from GG to 77 degrees
Fahrenheit, once they sally forth from
these hot houses in winter they are
wrapped up in furs, goats’ hair ker-
chiefs, and other articles of apparel to
such an extent that their own mothers
would not recognize them. There is,
however, one absurd idea in connection
with a Russian winter, set atloat, I be-
lieve, by De Maistre, which should be
exploded once for all. I allude to the
alleged frequeuev with which a perfect
stranger, generally a peasant, will sidle
up to an unsuspecting passer-by, and
snatching up a handful of tine snow,
will set to work without a word of warn-
| Strong, endless wire ropes are fixed to
poles to sustain thcLbuckets, which are
hauled by smaller endless ropes kept
in motion by stationary engines. A
ropeway at the Gottnsegen colliery, in
Upper Silesia, carries the coal about
! one and three-fourths miles, transport-
I ing 700 tons per day in loads of ten
cwt, A ropeway nearly ten miles long
has just been opened from an other-
wise inaccessible Spanish mine to the
coast, and a ropeway in Belgium trans-
ports from the mines direct to the top
of the blast furnacefi 2,000 tons of iron
ore per day of twenty hours.
Wedlock Among the Arabs.
When a Mongeart of the tribe which
inhabit the Sahara is desirous of un-
dertaking the care of a family, he
pitches upon the girl that pleases him
the most and asks her of her father
without further formality; nor can the
latter refuse her, unless the man who
protends to her hand has done some-
thing contrary to the laws of the na-
tion.
The girl is conducted by her parents
to the tent of her future husband,
where there is always an abundant re-
past prepared for the ceremony.
Presents are made to the father; but
if the son-in-law be poor, his wife’s fam-
ily assist him, and furnish him with
the means of increasing his flocks; if,
on the contrary, he be rich, and the
father poor, he supports the whole fam-
ily in his own tent.
The employment of the wife thus
married is to prepare the food; to spin
the goats and camels’ hair, of which
the tents are made; to milk the cattle;
to pick up the necessary supply of wood
for the night; and when the hour of
repast is come, to wait upon her hus-
band. She then eats by herself what
has been left by him and his male
slaves.
She is, indeed, in no great danger of
having a rival brought into the family;'
for, though polygamy be allowed by Ms
religion, the poverty of the Mongeart
generally prevents him from taking a
plurality of wives.
She is, however, liable to be divorced
at will when she does not bear boys ;
but if she have the good fortune to have
one or more male children, her hus-
band's regard for her is inconceivable.
She has no longer a divorce to fear, has
an absolute authority in the tent, and
passes her whole time in conversation,
sleep, or dancing, as she thinks lit.
The captive negresses do all her work,
and are no longer assisted in their labor
by the Arab’s wife.
When a woman is not agreeable to
her husband, or when he is disagreeable
to her, they have it in their power to
part. The formality in this case con-
sists in the wife returning to her par-
ents. If the husband be attached to
her, he goes thither in quest of her;
but if she persists in refusing to re-
turn, she is free, and at liberty to marry
another.
If, however, she have had a child, es-
pecially a boy, she has not the same
prhileges. In that case, if her.retreat
should last more than ten days it might
be punished with death.
When a man among the Mongearts
beats his wife, it is a sure sign that he
is sincerely attached to her, and that he
does not mean to part with her. — VliHa-
deljihia Saturday Myht.
The Demijohn Disappeared.
ing and scrub his cheeks and rub and
pull his nose till they have changed
their white color for a ruddier hue,
which would be very embarrassing if it
only lasted. Now, I have spent many
winters in this country, and hail favor-
able opportunities for observing excit-
ing incidents of this kind, if they occur-
red, yet I have never once seen any-
thing answering to the description, nor
met a man who had.
Good Advice from a Good Judge.
At this season of the year the follow-
ing ad\ice to girl graduates from our
staid and solemn contemporary, Judye,
is very pertinent :
Always tie your essay with blue
ribbon.
Do not read an original poem on
“Life.” The subject is a well-worn
one.
• Always send your graduating essay
to the papers with stamps inclosed for
its return.
Do not praise Shakspearo too much.
You may make some living author
jealous. *
Always cry when you bid adieu to
your teacher, but never say that you
are shedding tears of joy.
Do not open your address with “Dear
friends,” because your dearest friend in
the audience might feel hurt.
Do not go into raptures over Byron’s
poetry. His poems have already been
outdone by several female poets.
A good class motto might bo copied
from the obelisk, then nobody, not even
yourself, will know what it means.
Always speak of your alma mater
in subdued tones. Most people think
an alma is a sort of untamed maiden-
lady teacher. .
State that you intend to go abroad
very soon, anil take a trip to Holioken
the first chance you get. That will
cure you of all desire to travel
Do not imagine that you will be en-
gaged inside of a year after graduating.
Most men like to wait until the school
polish has worn off a little.
Blush becomingly as you make your
bow and yon will be applauded at once.
People on such occasons would ap-
plaud if yon had a fit on the stage.
It is not well to make too startling
an address, for people will put you
down as strong-minded, and the youths
of to-day are afraid of strong-minded
maidens.
When you ^ive the class kiss on the
stage at parting, aw ays be sure that
you can be heard in all portions of the
room. This creates a little pleasant
feeling, _
Ropeways.
Nearly 300 aerial ropeways are said
to be now in operation for various pur-
poses, with lengths from 100 yards to
several miles. They have spans reach-
ing as much as 1,000 feet, grades as
great as one in three, and a carrying
capacity from 5,000 tons per week to
two or three times as much, according
to whether the line uses one, two,
or three systems of fixed ropes.
As an afternoon train on the Erie
Railroad was about to start from Jer-
sey City a stout, red-faced, jolly look-
ing man took his seat, smiled pleasant-
ly upon the few passengers who were
in the car. and set a gallon demijohn
down beside him. Two thin elderly
ladies with severe faces, sat directly be-
hind him, and the seats adjacent, on both
sides of the aisle, were unoccupied. If
anyone had entertained a doubt as to
the position of the ladies on the tem-
perance question, the uncertainty
would have vanished as one of them
leaned forward, and, tapping the stout
man on the shoulder while she pointed
at the demijohn, said :
“Mv friend, do vou know what is in
that?”
“Certainly, ma’am,” replied the stout
man, pleasantly. “California brandy.
Just bought it to put me over Sun-
day.”
“There is ruin to body and soul in
that accursed bottle,” said the lady
sternly.'
“1 wish you women would mind
your own affairs,” petulantly replied
the stout man. “Confine yourselves to
tea-making. That is your’ province."
Nothing more was said, for the train
at that moment entered the Bergen
tunnel. The stout man closed his w in-
flow to shut out the smoke-laden air.
but the ladies left theirs open. There
were dim lights in the car, but it was
very gloomy. The stout man pressed
his nose against the glass, apparently
trying to see the wall of the tunnel
through the dense darkness outside.
When the train flashed again into day
the demijohn was gone !
The ladies, clearly, were not hiding
it, for it was not an article to be easily
concealed, and, as far ns its frantic
owner could judge, nobody else had
taken it. He was still hunting despair-
ingly for it when the train stopped at
his station, and he was obliged to get
out. Then the ladies smiled at each
other, as though they knew something
about its disappearance.— Neu? York
Sun. _
The first bridges were of wood, and
the earliest of which we have any ac-
count was built in Rome, 500 vears
B. C. The next was erected by Julius
Ca?sar for the passage of his army
across the Rhine. Trajan’s great
bridge over the Danube, 4,770 feet
long, was made of timber, with stone
piers. The Romans also built the first
stone bridge, which crossed the Tiber.
Suspension bridges are of a remote
origin. A Chinese one mentioned by
Kirchen was made of chains support-
ing a roadway 830 feet in length, was
built A. D. 65, and is still to be seen.
The first large iron bridge was erected
over the Severn in 1777. The age of
railways has brought a remarkable de-
velopment in this branch of engineer-
ing, especially in the construction of
bridges of iron and steel— New York
Mail and Express.
Lot’s wife was the first to suffer by
a salt trust.
RAT SKINS FOR GLOYES.
Manufacture™ Claim that They Are Xever
Uneil for Such Turpoee.
We are still being taught to feel what
respect wo can for rats, on account of
their skins being used, very -largely
used, for gloves. This venerable fic-
tion was revived lately in the corros-
pondence columns of a lively con-
temjiorary, and was at once contradict-
ed by a practical glover at Grenoble,
principally on the score that rat skins
were not largo enough for the purpose.
Still the statement was adhered to,
objection being taken that not one but
iMtiuy skins might bo used in makingono
pair of gloves. The Grenoble workman
wrote again, saying that ’80,000 skins
passed annually through his hands, so
that he had some authority to speak
upon the subject, and he protested
that, to a practical man, the thing was
quite absurd, and, for another thing,
the skins were not only not valuable
because of being so small, but were
actually too thin to be of any value.
Still the statement was maintained,
and the testimony of two authoritative
works on natural history and three
encyclopedias— all, we suppose, unani-
mous in affirming that rut skins arc
very largely used in glovemaking— was
triumphantly appealed to, although,
by the way, the titles of those volumes
were not quoted.
It is of no use to put up encyclope-
dias or works on natural history as a
defense upon a point of manufacture
when people actually engaged in the
work assault them with a Hat denial,
says the Draper's Trade Journal.
Rat's are very interesting in narratives
of animal sagacity, which is as near an
acquaintance with them as most people
desire, and their skins, like those of
moles, are delicate to a degree, and the
nap delightfully soft and fine. Mole
skins made tine waistcoats, and have
been made up, with some persever-
ance, into mantles for ladies, and
doubtless rat skins might, with consid-
erable pains, be similarly utilized.
There was, some years ago, an in-
genious individual of Iskeard, Corn-
wall, “who exhibited himself in a dress
composed from top to too of rat skins,
w hich he had been collecting for three
years and a half. The dress was made
entirely by himself; it consisted of hat,
neckerchief, coat, waistcoat, trousers
tippet, gaiters and shoes. The number
of rats required to complete the suit
was G70. The tippet or boa was com-
posed of the pieces of skin immediately
round the tail of the rats, and was a
very curious part of the dress, contain-
ing about six hundred tails, and those
none of the shortest.”
This proves the possibilities of rat
skins, but very remote possibilities for
all that. Gloves may have been so
made as curiosities, but not commer-
cially. We meet with statements in
books to the effect that rat hunts are
regularly held in Baris sewers, and the
privilege of gathering the slaughtered
animals on these days sold by the au-
thorities, but the Prefect of the Seine
knew nothing alumt it, and wrote to H.
Williaih Beck saying so. Wo have
statements, also, l>oth in books and
papers, that rat hides are generally
used in making the thumbs or thumb-
gussets of kid gloves, and we have our
largest glove manufactures quite un-
aware of the circumstance. Hard facts
against book statements— which win?
A Mean Trick by n Mean Free Lunch
Fiend.
. “The meanest game that was ever
w orked on me,” said the proprietor of
an Ann street chop house, “was the
job of a blooming bloke that used to
come in here for soup.
“The first time he came in,” pro-
ceeded the chop man, “he motioned mo
over to the table where he was eating,
and directing my attention to a spider
that had dropped into his plate, said in
a very gentlemanly way :
“ ‘This cuss has taken possession of
my dinner.’
“I yanked the plate away and of
course brought him another, with duo
apologies. As he laid down his nickel
on going out he said I needn’t Worry
about the little incident, as ho used to
keep a hotel himself _ and fully
appreciated how imjKJ.ssiblo'it was to
avoid such things. As for himself, ho
wouldn’t give it a second thought. I
was afraid I had lost him, but he was
back in a day or two, and darn my ribs
if the same thing didn’t happen again.
I was mortified half to death. I got
him another nice plate of soup and ad-
ded some cheese and crackers and a nice
pickle or two by way of making
amends!
“Well, sir, that blamed luck hap-
pened right along every time that man
qaine in. He called me several times
to change his soup, and then ho called
on all the waiters in succession day by
day until he had got round the whole
gang of us. At lust we began to sus-
pect something wrong anjl watched the
cuss, and blast my eyes if we didn’t
catch him taking the spider out of a
little paper box that he carried in his
pocket and deliberately dropped it into
liis plate after he had eaten nearly all
the soup. In this way he managed to
get two plates of soup by paying for
one.
“Maybe we didn’t bounce the spider
man good and hard! Oh, I reckon not!
Ask the boys !”— New York World.
What She Liked.
The simple truth has a charm all its
own, and is sometimes quite as likely
to awaken a smile as the most profound
witticism.
“Well, Annie, do vou like going to
school? ” asked a visitor of an amiable
girl who had never been famous for
devotion to her books.
“Yes,” said Annie, hesitatingly, after
some consideration, “I really think I
like it very well.”
^That’s good. ‘And why do you like
• “Well, there are so manv pleasant
things about it,” said Annie, with a
smile over rememliered joys. “Walking
to the school-house in the morning,
you know, and talking with the girls
at recess and coming home at noon and
night. Oh, ves, I really think ! like to
go to school. You t ft's Companion.
Let us read with method, and pro-
pose to ourselves an end to which all
our studies may point.
Junius Elzevir Scronrs.
A tall, slim, smooth faced young
man with long hair and a faded black
suit, walked into Texas Siftings office
recently, laid his hat on the business
manager’s desk, smoothed back his
hair, cleared his throat and said, im-
pressively :
“My name is Junius Elzevir
Scroggs.”
“Glad to know yon, Mr. Scroggs,”
said the Siftings man.
“I am one of the ‘ literati,’ ” said Mr.
Scroggs; “I have delved into many
quaint and curious volumes of ancient
lore, drank deep at the fount of knowl-
edge, sipped ambrosia with the Muses,
and I am seeking for a paper to edit.”
“Our editorial staff is complete,” re-
plied the Siftings boomer.
“Complete! Have you a man on
your staff who knows Homer like a
sucking colt knows its dam? Have you
a man who is as familiar with Aristotle
as though they had both slept in the
same bed? Have you a man on this
much vaunted staff of yours who
knows the Huns and Vandals like the
groundhog knows its lair? If not,
tell ran not that your staff is complete.”
u Texas Siftings is hardly the kind
of a paper you are looking for," said
the business manager. “Our readers
care but little for Huns and Vandals
and ancient loro.”
“Your readers!” said Mr. Scroggs,
with withering scorn; “and are you
base enough to trail the proud banner
cf your journal in the dust to please a
few paltry readers? Will you spurn
genius to worship base coin? Think
of the unborn millions yet to come;
think of the youth of our land whose
minds are being polluted by a corrupt
and mercenary press, and prate to me
not of your readers. Make a paper
ringing with thoughts sublime; let your
pages be filled with gems garnered
from the knowledge of the rich centu-
ries that have winged their way to the
shadow-land of the past; care not for
the ignoble present but look for your
fame in the unborn ages, when, freed
from the gross selfishness and petty
aims of this benighted time, mankind
will call you - ”
“Good dav, Mr. Scroggs.”
“Sir?"
“I said good day.”
“Do you mean that you desire me to
depart?" said Scroggs.
“That’s about the size of it," said the
Siftings hustler. “When the golden
future shall usher in the glad Millen-
nium we shall be pleased to have you
come around and lecture to us, but at
present we are keeping in mind the
legend printed on yonder card, w hich
says: ‘ This is our busy day,’ and we
will have to excuse you."
Then Junius E. Scroggs nmole a wan,
sad smile and once more mingled with
an unappreciative world. — B. /. Heed,
in Texas , ''if tings.
Hale And Hourly In Old Aka.
What ii more beautiful than an auoiont tree
clothed « 1th an amj le robe of verdure? Ajit la
the comi'arison between such a growth and an
Old nmu or woman infuaed with health and
rigor. The vine qua mm. the IndlHpensable con-
dition o* \igoroui youth, robust manhood and a
virile old age, ii sound dig nation. Without thia
life ia ahorn of the hearty rest that should at-
tend it. No more bonefleont and agreeable con-
tributor to the attainment of a hub old ajfefand
efficient means of counteracting the iaOrinlUoa
that too often attend life's decline, can bo found
than Hostetter'a Rtomach Hitters. Dyspeptic
symptoms, a tendency to kidney complaint,
nervous inqigetude and rheumatic trouble are
overcome by its use. The effects of exposure and
overwork are nullified by It, and it affords effi-
cient protection to all subjected to malarial In-
fluences. Give it a thorough trial.
---- V - ,
Robins Whip u Cat.
A few mornings ago some of the
residents on the lower part of Broad-
way wore attracted by the frightened
notes of several robins which were
making a great outcry in a neighltor-
ing orchard. On investigation it was
found that a cat had invaded the nest
of a pair of tobins and was doing her
best to make u meal off the young
birds. The mother bird had displayed
considerable generalship, for, leaving
her mate to keep the attention of the
eat from the nest, she had flown away
in search of aid, and was now return-
ing with a small army of redbreasts to
render assistance. The army felt to
work. At first the eat held her ground
bravely, but as the birds kept circling
nearer and nearer, and pecking sharp-
er and sharper, pussy was obliged to
retreat ignominiotisly defeated, and
the family was saved. — Bangor News.
At Reeky Point.
Mr. Bocckman (New York)— The
water is delightful to-day. You’ll
surely join us on the beach Miss Cabot ?
Miss Cftltot (Boston) — On the beach,
yes. In the surf, no.
Mr. Beeckman— You surprise mo.
Miss Cabot— There! that's just what
mamma said I’d do if I went into the
surf, and now I’ve g-gono and d-doue
it anyway.— Judge.
Trouble in the Kitchen.
Irate wife — John, this is the fourth
time I’Ve caught you in the kitchen
talking to the cook.
“Well, my dear.”
“The next time I find you here Ill-
well, I'll discharge her— and do the
cooking myself.”
He has never offended since.— rim er-
ican Glassworker.
Thkhk Ib a man In our town
And be in very wUe, «lr.
When o'er he doesn't feel just right
One remedy he tries, sir.
, It's just the thing to take in spring
The blood to purify, '
He tells his friends, and nothing else
Is he induced to try ;
because, having taken Dr. Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery to clesnse his system,
tone It up. and .enrich the blood, and finding
that it always produces the desired result,
he considere that it would be foolish to ex-
periment with anything else. His motto Is,
Prove ail things and hold fast to that which
Is good." That's why ho pins his faith to
the "Golden Medical Discovery."..
Walkino advertisements for Dr. Bone's
Catarrh Remedy ore the thousands ithua
cured. _ ; _
A youno physician was showing a
friend a recent purchase he had made
in the way of a skeleton. “Very in-
teresting, commented his friend. “One
of your patients, Doctor?”
A yodth will never have bis wayt
mended by patronizing the sherry oob-
ler too often. a
Ai Enlightened East Indian.
Tito Hon. Sard Mohammed Hadi,
the distinguished Eaat Indian who re-
ceived so many social attentions dur-
ing his visit in Philadelphia early in
the year, has left Paris to return to
India. He came here as a representa-
tive of a native educational society for
the purpose of arranging for the re-
ception of East Indian apprentices
and students in our own manufactories
and technical schools, English work-
shops being practically ted to these
ambitious pupils. Almost before he
had completed his mission he received
instructions from the Indian Govern-
ment to proceed to Paris to enter Pas-
teur’s laboratory, where the applica-
tions for admission are so numerous
that M. Pasteur is compelled to de-
cline foreign students unless oftlcially
indorsed by their governments. Mr.
Hadi relates an amusing experience ho
had while in Philadelphia. Going out
on Chestnut street on New Year’s day,
wearing his tm ban and native dross,
ho was surrounded by a crowd of
“New- Year shooters,” who mistook
him for a fellow-masker, and were as
much astonished by his unwilling-
ness to join in their celebration as ho
was by their extraordinary behavior.
Ho returns to bis home at Sultan-
pur, in the State of Oudh. and will no
doubt receive some appointment under
the Government w l^afi will enable him
to carry out some of his cherished
designs for the improvement and edu-
cation of bis countrymen.— Philadel-
phia Enquirer.
General Hooker’s White Charger.
“Speaking of war horses,” said Joe
Dickinson, late Adjutant General on
General Joe Hooker’s staff, “do any of
you remember the magnificent white
charger that Hooker rode at Chancel-
lorsvillo? Well, that horse bad a his-
tory. He was discovered by one of
Sickles’ men in a patch of pines not
far from Good Hope Hill. Ma., where
his master had hidden him. And he
w as presented to Dan Sickles. He was
a pure bred Arabian and the hand-
somest parade horse in the army. A
negro led the soldier to the spot whore
the horse was concealed, ami the mas-
ter of the horse also owned the negro.
The owner of the horse soon tli cover-
ed his whereabouts, and armed with
proof of loyalty went to Secretary
Stanton, who ordered the horse re-
turned. But the latter by this time
bad disappeared. As a matter of fact,
be passed into Hooker’s bands, and al-
though considerable trouble w as made
for Sickles and Hooker, the Arabian
remained in the Federal service."— SI
Louis liepublic.
Manv Industries having boon established
in the South, imrtleulurljr at tho rupidlv
growing city of Florence, Ala., the Chicago
and Eastern Illinois (Evansville liouto) hns
decided to run five personally conducted
excursion train* as follow*; August G and
20. Hupt. 10 and 24. and Oct. H. All tho rail-
roads in the Northwest have agreed to soil
for those date* excursion tickets to points
in Tennessee, AUbsma. Mississippi and
Louisiana at one lowest first-class hire for
tho round trip. Tickets will bo good re-
turning thirty days. Demons desiring to
join these excursions can obtain full par-
ticulars by writing to J. D. Morrell. Travel-
ing Agont O. ii E. I. Ii. It.. C01 First Na-
tional Dank building. Chicago, or to Wil-
liam Hill, General Passenger Agent.
Chicago. __ _ ___
The most costly undertaking of a
literary character ever undertaken by
a single individual is the magnificent
work on “Mexico” by Lord Kings-
borough. This stupendous work is
said to have been produced at an enor-
mous cost to the author. It is com-
prised in seven immense folio volumes,
embellished by about one thousand
colored illustrations.
Tnis Is the ago of wonders, and tho aver-
age American citizen is no longer surprised
at anything. If you want to experience
that sensation, however, just write to 11. F.
Johnson A Co.. lOUti Main St.. lUchmond.
Vo., and hoar what they have got to say of
the success of some of their agents. They
have got the goods that sell, and any one
out of employment will consult their own
interests by applying to them.
The 1mm 1 »oo tree does not blossom
until it attains its thirtieth year, when
it produces seed profusely and then
dies. It is said that a famine was pre-
vented in India in 1H12 by the sudden
flowering of the bamltoo trees, where
50,000 people resorted to tho jungles
to gather the seed for food.
You don't have to take our word for the
good quality of Dobbins' Electric Hoap.
Just get one Oar of your grocer, snd lot it
tell you if« oxon ufory next Monday, and bt
governed by that, good or iad.
There are glimpses of heaven
granted to us by every net or thought
or word which raises us altovo our-
selves.
Home barbers are illiterate, and will
always remain so in spite of constant
application and head work.
Ail Run Down
From the wetkeniiiR effertH of warm weather, by
herd work, or from a lung Hlm tie, you need a good
*onlc and blood partner. Hood'* Sanjaparilld given
a good appetite, etrengthru* the who e ayatum,
purineh the Mood, regulate* the digehtlon.
"It aflord* me much pleasure to recommend
Hood’* Hamaparilla. My health two yearaagowaa
yen- poor. My friend* thought I waa going with
rouHumptioti. 1 commenced mdng Hood'* Karra-
parilla, took five bottle* of It, and to-day I can do
aa hard a diy’a work a« I ever could. Heaved me
trom die grave, put me on my feet a aound, healthy
man.* Will R. D. Thibukv, W'iggonarllle, Ohio.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all dmggieU. $1 ; all for IV Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD k CO.. Apothecapre, LAwell, Mae*.
IOD Doses One Dollar
UOM *TUOY.?SSar,tSK®
head, etc., thoroughly taught by mo//. Circular*
 ifree. Bar akt'h Bueiggaa Collkuk. Buffalo. N.Y.
MOTION THIS PAfgH WM** T» AMVftftiutaa.
Baby Carriages^
We manufacture to a* 11
I reel to private par-„ _ ' tlea, and deliver free of
charge within 700 rallm of Chicago. Send for Catalogue.
CM AS, ItAIBKK, Mfr., M-S4 Uyktara A*.. Ckltiga.




Prepare* for College, the Government Academlea,
and Bualum. bend for Catalogue.





The ChasJWo geler Gq*Baiio*Md*
cmrsapOTsg-HH.
**4 U*1 ' l”'"’ ***** A ^  dpaiMeSa*
H MOTION
i, u4 U«i v’tilH, kM>a. ANtmUmUnaa
a»u. ai.eata*. lawimfr— . Da.OAioH.kMM*
THIS fAria >a»a warns «e tavianuaa.
A MONTH and mere la
graduate- who apeut • ram
at the college, bend ad
friend* and get circular i _ _^ _ nil Hpectiueua of penmanahlp L __ _
Dlh *exr* at'end. blmrlha'id taught by mall
IIITHINKS* COLLEGE. Hlsrllug. III.
oi Cffi'i?4-
LUMIUN TIIU fAVUi waaa wamaa n «a
DETECTIVES
Wanualamry toaaty. Miravdmta taaetaaOnlaMrartka,
la air Swr»t g»r»to». Piperltnca not awMMry.gaiHi la. itaaM
GrannanDetectlveBurcauCo. 44 Arcade. Cincinnati A
B| Plao'a Remedy fbr catarrh la tbs HBfl Easleit to lt»o, mul Cheapest.
CATARRH
 Sold by druggWta or aent by mail.
! | 50c. X. T. llaieHIne, Warren, Fa. I
NORTHERN PACIFIC
II LOW PRICE RAILROAD LMDS N
FREE Government LANDS.
wmuoia or acta of ea-h in
Dakota, Montana. Idaho, Waahlngto
SEND FOR inn aE




THE BltEAT CONQUEROR OF MIN,
Applied externally, InatanUy re'ieres
Nnrulna, llrulaea. Backache, rain In the
cheat or Hide*, Headache, Toothache, or
any other external pain, CONGESTIONS,
INFLAMMATIONS!. Rheamatlara, Neurol-
Klu. Luinliago, Mciatleo, Pains in the BmaU
of the Buck, etc,
CURES ALL SUMMER COMPLAIHTS,
Cramp*, Kpaania, Sour Stomach, Nanaeo,
Vomiting, Heartburn, D1AKKIHEA, Colic,
Cholera Morbua. Fainting Hpella. Inter-
nally, half to u teaapoourul in half a turn-
Itlor of water. fiOc. a bottle. All Drugglata.
DADWAY’S
n PILLS,
An excellent and mild Cathartle. Purely
Yogctahle. The Safest and beat Medicine
In the world for the Cure of oil Dlaordera
of tho
LIVER, STOMACH OR BOWELS.
Taken according to directions they will
re*tofe health and renew vitality.
Fries M eta. ft Sox. hold by all Drug-gift*.
Magnetism and Menthol as a
Remedial and Curative .
Agent
act as a
From time to time many Invest!
have breo placed upon the market i
catarrh, neuralgia. Drooi'bltls, etc,
are said to ooutaln electric or
powers.
Dr. Palmer la a gentleman who baa
of study to the subject of catarrh tad
bead, throat, and Iui:f». and aome
commeuced a eerlee ot expert menu
determining whether any cotnbln_
formed which would kill the parasite
healing power at the same time, and at h
ceedea In detamilnlng that menthol, when oom'
with magnetism, would do so, but how to
the** seemingly opposite agent, to a* to
their us* convenient and effectual was a Quest
some difficulty. Atlcngthhe*ti< m-dedlncon
within a vulcanite tube three inchea long and ,
tbn-e-Quarter* of an Inch in diameter a perfect _ ,
netlc batten In the form of a cot! of steel wire. ]
the Interior of this battery la stored a fine grade <
Imported menthol. The eniboof the tube are etc
by nicki-l caiia. which, when removed, admit of
free Inhalation of the electro uenthollzed air. 1 ___
menthol acta aa a gmuacldu, while the magneto-
electric fon-o stimulating the weakened nmea of
the dlseatu-d part* Into healthy action forma a won-
derful healing power, thereby auccesalully atopplnf
any further deiiredations.
The funn * when Inhaled are refreshing end cool-
ing, aud for (he immediate relief and speedy cure of
catarrh, cold In the head, bay fever, headache, neu-
ralgia. catarrhal deafnes*. etc.. It Is unequalra.
It cures hesdsebo in live mimite*. Here throat 1*
one i«t the disease# Immediately sffected by the In-
haler. Commenciuf cold* can be bn
hours by a few Insplratlona from thia L
tor. To rlear the throat and head, and pr
and refre*blng aleep at night. It haa m
Inspiration^* pleaaant ann^effect woud
md no family can afford to be wlthont on* <
l util I /v tv a*
before. _ _________ __ _
vi-lou*. aud
theae invention*.
Beware of imitation, aa there are n
persot s engaged in the manufa
tuba er that strongly resembles
Full dtrectlona, testimonial*.
Instrument
If you are afflicted with
get a Magnetic Inhaler.







I preaenbe and filly
dors* Big O aa the only
pectflc f or the certain am
We bare sold Big G fag
many yean, end It ben
 elven tbe beet et eoUn-
^ItDYCTTRkOO^
•1.00. Bold by DntggMft
No. 83-JO
‘ i*- v1*
ryy ” * r . .T
AiiiUirt^K UlRMtcrpIccc.
’Hit lovely mftidcQ iu the hammock avriug*
Beneath th* umbrageous trees,
While robin in the ripeuiug orchard sings
His thrillljg melodies.
Ask For Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, and be sure you got it,
when you want the best blood-purifler.
With its forty years
In dotted muslin dressed, or snowy lawn
Adorned with cherry bows,
She is a vision fairtr than the d«wn,
Sweet aa the new-blown rose.
The shining tresses of her silken bnir
About her shoulders play ; .
There Cupid hldes-each ringlet is a scare ;
Avoid her while you may I
For who can look upon her lovely face,
Her brightly beaming eye,
Behold her smile, her form's bewitching grace.
And scathless pus her by I
Turn back, oh, yonth ; another path pursue ;
Turn back, thou art In peril ;
If thou would’it keep thy heart avoid her, do,
The sweet vacatou girl.
—Boston Courier.
of unexampled sue*
cess in the cure of
Blood Diseases, you








is still the most pop-
ular, being in great-
er demand than all
others combined.
The Romance of a Button.
Ha was about to ssy adieu,
Was thinking of some word to flatter.
When from his overcoat there flew
A button with a dismal clatter.
Hs blushed, but she, with woman’s tact.
As If she saw a good joke in lr,
Cried laughlingly. 'There, now, I'll act
Your tailor's part for Just a minute."
He doffed the coat aud watched her thread
The needle with her head low bending,
"Now, do yoj know," he softly said,
'T hare an awful lot of mending ?
"Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is selling faster
Ilian ever before. I never hesitate to
recommend it.”— George W. Whitman,
Druggist, Albany, lud.
"I am safe in saying that my sales of
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla far excel those of
any other, and it gives thorough satisfac-
tion." — L. II. Bush, Des Moines, Iowa.
"Aver’s Sarsaparilla and Ayer’s Pills
ire the best selling medicines in my
itore. I can recommend them conscien-
tiously."— C. Bickhaus, Pharmacist,
itoseland, 111. 1
"Wo have sold Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
hero for over thirty years and always
tni
A bachelor, well aay. like me,
Is at the mercy of bis tailor,
And, then, there’s something else, you see,
(At this be turned a trifle paler) .
“My heart needa mending much, I fear ;
Do you suppose that you could do it?"
"Well, I don’t know," she mused, “but dear,
I’ll give my whole attention to it."
—Ladle* Beview.
A Rolher’f Talk lo Girls.
MAlty M. ALLEN, M. D.
You would not be surprised if I were
to ask your brother what he intends to
make of himself, but if I were to put
the query to you, perhaps you might
open your eyes in astonishment. You
expect to go to school until you gradu-
ate. and then become a young lady in
society and have a nice time. Do you
intend to go to parties and have beau-
costumes? Who will foot the
bills.-' Oh, papa, of course.” And in
return you will embroider him hand-
some slippers on material for which he
pays, and have them soled at his ex-
affo-aaTst-s
recommend it when asked to name he
best blood-purifier.’’ — W. T. McLean,
Druggist, Augusta, Ohio.
I have sold your medicines for the
last seventeen years, and always keep
is desired by all. To obtain it call on
E. HEROLD, A line lot of
Eighth street. He will you out with
the very best
BOOTS and SHOES
at reasonable prices. An experience of
many years enables him to select the
best stock aud to suit all classes of
customers.
We have just received a
bran new stock, and it will lie
money in your pocket to call





them in stock, as they aro staples.
' There is nothing so good for the youth-
ful blood’ as Ayer’s Sarsaparilla." —
It. L. Parker, Fox Lake, Wis.
"Ayer's Sarsaparilla gives the best
satisfaction of any medicine I have in
stock. I recommend It, or, as the
Doctors say, 4 1 prescribe it over the
counter.’ It never fails to meet the
cases for which I recommend it, even
where the doctors’ prescriptions have




Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Matt.








These buggies will he sold cheap.
The improved Ira I. Hunt Spring
Tooth Harrows aud Cultivators kept in
stock. Steel clad on bottom without
extra charge to purchasers, aud farmers
need not he afraid to purchase them,
as there is no royalty to pay, as there
is, or may he ou some other harrows.
The SI. Joseph Ranuracturlng
Co. Plows and Repairs. These
are (lie best.
My shop is the best place in Holland
to have your wagon or buggy repaired
and painted.
Send for c»t« oiub of 8.000 piece* of late and
popular bheet Music, \ocal ana Instrumental, all
standard, full slxe, regular editions. Sold at 10c
each. Special rates to teachers, or on orders of 3
pieces or more. All music publications at cut
prices. Mention this paper. Address
ai , JAMES L. MERRIOTT,
2&' Fifth Av« (JhicuKo, II. I
THE GREAT
A Safe Investment.
beats them all :
It equals any 5 or 6 dollar
tatsaaaBassK
ppisi
dressmaker plan elaborate garniture
for your new dresses and calf it being
economical. Perhaps you practice on
toe piano an hour daily, belong to a
win»?o5 ub*anid cal1 younelf studious,
hut what is to be your life work? If
St?™ JSS? to*day t0 earn your own
living, is there any one thing you could
vn.f? 801116 006 w°uld pay
lt? } ou don t exPect t0 have
wwoi* for a living, yet your brother
does. He would feel ashamed to calcu-
We on being supported all his life.
Why should not your brother be sup-
But what is theMe of a girl’s learning a business when
the chances are that she will get mar-S? “jer have an opportunity of
following the yowtion which has cost
heriomuch timejimi labor? Tomain-
tataherMlf-rwpect, if nothing else.
Why should you live au aimless life?
™ “fds workers; why not he
one of them? If you have talent-and
who has not— why not cultivate it so as
tomake itof evail tq you? Why not
Se®Dii«lWSS? do 8omet,liUg and to do
^Uving y0U str0Dger’ n,ore worthy
failure a return of purchase price. On
tins safe plan you can buy from our
advertised Druggist a bottle of Dr.
King's New Discovery for ComsumjH
tion. It is guaranteed to bring relief
in even1 case, when used for any affec-
tion of Throat, Lungs or Chest, such
as Consumption, Inflammation of
Lungs, Bronchitis, Asthma, Whooping
Cough, Croup, etc., etc. It is pleasant
and agreeable to taste, perfectly safe,
and can always lie depended" upon.
Trial bottles free at the drug stores of
Yates & Kane, Holland, A. De Kruif,
Zeeland.
Cholera infantum lias lost its terrors
since the introduction of Chamber-
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy. When that Remedy is used
and the treatment asdirected with each
bottle is followed, a cure is certain.
Mrs. Fanny Lauderdale, of Rock, Pode
Co., 111., says it cured her baby of chol-
era infantum and she thinks saved its
life. A. W. Walters, a prominent
merchant at Watershurg, 111., says it
cured his baby hoy of cholera infantum
after several other remedies had failed.
The child was so low that ‘‘he seemed
almost beyond the aid of human hands
or reach of any medicine,” hut Cham-
berlain’s Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy cured him. 2-5 and 50 cent
bottles for sale by Heber Walsh.
French Welt
$3.00
shoe for style, durability and
comfort. Other advertised
$3.00 shoes are full of nails
which hurt the feet, but these
shoes are entirely free from
them.
Try these Shoes
And you will wear no other.
For sale by
J. D. HELDER,
who always keeps on hand a
large assortment of all
kinds of footwear.
The new Trace Brace and Common
Sense Sand Band is now used on mv
wagons. This is a good thing. Cafl
and see it.
f armers and other good citizens are
invited to call at my wagon works and
examine the fine stock I have ou hand.
All goods sold are warranted.
JACOB FLIEMAN,
Holland, Mich.
Holland, Saugattick and Chicago










The only College Id the U. 8. that runs a regu-
lar Bank of Real money in connecUon with the
College. The practical «t stem on which the In-
stitution is conducted is Increasing its patronage
Leaves Saugatuck, at 6 p. m., on Monday.
^e^tSiS2w,"rl,ta‘1”c“'w> *' 5
Leaves Graham A* Co’s dock, foot of Wabash
Ave„ Chicago, at 3 p. m. on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday, arriving at Saugatuck next mom
^ t,*0 connect with steamer fur Holland
. Holland to Chicago. ?l.50; round
trip. 8. 50, Sleeping accommodations free,
The Kalamaioo makes a trip to the Holland
resorte every Sunday morning.
Elegant fassengir AceonuHoditiooi!
[omfortofcli Sleeping Jiftljs!
_ WALLACE B. GRIFFIN. Manager
yourdea)er
(OUiS'/ille,
at D. Bertsch’s, a large .
stock of Spring Shades
ol Henrietta and other
Dress Goods, direct
from New York.
Come and see them,,
and get yonr first
choice.
Also a large stock
of all. kinds of Dry
Goods.
I will sell them
cheaper than any







Buy an OIL STOVE !
It is just the thing to do all kinds of
cooking in the summer.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria
WATCH ! !
But don’t wait when you want to buy
Watchs, Clocks,
Jewery, Silverware,
But everything kept in a first-class
JEWELRY STORE
But go to
Troa worth is baing, tot seeming ;
In doing each day that goes by.
Some little good, not In the dreaming
Of the greet things to do by and by.
When Baby « aa sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
hen she had Children, she gave them Castoria
S P R 1 N G 0. BREVHAN & SON
Has arrived and so has a
I^am a trade, a profession, a busi-
Iten. Find your work and make a place
lor yonnelf in the world. Then if you
MB^promoted^to^ the^ dignity of wjfe-
portant business, you^f n^be less
worthy, less the woman or less the
mother. The very knowledge that you
can support yourself will, perhaps, re-
lieve you of muchflreadful foreboding.
a woman has found use for her
snluul hands to the support of an in-
T»Ud husband and helpless children.
Then, too, I think it will make you
more careful to the choice of a hus-
band. You will not be planning to
A (lircal KurprtftC.
Is in store for all who use Kemp's
Balsam for the Throat and Lungs, the
the great guaranteed remedy. Would
you believe that it is sold on its merits
and that any druggist is authorized by
the proprieior of this wonderful remedy
to give you a sample bottle free? It ne-
ver fails to cure acute or chronic coughs.
All druggises sell Kemp's Balsam.




And be assured of good goods, low






At the store of
mam for wealth or a home, and ' can
afford to wait until you can
— - - jww vu marry for
wve. You will think more of youis flf,
thus demanding more of the man whom
yon honor with your heart and hand,
and as your ultimate deetiny will doubt-
lew be to marry, no matter what other
vocation you may choose, l>e sure and
obtain a practical knowledge of all the
duties of a woman in the nome.—
jPrw.
Free
Ladies try the “Tricora” corset. For
sale at D. Bertsch’s dry goods store.
An Epidemic of Bloody Flow
Last summer the flux raged here to a
fearful extent. About live miles north
of here at the Whiteside grave yard
there were five victims of this dread-
ful disease buried in one day. The
doctors could do nothing with the dis-
ease. When my family were taken.
I went to Walter Brothers, of Walters-
burg, and told them the situation.
Thev said, give Chamberlain’s Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, that
they had sent out several hundred bot-
tles Into the infected district and
A Sensible Ran.
Would use Kemp's Balsam for the
Throat and Lungs. It is curing more
cases of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bron-
chstis. Croup and all Throat and Lung
Troubles, than any other medicine,
jho proprietor has auteorized any
druggist to give you a Sample Bottle
f ree to convince you of the merit of
this remedy. Large Bottles 50c and $1 .




A certain cure for Chronic Sore Eyes,
letter, Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Old
Chronic Sores, Fever Sores, Eczema,
Bch, Prairie Scratches, Sore Nipples
and Piles. It is cooling and sootning'.
-- ww.iujj uu auO h .
Hundreds of cases have been cured by
it after all other treatment had failed.
25 and 50 cent boxes for sale by
HEBER WALSH. Holland Mich.
25-rlyr.
“every day we hear how this medicine
is curing them. Sor far we have not
heard of it’s failing in a single instance.
Ready-Made Paints.
We have just received a full line cf
‘ IT
Also a large stock of
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
including Fancy Woolen Shirts. White
Shirts, Collars and Cuffs, Hat
and Caps, Neckties. &c.
The largest and finest assortment of
BUTTON'S
in the city.
A FULL LINE OF
Family Groceries
. KEPT IN STOCK.
Give Us a Call.
Detroit White Lead Works, ready
mixed paints, which are the best in the
market, including house, floor and car-
nage paints. J. O. Doesbubg. a.
I went to giving it ana could soon see
the good effects and a cure was the re-
sult. Anyone in dpuht about these
ly^write to me.— L. C. Ellis,
i Co., Illinois. For sale by
fahsh.
s patterns at D.




To the Editor— Please inform your
readers that I have a positive remedy
for the above named disease. By its
timely use thousands of hopeless cases
have been permanently cured. I shall
l>e glad to send two bottles of my rem-
edy free to any of your readers who
have consumption if they will send me
their express and post office address.
Your Land lie.
T. A. SLOCUM, St.,
New York.
I have the only set of Ab-
stract books in Ottawa county
and am prepared to furnish
abstracts of all land titles in
the county, promptly and at
reasonsble prices. I also buy
and sell real estate, and draw
up deeds and mortgages for




We have in our employ a
first class watehmaker and are
prepared to do repairing of all
kinds in a satisfactory manner
and on short notice.
The best Oil Stove in the market is the
GRAND
OIL STOVE
which is kept on sale at
J. B. Van Oort’s
HARDWARE STORE,
A first-class line of
Family Groceris.
Constantly kept in stock.
lit Wtr I lit Mer,
Dealers in
FRESH, SALT, AND SMOKED
Eighth Street.
The ‘ Grand” gives perfect satisfaction
and is the best oil stove
manufactured.
Give Me u Call and Examine
till* Stove.
J. B. VAN OORT.
Parties desiring
Choice Steaks and Roasts
Are especially invited to call.
Market on Rivar Street
DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER.




Bold by Druggist!. Also
Peerlen Bronze Paints -6 colon.
Peerless Laundry Bluing.
Peerleas Ink Povderv— 7 colors.
PeerlessShoe A Harness Dressing.
Peeries# Egg Dyes-8 colors.
I CURE
We sell goods cheaper than
ever and are constantly adding
to our stock all the latest deT
signs and novelties in Jewelry
and Plated Ware. «
AGENTS STRIKE atone* to sell tbe only
ACTHENTID AND COMVLETK
History of the Johnstown Flood.
Profusely Illustrated,
with Tiews of all sorts connect© 1 Mtk the terrt-
bl* scenes of the mighty Inundation . Price f 2
Liberal terms. Thousands want it. Demand is
immense Bend quickly 40o for outfit to
Palestine publishing co.,
Elkhart, Indiana.
Call on us and examine our goods,
learn our prices and be conuinced.
O. BREYMAN & SON.
Holland. Mich., March 15, 1888.
Get your
Job Printig
done at this Office.
FITS!
When I say Cure I do not mean merely to
•top them for a time, and then have them
return again. I mean A RADICAL CURE.
1 have made the disease of
FITS, EPILEPSY or
FALLING SICKNESS,
A life-long study. I warrant my remedy to
Cure the worst cases. Because others have
failed ia no reason for not now receiving a
care. Send at once for a treatise and a Free
Bottlb of my Infallible Remedt. Give
Express and Post Office. It costs you noth-
ing for a trial, and it will care you. Address
H.O. ROOT, M .0., 1 83 PlAlt 8t., NevYoik
J. H. YOTOG,
Chitijo S West Michigan rv
TIME TABLE.
Taking Effect June 1 6, 1 880
Photographer,
Trains Arrive «and Depart from Holland as below :






















GIVE HIM A CALL.
CLASW. L, D
83 SHOE CINTLCMIN.
































i the United States and





















iron * Poamvc m
DrF,.J( Scbut
